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This study is a research on the issue of sustainability in the vernacular architecture. 
Nowadays vernacular architecture has gradually been recognized as an important 
source of inspiration for the design in terms of sustainability. However many 
problematic designs are observed where there is much inconsistency between the 
desired performance and design performance on site. This research attempts to look 
for explanations of such phenomenon by probing into the process of vernacular 
precedent adaptation in design.  
 
The research is developed through both theoretical reasoning and empirical 
comparative study. Theoretically, this dissertation utilizes an interdisciplinary study 
approach. Theories from cognitive psychology, environmental science and 
architectural theory are employed to explain why vernacular precedents are used as 
heuristics in design in terms of sustainability. The P-O-M and context knowledge 
representation framework is further developed as a tool to depict the process of 
vernacular precedent adaptation.  
 
The empirical study is based on a comparative analysis on Le Corbusier’s design of 
Assembly in Chandigarh and Hassan Fathy’s design of Market Place in New Bariz.  
These two cases are selected for their similarity in the external constraints, the same 
intention to achieve the sustainability in design, and the similar inspiration source  






sustainability. Through the theoretical comparative study of the two cases, it is 
intended to find out what kind of precedent knowledge in vernacular architecture are 
adapted into these two cases and how are the different adaptation process reflected in 
their final design performance.  
 
The results obtained reveal that vernacular architecture are used as precedent in 
design in terms of sustainability based on the similarity between the precedent’s 
performance and the desired performance. However the re-use or change of the 
vernacular precedent should be based on the deep understanding of the scientific rule. 
Only part of the morphology elements are related to the performance of sustainability, 
neglect of the transfer of valid morphology elements and the related logic will lead to 
errors in design. Change of the morphology of vernacular precedent should also be 
conscious. Every minor change should be tested in case the logic link in terms of 
sustainability is disrupted. Otherwise there will be inconsistency between the desired 
performance and practical performance. 
 
The most important contribution of the study lies in that it reveals the inner logic from 
the vernacular precedent to the design product in terms of sustainability. It fetches up 
the gap between the knowledge base of vernacular architecture and the final design 
product. The analysis of the interrelationship between performance, operation and 
morphology can help to understand the transference of the “gene” of sustainability. Its 
contributions and limitations are identified. Its potential application in design practice, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research Background and Motivation 
This dissertation is concerned with the vernacular precedent adaptation in design in 
terms of sustainability. In the recent decades, the crisis of energy and the placeless-
ness brought about by the globalization drew a lot of interests to the subject of 
“sustainability”. Great efforts have been made in dealing with the issue of 
“sustainability”, especially in the discipline of built environment, since the building 
construction is claimed to be one of the major direct and indirect contributor s to the 
environment demolishment. It is responsible for over ten percent of the world's 
freshwater withdrawals, twenty-five percent of its wood harvest, and forty percent of 
its material and energy flows (Roodman & Lenessen, 1996) .  Similarly, levels of 
pollution and atmospheric emissions are heavily influenced by the construction 
industry (Lawson, 1997) . These cumulative impacts have resulted in increased 
attention to the role of architecture, since they will have serious implication for the 
problem of natural resource depletion and degradation, waste generation and 
accumulation, and negative impacts to ecosystems.  
 
1.1.1 Research subject: a discrimination of two ambiguous concepts 
Today “sustainable” seems to be a Buzz Word all over the world. It is an overused 
word and has been given much lip service in different kinds of disciplines. Yet there 
seems to be lots of misconception on these related terms. Firstly it seems imperative 
to elucidate two ambiguous concepts: the “sustainable architecture” and the “issue of 
sustainability” at the outset of the dissertation. The brief discrimination of the two 
terms is to make clear and define the subject of this study.  
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The popular interpretation of the words "sustainable architecture" describes an 
approach to architectural design that minimizes sustenance or resource consumption 
so as to prolong the availability of natural resources and at the same time have 
minimum adverse impacts on the built and natural environment, in terms of the 
buildings themselves, their immediate surroundings and the broa der regional and 
global setting (Hui, 1996). 
 
In practice, it is often used interchangeably with “sustainable construction”, 
“environmental architecture”, “green architecture” and “ecological building”. 
(Although there are also subtle differences between these terms, these will not be 
discussed here, as they are not in the scope of this study.) In that sense, the 
“sustainable architecture” is a term about the concrete and objective end result of 
certain kind of building practices, which strive for integral quality (including 
economic, social and environmental performance) in a very broad way.  
 
By contrast, the issue of “sustainability” to be discussed in this research is a relatively 
abstract and dynamic concept, which covers many different yet related subjects. A lot 
of researches have been done on the broad subject of sustainability at various levels 
from planning (Blowers, 1993) to the broad field of policy (Baker, 1997; V. A. E. 
Brown, 1997; MacDonald, 1998)  economics (Barbier, 1993; Pearce, 1999) and built 
environment (Graham, 2002; Lopez Barnett, Browning, 1995) since the birth of the 
term in the 1970s. As a subject with rich literature, however, sustainability has yet to 
be defined clearly. The meaning of sustainability has long been a contention among 
different researchers. It is necessary to have a brief review here to provide a backdrop 
for the later problem statement. To narrow down the investigation, the scope will be 
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focused on those dealing with the meanings of sustainability related to the built 
environment. 
 
Most of the definitions in literature are environmental aspect of sustainability  
(Costanza, 1991; IUCN, 1980; Pronk & Haq., 1992) . The principal concerns are the 
biosphere and climate, pollution, resources, population, biodiversity and the like (V. 
Brown & Barnes, 1991; Jistykawa & Djerassi, 1994). The related aspects can be what 
materials are renewable, consumption of least energy and least damage the biosphere 
in their manufacture and help saving energy once in place, and require least 
maintenance and repair. It is interpreted in the practice as “minimizing or maximizing 
solar gain, thus reducing energy or other resource use, reducing pollution, supporting 
particular population numbers, supporting particular forms of work organization, 
helping rationalization and cooperative decision-making, and so on” (V. Brown & 
Barnes, 1991).   
 
Later some researchers extend the connotation of the term from the direct meaning of 
ecology sustainability to the indirect meaning of cultural and social sustainability. 
They set out from the relationship between human and environment, and concern the 
human aspect in sustainability (Rapoport, 1994; Tzonis, 2004). For Rapoport, it refers 
to the survival and supportiveness of cultural and social quality, such as culture, forms 
of social organization and activity systems, lifestyles, and values. It implies 
“variability, specificity and the ability to combine core elements for survival, 
continuity and identity with new elements responding to new wants.”  This leads to 
open-ended environments, which allow for greater participation and stronger identity, 
at the same time expect new activities. He analogizes such kind of social and cultural 
Vernacular Precedent Adaptation in Design in Terms of Sustainability 
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preservation to the preservation of biological diversity (Rapoport 1994). Similarly, in 
a recent conference of “International Networks of Tropical Architecture” held in 
Singapore, Tzonis (2004) raised a statement about the importance of the diversity and 
richness of interaction in sustainable social quality envir onments. He believes that the 
sustainability of the social quality of a built environment depends on “the degree of its 
ability to accommodate in time successive alternative patterns of encountering of 
people enabling them to create new worlds.” Hence sustainability is a term dealing 
with the relation between the biophysical, made materiality, the socio-cultural and the 
symbolic. 
Figure 1-1: Three Dimensions of Sustainability 
(Source: Goodland and Daly, 1996)  
 
 
Based on the extension of the meaning, the "sustainability" becomes a "soft" term 
when used in the context. It is lacking in definition and without parameters as to 
meaning (Edwards, 2001; Kremers, 1995) . Kenneth 1  (1995) points out that 
"sustainability" is a term that represents the social and cultural shift in the world order, 
                                                 
1 Kenneth, unpublished manuscript in Kremers, “Defining sustainable architecture”, Architonic. (1995)。 
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patterns and styles of living. Accordingly it is defined differently within and between 
cultures, and its definition has changed over time.  As such, the term "sustainability" 
has little to do with the dictionary, literal definition of the word, but is the offspring of 
various subjects and the name for an attitude and way of looking at the world.  
 
Another point should be emphasized is that the issue of sustainability in this 
dissertation does not equal to the term of “sustainability” that gained currency during 
the1980s. Instead, it refers to the percept of the relationship between man and 
environment that has a much longer history (Porteous, 2001). Such concern for the 
well being of man and environment can be traced back to the 19th century. John 
Ruskin, William Morris and Richard Lethaby all in their different ways emphasized 
the importance of being in harmony with nature. The 19th century closed with the 
emergence of a clear, sustainable design movement (Edwards, 2001). Other than the 
post-modernists’ critiques to be inhuman and unsympathetic  to nature, the Modern 
Movement in the 1920s is argued by Porteous to be the origins of the architecture 
embodied environmental concerns of today. He credited the strong “green” relevance 
in Le Corbusier’s five points and Frank Lloyd Wright’s five resources, which has  
long been ignored by the critics and historians  (Porteous, 2001). The 1970s is 
acknowledged to be the threshold to a new “green” era with the introduction of the 
concept of “sustainability”. This concept evolved from theory of appropriate 
technology and environmental awareness of the 1970’s, and has taken on increased 
importance in the subsequent three decades. The UN Summit on Environment and 
Development in 1972, Agenda 21 , the closing document of the UN ‘Earth Summit’ in 
1992 in Rio de Janerio, followed by many other international and national meetings 
and conferences show the growing concern for protecting the environment for the 
Vernacular Precedent Adaptation in Design in Terms of Sustainability 
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future generations. A significant step forward in the international efforts towards 
recognizing the value and usefulness of sustainability is the momentum generated by 
the publication of Our Common Future, also known as the Brundtland Report 
(Brundtland, 1987) , which reported on the deliberations of the World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED), an official group set up by the UN to 
investigate ways by which environmental conservation could be systematically 
pursued, internationally, paying due attention to economic, social and political 
considerations. From then on, the issue of sustainability is no longer a simple 
environmental conscious but a complex interdisciplinary matter, and has become a 
new direction reflected in the architectural design practice. 
 
To conclude, the issue of sustainability in this research is an abstract and dynamic 
term and need to be understood in different contexts. Thus the design problems in 
terms of sustainability are very complex and hard to be defined clearly.   
 
1.1.2 Vernacular architecture and design in terms of sustainability 
1.1.2.1 Vernacular architecture and early sustainability philosophy 
There are so many ways to struggle for sustainability discussed above , among which 
to learn from vernacular is a very important approach, especially for those passive 
mode design. Historically many designers have recognized the important role of 
vernacular in dealing with the relationship between man and nature. The philosopher 
at the Age of Enlightenment, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, counseled people to return to a 
primitive state. He took the “primitive hut” as a way to rehabilitate the lost Garden of 
Eden. This philosophy influenced succeeding generations in many ways, especially 
on the foundation of Modernism. Later in face of the speedy development of 
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industrialization, John Ruskin (1925) in The seven lamps of architecture called for 
development to be modeled upon the harmonic order found in nature. He championed 
the craft and respect for artisans. He advocated the imperfection or ‘savageness’ of 
craft-based work was truly human and humane, whic h faithfully reflected the natural 
world in its use of materials and embellishment. As the pioneer of the Arts and Crafts 
movement, Morris also called for a return to the folk traditions of construction, and 
the use of local materials and techniques and even shift to the self-sufficient 
countryside life pattern.  
 
These theories did shed light on the thinking on the relationship between man and 
nature and turned people’s interest to the beauty of vernacular. Yet they were rooted 
in a nostalgic view, and stayed in the symbolic relation between buildings and nature.  
 
1.1.2.2  Vernacular and environmental sustainability 
The new episode in the research on vernacular architecture was not unveiled until the 
exhibition “Architecture without Architects” shown at the Museum of Modern Art 
from November 9, 1964 to February 7, 1965. The publication of Architecture without 
architects by Rudofsky, Bernard, marked a point of departure of the exploration of the 
architectural prejudices. People began to notice there is much more to learn from 
vernaculars. Different from the Arts and Crafts Movement in the last decade, this new 
revival focused on the environmental contexts and available resources, traditional 
technology in the vernacular architecture. Much beyond the romantic or nostalgic 
dimensions as inspiration for some professionally successful practitioners, examples 
of vernacular architecture comprise a substantial source of environmental knowledge. 
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The acknowledgement of environmental consciousness in vernacular architecture has 
added a new dimension to its value. 
 
Environmental concerns are nothing new. The relationship with nature has been a 
defining factor throughout architectural history. According to Broadbent (1973), the 
architectural design could be reduced to a matter of reconciling three systems, the 
human system, the external environment system and the building system itself. The 
building purpose is “climatic modification”. The climate here includes both the 
physical climate and the cultural climate— social, political, economic, moral, aesthetic 
and so on. Thus the considerations of environmental issues are innate in all buildings. 
In the vernacular architecture, the builders are usually at the same time users. They 
spontaneously take into consideration about their requirements, social conditions, 
environmental factors and materials. “Instead of trying to ‘conquer’ nature, they 
welcome the vagaries of climate and the challenge of topography.” Rudofsky (1964)  
demonstrates the way in which basic solutions to complex proble ms were developed 
historically and why those solutions are so important to remain cognizant of today. He 
believes that the shape of the houses, sometimes transmitted through a hundred 
generations, seem eternally valid in the handling of practical problems, like harsh 
climate and short of resources. Even some of the modern mechanical environmental 
technology----prefabrication, standardization of building components, flexible and 
movable structures floor-heating, air-conditioning, light control was anticipated by the 
“primitive” solutions in vernacular architecture.  Similarly the large question behind 
Mumford’s critical regionalism is ecology and sustainability. He believes that critical 
regionalism can help to realize the “biotechnic” age and the “restoration of the 
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balance between man and nature, the conservation and restoration of soils and of the 
forest cover to provide shelter for wildlife” (Lefaivre & Tzonis, 2003).  
 
1.1.2.3  Vernaculars and socio-cultural sustainability 
Besides the environmental response to the local climate and geography, vernacular 
also enhances a feeling of community and belonging by appealing directly to people’s 
experience of place, as well as assisting in the regeneration and sustenance of local 
economies. They also play a very important role to counteract such a process of socio-
cultural displacement and alienatio n, in which globalization plays a part through 
architecture.  
 
To Norberg-Schulz (1980), the landscape-related and climatic characteristics of a 
place are not only aspects of topography but also determinants of system of meaning 
that inform not only the place itself but also the people who live there. Modernism has 
ignored the meaning of nature place for long, whereas it was an absolute determinant 
of life and frame of reference for human to be on the earth. It is believed that 
vernacular architectures are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values, 
economies and ways of living of the cultures that produce them. They are 
economically effective and culturally appropriate (Oliver, 1997). Furthermore, in 
vernacular architecture, the personal participation in the shaping of his environment 
instead of forcing by the designers enhanced the user’s feeling of belongs (Rudofsky, 
1964). 
 
Critical regionalism strides a further step in the exploration of vernacular. Frampton 
(1983) distanced it in equal measure from the myth of progress of Classical 
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Modernism and from a return to the architectural forms of a pre-industrial past. It is 
not the nostalgic reproduction of local architectural forms. Instead it selects these 
regional elements, physical or conceptual, which are historically linked with the 
formation of concrete urban genius loci, defamiliarized, and recomposed in new 
projects. Similarly for Tzonis, critical regionalism is not a style but rather an 
approach to architecture that asks for design to be conceived in response to the needs 
and opportunities of a specific region, which is based on a self-examination, self-
question, self-evaluation attitude. The essence of critical regionalism is to overcome 
the “deep unbridgeable gulf between the people of the earth” (Lefaivre, Stagno, Bay, 
& Tay Kheng, 2001) and regain the “place”. “Regional forms”, “which closely meet 
the actual conditions of life and which fully succeed in making a people feel at home 
in their environment” are believed to be capable to accomplish the salvation of 
“placeless-ness”, as “they do not merely utilize the soil but they reflect the current 
conditions of culture in the region.” (Mumford, 1941)  
 
Rapoport also elaborated the sustainability in the traditional environment from his 
EBR (Environment Behavior Research) angle. He argued that rather traditional 
environments probably have potential lessons, but these require that evidence is 
approached at some level of abstraction---- in conceptual and theoretical terms rather 
than in terms of direct, concrete physical data (Rapoport, 1994). Both human behavior 
and the latent aspects of environmental solutions should be emphasized.  By looking 
at behavior and generalizing about environment-behavior interactions and human 





To conclude, the lessons to be learned from vernacular architecture are numerous: 
person-nature dialogue in terms of built environment; respons e to environmental 
factors; limitations of materials; culture and technology as a tool in construction; 
building activity with respect to social relations; etc.  
 
1.1.3 Current state of design practice on vernacular precedent adaptation in terms of 
sustainability 
As a result, vernacular architecture is widely used as precedent in design practice not 
only as the successful example to counter the ecological crisis, but also as the 
embodiment of social and cultural sustainability to resist the placeless-ness brought 
about by the modernization and globalization. For example, Hassan Fathy and Frank 
Lloyd Wright sought to use local materials and crafts in an endeavor to produce a 
modern architecture out of regional building traditions. Le Corbusier relied heavily on 
primitive methods, natural materials and interpretation of vernacular language in his 
late designs. Glenn Murcutt also believed that architecture was a human intervention 
that does not disrupt the laws of nature. The imperative of maintaining ecological 
richness, and using the minimum of resources to achieve the maximum of diversity, 
leads a new way into a humane, socially responsive and environmental well-being 
architecture practice (Edwards, 1996).  
 
However, some practices are also found to be unsatisfactory. For instance, sometime 
there appears a phenomenon of “Symbolic Sustainability”. Symbolic Sustainability is 
kind of misconception of “sustainability”. In this type of design, the architects have 
the sublime wish to achieve the human well being through learning from vernacular 
architecture. However they just take “sustainability” inside the indigenous 
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architecture as a symbol. The resulted architecture is reduced to a style of “green 
dressing”, which does not stand up to objective scrutiny (Porteous, 2001).  
The Beijing Fengze Yuan Restaurant designed by Cui Kai in 1991 was a typical 
representation of such type of “symbolic sustainability” (See Fig. 1-2, 1-3, 1-4). It 
embodied the flame in “Chineseness” symbol of the younger generation of Chinese 
architects blazed by I.M. Pei. The diamond-shaped decorations in the windows and 
the lattice windows on the corners were regularly replicated here in order to response  
to the surrounding traditional environments. The traditional big roof and columns of 
Han Dynasty were transformed from their sizes and largely simplified, which acted as 
a decoration element and the same time the hint of the main entrance. However, 
modern layout and function flow line was neglected in this design so that the closed 
place in it cannot well fit in the needs of  modern life. The final design product is far 
from the aim to achieve the environmental and socio-cultural sustainability.  










This “symbolic sustainability” is unfortunately observed in many situations and steps 
away from the real purpose of sustainability. Yet the shortfall in the practice then is 
not simply a question about the design attitude. Instead, it is found to have its deep 
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roots in the designer’s cognition and reasoning process, by observing the great 
inconsistency between the vernacular precedent’s performance and the final design 
product’s practical performance in terms of “sustainability”.  
 
1.1.4 Current state of research on vernacular precedent adaptation in terms of 
sustainability 
However, current literature on the issue of sustainability in vernacular cannot give out 
the answer of this problem. According to the different phases in the problem solving 
process, the current concern area about the issue of sustainability in vernacular can be 
classified as knowledge base of sustainability; design thinking process  and final 
product of design practice on sustainability (Please see Fig. 1-5). Mos t of current 
literatures are dealing with either the knowledge base part or simply recording of the 
product of the successful designs. The study on the intermediate stage: Design 
Thinking Process has seldom been touched (Please see Table 1-1). How the abstract 
idea of “sustainability” is concretized to the architectural language is still a question 
unknown. 
 






The knowledge base here refers documentation of different examples of vernacular 
architecture of different regions all over the world. For instance, the book of 







Final product of 
design practice 
on sustainability 
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embodies the international survey of vernacular buildings from 80 countries. However 
most of the se existing documentations are stayed on the level of description of the 
characters of buildings. They are seldom clearly expressed in a form that can aid non-
experts in decision-making. Furthermore the existing documentations are lack of a 
mechanism for evaluating sustainability in the context of built environment systems. 
Many of the literatures did not provide examples of what elements inside vernacular 
are relevant to sustainability and how they could be applied to build environment 
systems (Pearce 2002). It made the designers extremely difficult to incorporate 
findings from vernacular precedents into their design practice even though they are 
probably very conscious of their social responsibility and the need to improve the 
sustainability of world. “The designers can only make the decision in as integrated 
and sensible a way as they can.” (Lawson 1997) Many of their decisions are based on 
their assumptions of validity of these vernacular precedents in related to sustainability, 
which will inevitably lead to some errors in design. 
 
The final design product part refers to the review of the examples  of design practices, 
especially refers to the designs which drew elements of sustainability from vernacular 
architecture. Most of the examples are insensitive to the contextual factors. They 
seldom state out the detail information of what elements of vernacular have they 
adapted and how the adaptation process is.  There is also lack of the evaluation on the 
resulted performance of the design. All of these shortage  resulted in the vague  
perception on the design process. It made designers hard to understand what factor 





Table 1-1: Literature on vernacular architecture in terms of sustainability according to 
different design stages 
(Source: Author)  
 
Stages of design Literature Author 
1. Encyclopedia of 
Vernacular Architecture of 
the World  
Paul Oliver 
2. China's vernacular 
architecture : house form and 
culture 
Ronald G. Knapp 
3. Vernacular architecture in 
America : a selective 
bibliography 
John A. Cuthbert, Barry 
Ward, Maggie Keeler 
Knowledge base in terms 
of sustainability in 
vernacular 
4. The traditional Malay 
house 
Abdul Halim Nasir, Wan 
Hashim Wan Teh 
Design thinking process in 
terms of sustainability in 
vernacular  
  
1. Design practices: (re) 
constructing traditions 
John Webster, Dominique 
Bonnamour-Lloyd, Basil 
Kamel 
Final design product in 
terms of sustainability in 
vernacular   
2. New vernacular 
architecture 
Vicky Rich ardson 
 
 
1.2 Research Framework  
In view of this problem, the primary motivation of this research is to bridge the gap 
between the knowledge base of research result and design practice through a study on 
the inner situational logic and the problem-solving processes of designers according 
to the issue of “sustainability”.  
 
1.2.1 Hypothesis and objective  
This dissertation proposes an interdisciplinary analysis between the cognitive science 
and architecture design to bridge this gap. The hypothesis of this research is that:  
Vernacular architecture is widely used as heuristics in design in terms of 
sustainability. The problem of inconsistency between the desired performance and the 
performance on site in terms of sustainability in such design is linked with the 
vernacular precedent adaptation process. Such errors may have two causes: 
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1. The neglect of the valid sustainability elements from vernacular precedent in the 
selection process; 
2. The inappropriate change of the valid sustainability elements without checking its 
operation and inner logic. 
 
Accordingly, the objective of this study is not to give out a definition of authentic 
sustainability or any design method to be directly utilized into practice. Instead, it is 
an attempt to make a connection between a built form and the architect’s cognition of 
“sustainability”, which is to shift the research focus away from a building (or any 
other designed material thing) as a finished product to process. It aims to generate a 
model to depict how the abstract concept of “sustainability” is recognized, represented, 
interpreted, and concretized into the practice. “Represent” used here is not the usual 
meaning as “portray by pictorial or plastic art” in the architecture domain. Instead it is 
related to the schema theory and in the sense referred to by Rumelhart and Ortonyas  
(1977) and Tzonis (1992) as “capture information contained in precedents, principles, 
and rules of architecture”. Through the exploration on the design thinking and 
reasoning process, it is expected that a new angle of view on the issue of 
sustainability would be offered so that the door towards the authentic sustainability 
might be opened. 
 
1.2.2 Research scope and focus 
Hence the main concern of this study is not on the styles or the forms of certain kind 
of design. Instead, it is an interest in the process of concretization of the abstract idea 
of “sustainability”. Actually there are so many elements in the different phases of life 
cycle, which will impact on decision-making process and subsequently the final 
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product of design on sustainability, such as the policy, power structures of the 
building industry (Dominique, 2002; Hewitt & Wilkinson, 2002), the penchant of 
clients, the relationship between architects and clients, the availability of technology 
etc. This study limits its scope to studying the architect’s cognition in design thinking 
as the main element impact on design product. 
 
Considering the various ways of thinking in design process, this dissertation focuses 
on the heuristic reasoning in dealing with the problem according to the issue of 
“sustainability”. Albeit the cognitive biases are an important aspect associated with 
heuristic thinking (Bay 2001), it is not the main subject of the exploration. The focus 
is on the adaptation process of sustainability knowledge from vernacular precedent to 
new design. That means, this research is an attempt to shape out how the issue of 
“sustainability” is translated through the designer’s mind.  
 
The issue of sustainability studied in this dissertation is not the specific term of 
“sustainability” which originated after 1960s, but rather an attitude toward the 
harmony between human and nature. Thus in this broad sense, it is rooted in every 
responsible architect’s mind in all ages. As aforementioned, the issue of 
“sustainability” has three dimensions: ecological, social, and economic sustainability. 
This study mainly bases on its direct and indirect meaning, i.e. the ecological and 
social sustainability. The economic sustainability is left out in this discussion. In that 
sense, the sustainability in this dissertation is demonstrated as the environmental 
response and cultural & social continuity. And the research subjects will limit on 
those passive mode designs, which drew the elements of sustainability from 
vernacular architecture. 
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1.2.3 Research questions and research methodology 
Based on the above specification, this dissertation attempts to investigate: 
1) Why designers use vernacular architecture as precedents in design in terms of 
sustainability?  
2) How does the issue of sustainability in vernacular architecture transfer into new 
designs? 
3) What kind of adaptation process may lead to the success/failures in design in terms 
of sustainability? 
 
This dissertation tries to address these questions both theoretically and empirically. 
The theoretical research part works as a theoretical backdrop of the inner situational 
logic and the decision-making processes of designers. An interdisciplinary method is 
utilized. Theory from cognitive science and architectural theory on sustainability are 
commingled to assist to answer  the first research question, “Why designers use 
vernacular architecture as precedents in design in terms of sustainability?” The 
Performance-Operation-Morphology-Context framework of Tzonis (1992) is 
developed as a tool to describe the design process of “How designers transfer the 
issue of sustainability in vernacular architecture into their new designs?” These 
theories are used to abstract and analyze the precedent adaptation process in terms of 
the issue of sustainability from the angle of cognition.  
 
The empirical study is based on comparative analysis on Le Corbusier’s design of 
Assembly in Chandigarh and Hassan fathy’s design of Market Place in New Bariz.  
Sketches are used as the main resource of the first case study as they provide a 
graphic means for recalling and manipulating visual representations or images 
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relevant to the solution of design problems. The second case study mainly uses the 
texts and pictures as resource. Thus the design process of the second case is mainly 
based on the author’s assumption. The P.O.M. knowledge representation framework 
mentioned before is used to analyze these two specific cases. Abstract theory is 
concretized in the cases in a bottom-up way. Different design philosophies and their 
methods of adaptation in terms of sustainability are compared with each other. Results 
obtained are expected to reveal how the issue of sustainability in the vernacular 
architecture is transferred into new design elements and what kind of design process 
may lead to success/failures in design in terms of sustainability.  
 
The cases of Le Corbusier’s Assembly and Hassan Fathy’s Market Place are selected 
not only because both of them embodied sustainability philosophy and utilize the 
vernacular architecture as their inspiration source, but also because of the complexity 
of the context and the sites, which may provide lessons for the regions with similar 
complicated historical and cultural background. More importantly, it is expected that 
through the comparative analysis on the design thinking on sustainability of Le 
Corbusier and Hassan Fathy, the prophet of the Modern Architecture and the 
proponent of the Regionalism Architecture, their different method of vernacular 
precedent adaptation and the resulted different performance would be revealed. Hence 
the way towards the authentic  sustainability might be pointed out.  
 
To summarize, the dissertation is to explore the vernacular adaptation process in 
terms of the issue of sustainability from comparative study of Le Corbusier’s 
Assembly in Chandigarh and Hassan Fathy’s Market Place. It is neither an over-
simplified documentation of the successful practices as most current literatures in 
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sustainability do; nor a normative approach that focus on idealized models as in usual 
studies in design thinking. Instead it is developed through an integrated way, which 
descriptively interprets and compares the design thinking of the two famous designers 
in terms of the issue of sustainability through the theoretical models in the domain of 
cognitive science. The discussion is progressively developed through three steps of 
exploration: top-down theoretical research, bottom-up empirical research, and an 











(Chapter 2, 3) 
Top-down 
Empirical research 
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1.3 Thesis Outline  
Consequently, the thesis starts from the description of the current state of the research 
and practice of the vernacular precedent adaptation in design in terms of sustainability. 
The problematic of the discrepancy of the design performance and practical 
performance on site is revealed in Chapter 1. And an interdisciplinary way of research 
methodology is proposed.  
 
The next part is the theoretical research, which includes two chapters. Chapter 2 
provides a theoretical review on the cognitive process of the design thinking with 
focus on the heuristic reasoning. The aim is to explain why vernacular architecture is 
widely used as precedents in design in terms of sustainability. Chapter 3 proposed a 
tool to illustrate the process of vernacular precedent adaptation in design based on the 
Performance-Operation-Morphology-Context framework of Tzonis (1992). 
 
The case study approach is applied in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Chapter 4 is the case 
study on Le Corbusier’s design of the Assembly in Chandigarh while Chapter 5 is the 
case study on Hassan Fathy’s design of the Market Place in New Bariz. Both of them 
provide the background for each case and describe the characters of different 
architecture features and the related various vernacular precedents. Both the desired 
performance and the performance on site are identified. These case study findings will 
be discussed in detail in the later theoretical interpretation. 
 
The theoretical interpretation in Chapter 6 utilizes the performance-operation- 
representation framework discussed in Chapter 3 to analyze the heuristic reasoning 
process of sustainability in the specific case of Le Corbusier’s Assembly and Hassan 
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Fathy’s Market Place. Through comparative study of different adaptation process of 
vernacular precedents and the resulted performance, this chapter attempts to explain 
the causes of the success/ failures in design in terms of sustainability.  
 
The final chapter, Chapter 6, discusses the findings of this study, contributions, 
limitations, and suggestions of the  future development potential of this work. 
(Please see the Thesis Outline below, Table 1-2) 
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Table 1-2: Thesis Outline 
(Source: Author) 
Procedure of Study Chapter Description of Procedure 
Introduction 
(Research background and 
motivation; Problem and 
Methodology) 
Chapter 1 Definition of the issue of 
sustainability, descriptive 
study on the current state of 
the research and practice on 
vernacular precedent 
adaptation in design in terms 
of sustainability; 
Definition of the problematic; 
Description of the proposed 
research methodology:  
Interdisciplinary theoretical 
research and comparative 
case study 
Chapter 2 Theoretical research with 
interdisciplinary approach 
based on cognitive science 
and environmental science to 
explain the use of vernacular 
as precedents in design in 
terms of sustainability  
Theoretical Research 
Chapter 3 Introduction and development 
of the Performance-
Operation-Morphology-
Context framework of Tzonis 
as the tool to represent the 
vernacular precedent 
adaptation process in design 
in terms of sustainability 
Chapter 4 Descriptive of the case of Le 
Corbusier’s Assembly in 
Chandigarh: background of 
the design, selection criteria 
and analysis method, design 
process and the performance 
of the architecture 
Comparative Case Study 
 
Chapter 5 Descriptive of the case of 
Hassan Fathy’s design of 
Market Place in New Bariz: 
background of the design, 
selection criteria and analysis 
method, design process and 
the performance of the 
architecture 
Theoretical Interpretation Chapter 6 Descriptive interpretation of 
theory of precedent 
adaptation framework to 
case, propose possible 
explanation for errors in 
design 
Evaluation and Conclusion Chapter 7 Discussion of some related 
research, general 
applicability, limitations and 
improvements, 
Future applications  and 
extension of study 
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PART I THEORETICAL RESEARCH 
This part is the theoretical research for explaining and analyzing the phenomenon of 
vernacular precedent adaptation in design in terms of sustainability. It consists of two 
chapters. The first one addresses the problem of “why vernacular precedents are 
widely adapted in design in terms of sustainability” from an interdisciplinary angle. 
Cognitive science and environmental science are combined to explain the heuristic 
usage of vernacular precedents in design. The second chapter further elaborates on 
how the issue of sustainability in vernacular architecture is transferred into the new 
design with the help of P. O. M and context framework. The particularity of the 
design problems in terms of sustainability is revealed to explain why the errors are 
most probably to happen during the phase of “selectively re-use and change of 
vernacular precedents”. The main concern of this part is to formulate a theoretical 
framework that can help us to probe into the mysterious precedent adaptation process.   
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF VERNACULAR 
PRECEDENTS ADAPTATION IN DESIGN IN TERMS OF 
SUSTAINABILITY 
This chapter provides the theoretical background of the adaptation of vernacular 
precedents in design in terms of sustainability from the angle of cognitive thinking. A 
brief introduction of the development of the design thinking theory is provided here as 
a theoretic basis. The retrospection of the study on design thinking is not a simply 
historical narrative. Instead, the literature review focuses on the shift of attitude 
towards heuristics reasoning in cognitive thinking and the role of precedents in 
architectural design.    
 
As this research is to discover the way of how the issue of sustainability inside 
vernacular precedents transferred into new design, the nature of the design problem 
on sustainability will be discussed in detail. Additionally, why and how the vernacular 
precedents are adopted as the main source of precedent knowledge of design on 
“sustainability” will be further investigated from the cognitive science angle. 
 
2.1 Theoretical Background of Precedent Adaptation in Design 
2.1.1 The role of precedent in design thinking 
Design thinking is a relatively new field of study1. Its central concern is with how 
designing is and might be conducted. Traditionally, scholars focused on shaping a 
                                                 
1 Please see detail introduction of the design thinking, heuristic reasoning and analogies in Appendix-A. 
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theoretical understanding of design thinking, developing strategies and techniques for 
efficient design and to research on related issues such as knowledge representation, 
problem structuring, solution structure, and so on. The researches during the “Design 
Methods Movement” in the early 1960s focused on setting up a logical and systematic 
method of design, which attempts to “reconstruct the design process on the basis of 
the new methods and techniques of problem solving, management, and operational 
research which had been developed in World War II and in the 1950s.” (Cross, 1984) 
 
Unfortunately it soon proved to be false and inconsistent with the observation of the 
design practice. Later the collaboration of design thinking and information processing 
(Akin, 1986), case-based reasoning (Maher & Zhang, 1991; Roseman, Gero, & 
Oxman, 1992) provided some explanation about the nature of the design process. 
These studies have shed light on numerous aspects of human thinking and problem 
solving. The role of precedent and heuristic method of human reasoning is 
re-recognized in design area. Moreover the prior experiences of designer are found to 
help the formulation of a reasonable course of action on incomplete evidence, and in 
fact, “making a first approximation on the basis of prior experience enormously 
reduce the scale of the problem solving effort.” (Archer, 1969)  
 
2.1.1.1 Early ancestors of cognitive thinking research 
Before the elaboration on the discussion of the cognitive thinking theory, it is 
imperative to mention the Gestalt Movement, which has shed light on the later 
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research on cognitive thinking.  
 
The Gestalt Movement in psychology, beginning in the 1920s with the work of Kohler, 
Koffka, Werthimer, and others can be seen as an early ancestor of the theory on 
cognitive thinking in design process (Koffka, 1935; Kohler, 1929; Wertheimer, 1945). 
The ideas inside the Gestalt theory are quite rich. Among them the idea most relevant 
to this dissertation is the formula about the work of the memory of human being. It is 
believed that there is some clear similarity in the gestalt patterning of stimuli and of 
the activity in the brain while we perceive the stimuli.2 Thus when human learn or 
solve problems, people try to re-describe the problems in another way until it matches 
their memory and thus they use analogy as a way of shifting mental paradigm. The 
meaning is recognized and the prior experience is essentially recalled as a response to 
certain types of stimuli. Barlett developed the notion of an internalized mental image 
to theory of the “schema”. The schema represents an active organization of past 
experiences, which is used to structure and interpret future events. This idea leads to 
important progression in the future research on the design thinking, especially on the 
cognitive experiences (Bartlett, 1961; Broadbent, 1966). 
 
2.1.1.2 Cognitive process in design thinking 
Strongly influenced by gestalt psychologists, the later research in design process in 
the 1980s’ is more humanistic and focused on the cognitive thinking. Akin (1978) 
                                                 
2 See detail in the concept of “Isomorphism” in Gestalt psychology. 
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strides forward the first major step in proposing a descriptive model of the design 
behavior in his important paper “How Do Architects Design?” He identifies the 
cognitive mechanisms and the interrelationship between them. He suggests that, 
“synthesis” or solution development occurs as early as in the first page of the protocol. 
Rowe (1987) also suggests that other than logically analyzing every aspect of the 
problem at hand, there seems to be “a particular orientation preoccupies the 
designers”. They bring their guiding principles at the outset of their design. Similarly, 
Darke (1979) provides a ‘conjecture-analysis’ model and suggests that designers rely 
firstly on the formulation of a ‘primary generator’. The designers impose a particular 
generating concept or limited set of objectives very early in the design process. 
“These objectives form a starting point for the architect, a way in to the problem; he 
does not start by listing all the constraints.” In the actual design, it is a process of 
“variety reduction” with the very large number of potential solutions reduced by 
external constraints and by the designer’s own cognitive structures. (Darke, 1979)  
 
Based on the results of the above studies, the design problem in practice is difficult to 
be solved with incomplete information, limited time and human mental resources. 
They cannot be simply solved by analytical approach alone (Bay, 2001). Most 
designers have a pre-opposition at the outset of their design, which stems from radical 
constraints, external constraints and the designers’ own “guiding principles” (Lawson, 
1980). The ‘primary generator’ is closely linked with the designer’s previous 
experience, intuitive and human feel, rule-of-thumb and previous examples, 
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developed through years of education and practice (Schon, 1983). It is precedents 
knowledge and various heuristic means of reasoning that work as the shortcut of 
human problem solving in design area and help people arrive at the “satisficing”3 
solution (Simon, 1969).  
 
2.1.2 Precedents and design education 
A design precedent is a previously developed product or process, which can be used 
to model new solutions in the problem domain of architecture (Akin, 2002). It has a 
significant place in design research. Most architectural design judgment and decisions 
were made with reference to precedents (Bay, 2001; Oxman, 1994; Tzonis, 1992). 
Researchers in architectural education have pointed out the significance of precedents 
as one of the most common types of knowledge employed in design education. Suwa 
(1998) suggests that design is a kind of apprenticeship while inspecting past good 
examples is one of the basic techniques required at the outset. According to Akin 
(2002), traditionally students in architecture studios are given not robust principles but 
plenty of precedents from which to “learn a variety of heuristics”. More importantly, 
precedents provide them not only the ‘physical variables” but also the “conceptual 
variables”. The abstractions derived from the precedent are those which bridge 
between the conceptual and the physical and thus provide the basis for exploiting the 
conceptual knowledge of precedents. The acquisition and the construction of the body 
of concepts from precedents are considered as means to demonstrate and facilitate 
                                                 
3 Satificing is termed by Simon (1969) based on his argument of bounded rationality. It means that one solve his 
problems, not to the extent of a complete maximization, but sufficient to get by and achieve the goals in life. 
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meaningful learning.  
 
2.1.3 Precedents and Case-based design  
In the 1990’s precedent has emerged as a central part in automation-based 
architectural design and leads to the flourish of the Case-Based Reasoning in AI. Peter 
Collins draws analogies between the foundations of sound judgment in architecture, 
and those in law (Collins, 1971). He points out that “architectural reasoning is more 
akin to legal reasoning than it is to many parts of engineering, in that it is much less 
reducible to mathematical and computational formalization: its problems are 
‘ill-structured’, and related, like those of law, to a wide range of human modes of 
thought and objects of interest.” It is the similarity between the architecture and law 
reasoning strengthened the role of precedents in design problem solving. However 
there also exists a notable difference between architecture and law reasoning. The 
architecture design places more emphasis on the adaptation and modification process 
rather than on case storage and retrieval as in law. This difference lies in the unique 
requirement of creativity in architectural design. According to Schmitt (1988), 
architectural creativity requires knowledge and relies on heuristics to find applicable 
solutions of the past and adapt them to new design problems. He points out the 
importance of case adaptation and case combination for a creative design in his 
Case-Based Design system. Case-Based Design (CBD) is a specific kind of CBR. It 
can solve new design problems by adapting, modifying or combining existing cases. 
In the CBD view, case adaptation is employed as a means of fitting an old solution to 
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a new one, or evolving a new design by modifying an existing solution representation 
while case combination is to combine features from radically different cases to form a 
new and definitively different design solution. One good example of case combination 
is the use of precedents of “huts, ships, and bottle-racks” by Le Corbusier in his 
creative design of Unite d’ habitation (Tzonis, 1992). Tzonis suggests that in this 
design Le Corbusier analogy to and synthesis a multitude of precedents: the savage 
hut, the liner, the wine-bottle rack, the Greek temple, and more, “recalling these 
precedents from memory, examining them, dissecting them, trying them and 
recombining them, putting old tools to new use and old ones on new compositions.” 
(Tzonis, 1992 p.145) 
 
2.1.4 Precedents and analogical reasoning  
Such process of retrieving, adapting and combining these solutions in the context of a 
new design task, as discussed above, has found to be closely related to the analogical 
reasoning. Analogy reasoning is among the main tools of general human problem 
solving and the central mechanism of creativity (Broadbent, 1973). According to 
Kedar-Cabelli, ‘a remarkable ability of people is to easily understand new situations 
by analogy to old ones, to comprehend metaphors, and to solve problems based on 
previously solved, analogous problems’ (Kedar-Cabelli, 1988). In architectural design, 
the use of precedents and analogies in the design process is the most common strategy 
that has been reflected in the concepts of types, archetype and architectural typology 
(Vidler, 1977). The analogy makes it possible for designers to select from their total 
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experience, a small number of situations, which are the most similar to a new situation 
they are faced with. 
Based on the above research results in design thinking, designer seldom starts the new 
design from scratch or through exhaustive logical analyzing of every aspect of the 
problem at hand. Instead, he always employs various heuristic4 means such as 
analogy reasoning to generate the new solutions. Lawson (1980) observes that most 
designers adopt strategies, which are heuristics in nature. Akin also points out that 
“heuristic search” is a basic mechanism in “design plan” (Akin, 1978). Similarly 
Rowe suggests that heuristic reasoning is part and parcel of most solution generation 
strategies (Rowe, 1987). The heuristic strategies have proven to be effective in 
selecting the most promising alternative when there are a number of alternatives 
available. The attention is focused to a limited selection of constraints, which set 
some certain direction for the final solution and make the problem solving process 
more efficient. Such heuristic use of precedents can avoid the problem of 
combinatorial explosions, reduce the search area, and at the same time attribute to the 
creativity of the new design (Bay, 2001). 
 
2.2 Vernacular Precedents in Designs in Terms of Sustainability  
The last section has provided a general theoretical backdrop of the use of precedents 
                                                 
4 Here, ‘heuristics’ refers to the principle, procedure, or other device that contribute to reduction in the research 
for satisfactory solution thinking (Newell, Shaw, & Simon, 1957; Simon, 1969). It relies on the use of intuition, 
human feel, experience, rule-of -thumb, examples by analogy for judgment and decision making in real life 
conditions (Schon, 1983; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982).  
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in architectural design. It is explored why designers tend to use the precedents as 
heuristic strategies instead of the logical reasoning in architectural design. In this 
section the scope will be narrowed down to the design problems in terms of 
sustainability. The focus is on why the vernacular architecture is widely used as 
precedent knowledge in these designs. The limitation of the use of guidelines and 
principles will be identified. And why and how the vernacular architecture work as the 
main sources of precedent knowledge in design of sustainability will be elaborated. 
 
2.2.1 The nature of design problems in terms of sustainability 
Firstly it is necessary to make clear the nature of design problems in terms of 
sustainability and illustrate the essentiality of heuristic reasoning in solving such 
problems. Design problems, as many researchers have discovered, are mostly 
ill-defined (Bazjanac, 1974; Newell et al., 1957) or even wicked problems 
(Churchman, 1967; Rittel, 1972) in nature. Because most design problems cannot be 
clearly stated out and at the same time there are no clear ends and means of solution at 
the outset of the problem solving process. Rittel (1984) stated out the characters of 
wicked problems in his “Dilemmas in a general theory of planning”, among which are 
some important points should be emphasized here. First, they are problems without a 
definitive formulation. To logically state out the problem itself is a problem. Second, 
they are problems with no stopping rule, which means, there is no definite answer to 
such problems but “better” or “satisficing” solutions. Solutions that are proposed are 
not necessarily correct or incorrect. Third, different formulations of the problems 
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imply differing solutions. The designers tend to define, redefine and change the 
problem-as-given in the light of the solution emerged from his mind and hand. In 
actuality, people choose those explanations, which are most plausible to him and fit 
his intentions best. His “world view” or “guiding principle” is the strongest decisive 
factor and guide the choice of the explanation of the problem. It gives out a 
preconception at the outset of the formulation of the problem and thus implies a 
definite direction toward the final solution.   
 
As to the definition of wicked problems, the design problems in terms of sustainability 
can be classified as a typical wicked problem. First, the range of perspectives on how 
sustainability should be defined with respect to the built environment is extremely 
broad and sometimes conflicting (Morita, 1993; Murcott, 1997; D. e. a. Pearce, 1989). 
It is not confined just to the biophysical. It overarches the relations between the 
biophysical, the socio-cultural and the symbolic. Furthermore, the definition is in an 
evolution all along the time. The connotation and the denotation of this term have 
amplified continuously ever since its birth. As the views of the cosmos change, the 
expression on architecture has a correspondingly change. Second, there is no endpoint 
to be called as design product of “sustainability”. It is rather a life-cycle process and 
lasts for different phases of the whole construction. The criteria to assess and evaluate 
the design in terms of sustainability are also varied from the scale and specialty of 
variables.  The consensus of a really sound “sustainable design” is unformed yet.  
Third, different architects respond to the design problem of sustainability with a 
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widely different kinds of approaches. The direction of the final solution to the 
problem is determined by both the specific context of the problem and the personal 
penchant of the problem solver himself. As the design problems of sustainability are 
approaches to culture as well as environment, they are inevitably place-specific. As a 
consequence, the solutions are necessarily influenced by local climate, religious, 
social and cultural factor. Edwards (2001) has also mentioned the existence of 
regional difference in both the philosophy of sustainability and its practice. He 
suggested that the rightness of sustainability and its cultural relevance relies upon the 
celebration of regional difference. Besides, there is no single common reading of the 
problem of sustainability---all people interpret this problem from his unique personal 
perspective. The ethics background and the eco-philosophy or “world view” of the 
designers shape their ways of reformulation of the problems in terms of sustainability 
and consequently resulted in their design methods and product. For example, the 
anthropocentric (human centered) group represented by Zaha Hadid and Toyo Ito has 
argued that architecture inspired by ecology builds on a narrow biological 
understanding of the human condition. Another non-anthropocentric oriented group 
represented by architects such as Nancy Todd, Ken Yeang. They set out from the 
environmental responsibility and try to solve the environmental crisis while 
reconciling the dualism between humans and nature. The different choice of high-tech 
and low –tech method is also a reflection of the “guiding principle” of the designer, 
which has brought in his design.  
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Without a consensus definition and certain directive of solution and even the criteria 
of assessment, the design problems in terms of sustainability can only be termed as 
wicked problem. To tackle this kind of problems, designers have to rely on their 
instinct and make the decision in a sensible way. Quantitative analysis and computer 
simulation are not only time consuming, costly but also impractical for designers.5 
Heuristic strategies are inevitably used for both reliability and efficiency of the 
problem solving process. 
 
2.2.2 The role of precedents in design in terms of sustainability 
On seeing the nature of the design problems in terms of sustainability, the precedent 
knowledge has to be widely adopted to make up for the deficiency of reliable and 
systematic guidance. Based on a parametric review of the current literature on design 
of sustainability, precedent knowledge is found to be an important source of 
inspiration and reference (Edwards & Turrent, 2000; Hawkes, 1996; A. R. Pearce & 
Vanegas, 2002; Yeang, 1999). It is embodied in not only the abstract forms such as the 
guideline and principle, but also in concrete forms such as the vernacular cases. 
 
2.2.2.1 Guideline and principle in design in terms of sustainability 
Guidelines and principles are established knowledge. According to Pearce (2002), the 
growing body of this knowledge can be represented on three parallel levels: principles, 
                                                 
5 The limitation of quantitative analyses and computer simulation with expert advice to the problems in terms of 
sustainability are discussed in detail by Joo-Hwa Bay in his Doctor dissertation, “Cognitive Biases in Design, The 
Cases of Tropical Architecture”, TU Delft, Netherlands, 2001. 
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heuristics, and specifications. Principles are ‘comprehensive and fundamental law, 
doctrine, or assumption’ (Tzonis & White, 1994). They are the most general type of 
knowledge, and are not limited to use only in the domain of the built environment, but 
rather apply to all domains of human activity. Most of these first principles are 
abstract axioms of the theory of sustainability and inoperative in guiding the practice. 
Examples of such principles are as below: 
Reduce, reuse or recycle waste. (CREST, 1998) 
Reduce life cycle energy consumption. (Ander, 1994) 
 
Heuristics are less general than principles because they address a specific domain, in 
this case the built environment. They represent a set of “operable and qualitative but 
often unquantitative rules that can be applied under the guidance of experts in the 
domain, based on the training or past experience” (Pearce, 2002). Heuristics 
composed the main part of the precedent knowledge of sustainability. Examples of 
heuristics include: 
Provide ecological sound and healthy building materials. (Mendler & Odell, 2000) 
“Thin plan with axis east-west, cross ventilation, high ceilings. Ventilated roof, 
window shading all year, shaded veranda” is effective in the “hot humid climate” 
(Hyde, 2000) 
 
The specifics are the statement both operable and quantifiable within the domain of 
built environment. They are “prescriptive and measurable, and often serve as 
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instructions for implementations of sustainability” (Pearce & Vanegas, 2002). 
Examples of specifics include: 
Use not more than two incandescent luminaries in any one interior.(Halliday, 1994) 
The maximum distance, in plan, between a luminaire and its switch should not exceed 
three times the height of the luminaire above the floor. (Halliday, 1994) 
 
Although guideline and principles have occupied an important ratio and worked as the 
most practical sector of knowledge in the sustainability-related literature, they are still 
proved to be insufficient to guide the design in terms of sustainability. First of all, the 
principles and heuristics are given in a conceptual level without stating out how they 
can be applied to the real environment. Most of them are not expressed in an 
architect-friendly way. Thus they are difficult to use in practice, especially for those 
novice designers. Furthermore, since rules of thumb are mostly guidance evolved 
from the successful experience what works in specific situations, the specific context 
of the problem will have great impact on the later use. Improper use of heuristic 
without fully understanding its context and background will lead to the design errors 
or even the Cognitive biases in design, which was well studied by Dr. Bay.6 In 
affliction, even though quantifiable specifics can be seen as more concrete aid, they 
are also difficult to be used in practice. Since they are based on the research result of 
certain scale and phase of project, the extent to be used in the future design are hard to 
define. And it is hard for designers to incorporate these quantitative specifics into 
                                                 
6 To see the detail of the cognitive biases in environmental design, please refer to the Doctor Dissertation of 
Joo-Hwa Bay, “Cognitive Biases in Design: The Case of Tropical Architecture”, TU Delft, Netherlands, 2001. 
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design without the help of professionals. The last but not the least is that, the current 
guidelines and principles seldom incorporate the social and cultural consideration.  
 
2.2.2.2 Vernacular precedents and design in terms of sustainability 
By contrast, cases are “commonly more intelligible and more useful” than general 
statements of principles and guidelines. (Tzonis 1994, p.21) The precedent knowledge 
in the case or example can be adopted by either capturing its “holistic properties” 
(Schmitt, 1994), or separating into “parts of precedents” (Kuhn & Herzog, 1994) 
according to the different needs of the present problem. In that sense, cases provide 
more rich and concrete information of the context and solutions of particular problem 
and are more practical for designers to handle with. That could be used to explain why 
most of the current publications on guidelines and principles of sustainability are 
always accompanied with many actual cases. These cases include not only the 
designer’s own previous design but also the successful cases of others. Among those 
cases, vernacular architecture, as the examples of authentic response to the 
environment and social/cultural structure that have refined through time, has long 
been an important source of design.  
 
As has been mentioned in Chapter1, vernacular architecture embodies rich precedent 
knowledge in terms of sustainability. Firstly it has been added a new dimension since 
the resurgence of environmental conscious. Many researchers have recognized 
vernacular architecture as the true response to the local climate and environment with 
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the least energy and material consumption. The forms of vernacular architecture are 
shaped by the local climate and evolved during thousands’ years experiment. Thus 
they can provide numerous lessons in terms of environmental sustainability.  
Furthermore, vernacular architecture also has a greater role to play in defining identity. 
In the face of globalization and the crisis of losing of “Genius Loci”, many architects 
start to look at vernacular architecture as the alexipharmic, since they think that, “True 
universality in architecture can be attained only through connection with the roots, 
gratitude for the past and respect for the genius loci” (Porteous, 2001). In addition, the 
self-help system of vernacular architecture enhances a feeling of community and 
belonging of people.  
 
2.3. Limitation of Vernacular Precedent Adaptation  
Above all, most previous researchers have noticed the importance of precedents and 
analogical reasoning in design. The vital role of vernacular architecture as precedent 
is also recognized by many researchers and practitioners. However, what information 
should be extracted from raw experience consisting of descriptions of problems and 
solutions, and how this information can be used to determining solutions to new 
problems in terms of sustainability are still seldom been touched. That resulted in the 
errors of vernacular precedent adaptation such as: 
 
1. Mimicking the form of the vernacular without understanding the inner logic of 
vernacular architecture. In another word, the adaptation of vernacular precedent 
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stays on “the skin-deep treatments of indigenous archetypes”. The designers didn’t 
catch the essence of the vernacular elements relevant to the issue of sustainability; 
2. Transforming the form of vernacular without checking whether the principle of 
the vernacular in terms of sustainability has been affected. As most of the 
vernacular precedents didn’t include the detail information of what characters 
make the devices work and how do they work, designers can hardly make accurate 
judgment on their change on the precedents. Inappropriate alteration of the 
elements in vernacular precedent will lead to the errors in the new design. 
 
These errors discussed above are all the limitation of the use of vernacular precedent 
in design in terms of sustainability. The later part of this dissertation will attempt to 
provide the explanation for the causes of these errors and propose a way to avoid 
these errors in design.     
      
2.4. Summary 
This chapter investigates why vernacular architecture is used as precedent knowledge 
in design in terms of sustainability. The discussion is developed through an 
interdisciplinary study. Firstly a theoretical background of cognitive science is 
provided to explain why the precedent and the heuristic reasoning are widely used in 
general design. Then the particular nature of the problem of sustainability is identified 
on the basis of both the theory of the cognitive science and built environment. It is 
proved that to counter such a wicked problem as design of sustainability, designers 
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have to rely on their heuristic reasoning and the previous experience. Consequently 
vernacular architecture, as the concrete examples which embodied the rich 
information on both environmental sustainability and socio-cultural sustainability, are 
inevitably adopted as the precedent knowledge to guide the future design.  
The next chapter is to develop a theoretical framework to explore how the precedent 
knowledge of sustainability inside the vernacular architecture is abstracted and 
transferred into the new designs. The Performance, Operation and Morphology 
(P.O.M.) knowledge representation framework by Tzonis is developed as a tool to 
illustrate how the elements of sustainability, especially those drawn from precedents 
of vernacular, are adapted and creatively re-used in the design practice. It is also 
expected to use this tool to analyze how the designers’ different mechanism influences 
the process of precedent adaptation, even the final design product. 
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CHAPTER 3 CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE OF THE 
ADAPATATION OF VERNACULAR PRECEDENT IN DESIGN 
ON SUSTAINABILITY 
The previous chapter has provided the theoretical background of the adaptation of 
precedents and heuristic reasoning in designs from the angle of design thinking. The 
role of vernacular is especially elaborated as the precedent knowledge in the design 
problems in terms of sustainability.   
 
The following part will theoretically describe how vernacular precedents are adapted 
in the design in terms of sustainability and explain why the errors happen during the 
vernacular precedent adaptation process in design in terms of sustainability. In other 
words, there are two main issues to be solved here. First is to describe how the 
knowledge of vernacular precedents is represented and transferred into the new design. 
Secondly is to find out what kind of adaptation process may lead to the 
success/failures in design in terms of sustainability.  
 
The first issue, the description of the adaptation of the vernacular precedents, is 
solved with the support of the Performance, Operation and Morphology 
representation framework of Tzonis. The framework is used as a tool to help to 
describe the internal design thinking process in the mind of the designer. The second 
issue is to be solved through a development of the P. O. M. framework and a 
comparative case study, which will be elaborated in detail in Chapter 4 and 5.  
 
Thus this chapter is divided into three parts. Section 3.1 firstly introduced and 
critically reviewed the P.O.M. framework. It will examine how the framework can 
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relate different attributes of architecture together and why this framework is relevant 
to represent the design thinking process and the relationship between precedent and 
design product. Section 3.2 further developed the P.O.M. framework to explain the 
phenomenon of precedent adaptation in design. The parts of designer and design 
problems are added into the framework to decipher the selective adaptation in design. 
Section 3.3 put the framework into the context of design in terms of sustainability. 
The aim is to illustrate the adaptation process of the vernacular precedents in designs 
in terms of sustainability. Possible reasons lead to the errors/success of the adaptation 
process will also be identified.    
 
3.1 Introduction of the P.O.M. System  
The P.O.M. framework is proposed by Tzonis to deal with the problem of 
representing architectural knowledge, the basic concepts and structures, which capture 
information contained in precedents, principles, and rules of architecture. This 
framework was intended to use to aid the knowledge representation in the automation 
based design. At the same time, it is found to be useful to explain the phenomenon of 
the adaptation and combination of the precedents in architectural design. 
 
The framework of the P.O.M. system relies on four main concepts, which are: 
“performance”, “operation”, “morphology” and “context”.  
“Performance”:  refers to the conditions that a prospective building to bring about, 
or the degree to which a scheme of building brings these conditions about (Tzonis, 
1992).  
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“Morphology”:  refers to the formal aspects of a building (Tzonis, 1992, p. 179). It 
refers to the characteristic attributes, its spatial composition and its material 
structure (Tzonis, 1992, p.147). 
“Operation”: refers to how the form functions and the process that comprises the 
use of a building (Tzonis, 1992). It refers to the way the morphology “controls, 
holds or channels people, objects and equipment associated with the activities 
planned for the building, i.e. in this sense, building contain operations” (Tzonis, 
1992, p.147). 
“Context”: refers to external condition within which the “performance”, 
“morphology” and “operation” of the artifact is realized. It is the whole situation, 
background, or environment relevant to a particular event.  
 
“Performance”, “Operation” and “Morphology” are logically interrelated in different 
“Contexts”. According to Tzonis, the design generation “starts with performance and 
terminates with form” (Tzonis, 1992). The reasoning can be illustrated as “IF a 
building can be highly safe (Performance- norm), what kind of circulation of people 
has to occur (Operation-norm)? And IF this circulation pattern has to take place, then, 
what kind of configuration the corridor needs to have (Morphology-norm)?” (Tzonis, 
1992) The deontic  reasoning framework between desired performance (Pd), desired 
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By contrast, the deontic reasoning in precedent is from the inverse direction. The 
memory of precedent knowledge is based on the Morphology-Operation-Performance 
Belief Structure (Please see Fig. 3-2). It is believed that the Morphology of precedent 
(Mp) will bring about the corresponding Operation (Op), and in turn results in the 
Performance (Pp). 
 
Figure 3-2: Deontic reasoning in Mp-Op-Pp framework in prece dent 
(Source: Developed by a uthor, based on the Morphology-Operation-Performance Belief 








3.2 The P.O.M. framework and precedent adaptation 
Bay (2001) further develops the P.O.M. framework to expla in the phenomenon of 
precedent adaptation and heuristic biases in environmental design. As Bay (2001) 
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related to certain morphology and operation. He used the learning-registering, 
memory and recall sequence (Please see Fig. 3-3) to explain the reuse of precedents in 
design.  
Figure 3-3: A limited learning-registering, memory, and recall sequence  
(Source: Bay, 2001) 
 






The first stage of the process is learning and registering. Based on the Mp-Op-Pp 
belief structure, the precedent knowledge from previous experience and lessons is 
recorded in the long-term memory as Mm-Om-Pm. And it is later recalled by the 
designer as a FACT: Mf-Of-Pf. When the designers face the design problems at hand, 
there is an action of pattern recognition, which means they try to match the similar 
problems in their memory and search for the responding solution as the primary 
generator. According to Darke (1979), the term “primary generator” does not refer to 
that image but to the ideas that generated it. The primary generator will be a 
component of the designer’s ‘cognitive structures’, which the designer will keep on 
referring to during the design process. This framework does shed light on the internal 
thinking process of the designer. It helps to understand the mysterious record and 
recall of the precedent knowledge in designer’s cognition. However, as this 
framework is focused on the cognitive biases of designers, it doesn’t pay much 
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while this process is imperative to the whole design process and also closely related to 
the errors in precedent adaptation.  
 
Hence this dissertation develops the previous framework and elaborate on the 
intermediate stage of the precedent knowledge representation process---selectively 
re-use and adaptation of precedents (Please see Fig. 3-4). There are two cycles of 
reasoning in this framework.  The clockwise one is used to explain the accumulation 
of the precedent knowledge. The precedents are input into the memory system of 
designer, stored in the long-term memory and later output as desired artifact. The 
anti-clockwise one is used to explain t he adaptation of precedent when designer solve 
the design problem. The designer starts from certain performance he wants to get, 
which is decided by the design intention. Then he begins to retrieve his long-term 
memory and search for the similar performance stored in his memory. According to 
the Pp-Op-Mp reasoning, Mp is believed to be the prototype of Md. The logic can be 
illustrated as “IF Pd is similar to Pp, Then Md should be similar to Mp.” However the 
transformation from Mp to Md is not simply a copy process. The enlarged framework 
reveals that the precedent transference stage is inevitably influenced by the designer’s 
guiding principle and the external constraints of the design problem at hand. 
According to Rowe (1987), these two factors seem to have sustained influence on the 
way the designer reuse and adapt the precedent, as a consequence on the style of the 
completed project. It seems that the choice of analogy is determined not only by the 
context of the problem given, but also by the previous experience of designers. 
Experience provides them the foundation for discovering and recognizing similarity 
(Findler, 1981). Here the past experience includes the precedent knowledge, rules of 
thumb, general rules, theories and principles, both of theirs and others. It is therefore 
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important that “weighing factors can be applied to steer the selection of features” and 
the influence on new design (Schmitt, 1994) .  Sometimes these analogies serve a 
designer’s purpose for more than a single project and may extend all the career life of 
the designer and become incorporated as “a central part of that individual’s design 
thinking” (Rowe, 1987). The designers tend to define, redefine and change the 
problem-as-given in the light of the solution emerged from his mind and hand.  As a 
consequence the design product is greatly influenced by the designer’s penchant and 
his “guiding principle”. It could be used to explain why some designers hold the same 
intention and want to get same performance; they draw inspiration from similar 
precedents, yet they get the diverse final design product.  
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3.3 The P. O. M. Framework and the Adaptation of Vernacular Precedent in 
Design in Terms of Sustainability  
The above explanation has made it clear that the “selectively re-use and change” from 
the morphology of precedent (Mp) to morphology of desire d artifact (Md) is a key 
chain in the whole design process. It is especially important for the adaptation of 
vernacular precedent in design in terms of sustainability.  
 
In the context of the design problems in terms of sustainability, the performance (Pd)  
can be illustrated as those performance that can meet the ends of environmental 
sustainability, cultural and social sustainability. For example, in terms of 
environmental sustainability, the desired performance (Pd) can be the ideal 
microclimate condition, least energy consumption etc. Precedent refers to the 
vernacular device that is used as the prototype here. The designer’s guiding principle 
can be comprehended as the designer’s philosophy in design problems in terms of 
sustainability. In design of sustainability, designer set out from the intention to 
achieve the holistic sustainability. They retrieve their memory and search for the 
vernacular precedent that can fulfill their aim to get the performance related to 
sustainability. According to the Pp-Op-Mp reasoning, Mp of the vernacular 
architecture is selected as the prototype of the morphology of his new design (Md) 
(Please see Fig. 3-5 below).   
 
However errors are highly possible to occur during the transformation from Mp to Md 
in design in terms of sustainability. Because during the stage of the “selectively re-use 
and change” of vernacular precedents, the external constraints of design problems in 
terms of sustainability and the designer’s philosophy of sustainability will inevitably 
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reflect on the way the architect select the analogy and adapt the elements of 
vernacular architecture. 
















Furthermore the design problem in terms of sustainability has its own particularity. It 
cannot be simply resolved by direct copy of vernacular antecedents or cursory change 
of precedent without back-check. Actually in vernacular precedents, not all the 
morphologies are related to its sustainability property. Only some of the morphology 
is closely related to the operation and hence the performance that can lead to 
sustainability. In other words, only these elements of forms and the related P-O-M 
logic are valid in transferring the issue of sustainability; while the adoption of the 
other elements cannot lead to the authentic sustainability in design product. Hereby 
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that can lead to sustainability and Mp’-Op’-Pp’ linkage that can lead to 
non-sustainability. Therefore the selection of the valid elements and the recognition of 
Mp-Op-Pp logic inside these elements is the first important stage in the re -use of 
vernacular precedent in design in terms of sustainability. 
 
The second important stage of vernacular precedent adaptation in design in terms of 
sustainability is the way the designers change the forms of precedent (Mp). No matter 
what the motivation of the change is, or what the design principles the designers hold, 
the change should always be consistent with the original Mp-Op-Pp logic. Otherwise 
the issue of sustainability inside the vernacular precedents cannot be successfully 
transferred to the new design. For instance, some of the changes of forms, even minor 
ones, will result in the disruption of its intrinsic operation rule, and consequently lead 
to the loss of the characters of sustainability of the vernacular precedents. 
 
The transference of the issue of sustainability from the vernacular architecture to the 
new design seems to be analogous to the transference of genes in biology science. 
Only part of the morphologies of the vernacular precedent controls the properties of 
sustainability. When this part of “gene” is successfully transferred to the new design, 
the properties of sustainability are sustained in the desired artifact. Similar to 
evolution theory, most of the features inherited from the previous examples  are 
always modified or recombined with other new features to fit the certain environment. 
The modification is also probably leading to the loss of the “gene” of sustainability in 
the original prototype. In a word, the successful adaptation of sustainability “genes” 
lies on both the extract of valid elements from vernacular precedents and the correct 
amelioration of these elements without breaking its working rules (See Fig.3-6).    
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The figure above is quite useful in explaining the errors in design in terms of 
sustainability in practice. In the practical design, many architects emulate the 
indigenous forms in order to get the similar climatic and cultural performance. 
Unfortunately, currently the vernacular precedents are usually represented in the form 
of physical language and are used by architects as typology in a heuristic way. It is 
hard for designers to separate the vernacular precedents as parts of “sustainability” 
and “non-sustainability”, due to the lack of the available information. Most of them 
uncritically re-use and change the formal language of vernacular precedents without 
proof-test of the correspondingly influence on the operation and performance. 
Therefore the errors are likely to occur either because of the choice of Mp’ 
(Mp’-Op’-Pp’) with nothing to do with sustainability or the change that invalidate the 
previous Mp-Op-Pp linkage in terms of sustainability. 
 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter has provided a framework to represent the re-use and adaptation of 
vernacular precedents in design in terms of sustainability.  Based on the P.O.M. 
system of Tzonis , this chapter illustrated the analogy relationship between the 
vernacular precedents and new designs of sustainability. It is revealed that the loss of 
sustainability “gene” is mostly likely to happen in the transformation from the 
prototype of Mp to Md (morphology of new design). Not all the morphologies of 
vernacular precedent contain the “gene” of sustainability. The selectively re-use and 
adaptation of vernacular precedents is crucial to whether the sustainability property 
can been carried forward to the new design.    
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The next part is the empirical case study part. It will show how this qualitative model 
is applied to represent the process of adaptation of design precedents in practical 
design. The different mechanism and resulted performance of Le Corbusier’s design 
of Assembly in Chandigarh and Hassan Fathy’s design of Market Place in New Bariz 
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PART II: COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY 
The last three chapters have proposed a theoretical background of the precedents in 
design thinking and introduced the Performance -Operation-Morphology Framework 
as the tool to analyze the knowledge representation and adaptation of sustainability in 
vernacular architecture. The following part is the comparative study of two cases on 
sustainability of two famous designers: Le Corbusier’s design in Assembly in 
Chandigarh of India and Hassan Fathy’s design in the Market Place in  New Bariz of 
Egypt. Through the comparative study of the two cases, it is intended to find out what 
kind of precedent knowledge in vernacular architecture is adapted into these two cases 
and how are the different adaptation process reflected in their final design 
performance. 
 
Selection Criteria of Specific Cases 
As Hillier stated, the architectural form is decided by the external constraints and the 
designer’s cognitive capability in relation to that type of problem1 (Hillier et.al., 1972). 
In the context of the design in terms of the sustainability, it means that the design 
product is decided by the external constraints (such as environmental and social 
background etc.) and the designer’s cognition. In order to see how the designer’s 
cognition impacts on the design process, one of the variables should be controlled. 
Thus in the next part of comparative case study, two cases with the similar external 
constraints are selected: Le Corbusier’s design of Assembly in Chandigarh and 
Hassan Fathy’s design of Marke t Place in New Bariz. These two cases are selected for 
the reasons below: 
                                                 
1 Bill Hillier, John Musgrove and Pat O’ Sullivan, “Knowledge and Design”, in Mitchell, W.J. (ed.) (1972), 
Environmental Design: Research and Practice, University of California, Los Angeles. 
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1.  Similar climate and social background  – India and Egypt share certain 
common ground in the external constraints2. For example, both of them are 
in the hot- arid climate district, alt hough India has a special monsoon 
season. To protect people from the harsh climate conditions is the main 
task of the architecture of the two areas. Concerning the social aspects, 
both India and Egypt experienced a period of colonial history. India began 
to be influenced by the British economy since the early 17th century. Most 
of the present-say India was controlled by British from 1850 to 1950, until 
the new republic of India was set up.  Similarly Egypt was occupied by 
British military in the nineteenth century. The colonial history has not only 
reshaped the ideology of the two countries, but also reflected in their 
architectural forms. Both of them were facing the challenge of the invasion 
of the western culture and the loss of their own identity.  
 
2.  Well-known architects and high-quality projects - Both of the two projects 
were designed by famous architects in their mature period. Consequently 
they are regarded as the representative of the architect’s highest fruition. 
Comparing the design process of these two known experienced architects 
will have the meaning of guidance for the future design.  In addition, the 
high repute of these two architects also gives the easy access for the rich 
documentation of these two projects, which helps to reconstruct the de sign 
process afterward.  
 
 
                                                 
2 Please see detail information in Appendix-B. 
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3.  Sustainability thinking inside design – The presence of sustainability 
thinking is also an important reason of selection. Both of them were 
designed in 1960s (e.g. the Assembly in Chandigarh was designed since 
1950 to1965, while the Market Place in New Bariz was designed in 1967), 
which is also the germination of the environmental conscious and 
sustainability thinking. Thus the two designs can be seen as the early 
attempts to achieve the sustainability, although they were not called so at 
that time. More importantly, the two architects share the same wish to 
reforge the harmony between man and nature. They also want to create the 
architecture true to the local context. Thus both of them have included 
serious consideration of environmental issues and shown their respect to 
local culture and social pattern.  
 
4.  The use of vernacular as precedent knowledge and heuristic design 
thinking  – Vernacular architecture are shown to be important inspiration 
source for these two projects. Both of the two architects employed the 
heuristic reasoning and drew the lessons from vernacular intentionally. In 
that sense, these two cases are appropriate examples to examine how the 
vernacular precedents were adapted and combined into the design. 
 
5.  Different environmental and socio -cultural sustainability performance on 
site – These two projects are reported to present quite different 
environmental and socio-cultural sustainability performance on site, 
despite both of the designers have the intention to achieve authentic 
sustainability through design.  By probing into the different adaptation of 
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these two designers, this dissertation attempts to give out the answer for 
the inconsistency between the desired performance and practical 
performance on site.  
 
 
Objectives and Method of Case Study 
In short, the two cases are selected for their similarity in the external constraints, the 
same intention to achieve the sustainability in design, and the similar inspiration 
source from vernacular, while the definitely different design method and design 
product. 
 
The objectives of the comparative study are to: 
1.  Abstract the process of the heuristic reasoning in designs in terms of 
sustainability. Use the P.O.M framework developed in the previous chapter 
(Chapter 3) to analyze how the vernacular precedents were represented, 
transferred and recombined into the new designs. 
2.  Compare the desired and actual performance of two cases. To find out which 
precedent adaptation process may lead to more authentic sustainability in 
architectur e. 
 
Source of Case Study and Limitation 
To decode the design process can have a lot of method and correspondingly sources. 
Most of the researchers in the area of design studies have often investigated design 
process through protocol analysis , which based on the observation and experiment on 
simplified design tasks. Some researchers tried to break down the process into 
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sequences (Ericssion, K.A., & Simon, H.A., 1993; Goldschimidt, G., 1991); others 
looked to classify the kinds of cognitive activity they thought to be revealed (Suwa, 
M., & Tversky, B., 1996; Suwa, M., Purcell, T., & Gero, J., 1998); others even 
concentrated on the cognitive styles of the designers (Liu, 1996).  
 
However most of the protocols share in common a rather more controlled 
environment than the design studio normally provide. Different from the controlled 
protocol analysis, the real design process may be discrete and last for several years. 
On seeing the nature of the real design as a discontinuous and complex process , this 
study offers a methodology far not used in design studies: the historical documentary 
analysis method. It is argued that for the study on this kind of real world design, this 
method offers distinct advantages than the traditional protocol analysis, and seems to 
capture the designer’s authentic line of reasoning in cognitive processes and has 
potential to provide a richer and contextually embedded understanding of the design 
process. In the method of historical documentary analysis, the main study resource is 
the archive of the drawings and texts during the real design process. These two cases 
are studied from the two different sources. The case of Le Corbusier’s design of 
Assembly in Chandigarh is mainly studied through his sketches; while the study on 
Hassan Fathy’s design of Market Place in New Bariz is based on the designer’s texts 
and the architecture photos. Either of the source has its special advantage and 
limitation, which will be discussed below. 
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Special Source of the Case study I 
Sketches and Design Process  
Although the importance of sketch has long been recognized in the domain of 
architectural design, it has traditionally been treated as a skill rather than an essential 
part of the process of thinking about a design problem and developing a design 
solution. Until recently the researchers began to relate the role of sketches in design to 
a number of areas of research in psychology and cognitive science. 
 
Firstly, Sketches are found to link closely with cognitive experiences and domain 
knowledge. Herbert (1988) identifies that architectural sketch drawings provide  a 
graphic means for adding information from cognitive experience, and for “recalling 
and manipulating visual representations or images relevant to the solution of design 
problems”. Similarly, Goldschmidt (1991) 3  linked sketching with the long-term 
memory which contains both relevant conceptual knowledge and knowledge about 
previously analyzed and experienced examples or precedents. She argues that 
sketching externalized the content of the designer’s image in mind. Sketching 
therefore is linked to the formation of images that provide a starting point related to a 
possible physical form and a way of developing that form.  
 
Furthermore, sketches can be viewed as an important source of the analysis of design 
process, due to the close relationship between sketch and visual reasoning. T he design 
sketch can be considered as the basis of a visual and mental transaction between the 
designer and the representation, which evokes a discrete graphical response. 
According to Schon (1983), the designer is engaged in “graphical conversation with 
                                                 
3 Goldschmidt, G “The dialectics of sketching”  Design Studies Vol 4 (1991) p. 125 
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the design”4  or according to Lawson (1980), “the designer has a conversation with 
the drawing”5  . It is these transactions with the external representation which 
illuminate the visual-mental processes of designers. Thus, drawings can be regarded 
as externalizations of mental images and they can reveal much of the cognitive 
understanding of the domain 6 (Suwa & Tversky, 1997). Oxman7 (1997)  also agreed 
that the sequence of sketches could act as a record of reasoning processes, which can 
be inferred from a transition of states from one representation to a subsequent 
representation. The structuring and restructuring of shapes , which may be observable 
in sequences of sketch design representations evidence the cognitive abilities of the 
designer such as the ability to evoke prototypes. Thus sequential modification in 
design drawing is a medium through which design processes operate and are made 
manifest. The drawings can provide the material about the transition of different 
stages is due to that it provides a plausible model of the way in which human beings 
explore new modifications through the externalization of knowledge structures in 
representations. Architects’ drawings, especially their sketches, constitute a sort of 
graphical notation which can sometimes be “read” by others. In the absence of 
rigorous or reliable accounts of a design process, sketches can be analyzed to 
reconstruct a long, complex and otherwise undocumented chronology of ideas, 
methods and circumstances that inform the conception and development of a project. 
 
Above all, what is important inside all these literatures is the important role of 
sketches not only as design media but also a spring of potential design. It serves as a 
                                                 
4 Schon, D.A. (1983) The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action, Basic Books, New York, 
5 Lawson, B. (1980) How Designers Think, The Architectural Press, London 
6 Suwa, M and Tversky, B “What do architects and students perceive in their design sketches? A protocol analysis”  
Design Studies  Vol 18 (1997) 385-403 
7 Oxman, R.E. (1997) “Design by Re-representation: a Model of Visual reasoning in Design” Design Studies, Vol 
18, No 4 , 329-347 
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representation of external memory so that they can be revisited later for inspection. 
Furthermore sketches can work as the main resource to trace back the design process 
and also as the physical representation of the designers’ inner thinking. 
 
Le Corbusier and the drawings in his design process 
For Le Corbusier, the relationship between his drawings and design are especially 
strong. Despite the normal use of presentation to others, he considered drawings as 
the open forum in which creative searching and random cross-reference was 
sanctioned. He had the habit of maintaining sketchbooks  throughout his career and 
considered the drawing his “conscience” in matters of architecture and theory (Fraser, 
1994).  He recorded simple schemata in his carnet drawings and stored them for later 
use. Often he would deliberately take these schemata out of context, combining on 
one page of his notebook a current analysis with a recalled image of another place and 
embellish them both with a non sequitur personal note. This extemporaneous 
reassembly of stored words, images and schemata into unanticipated juxtapositions 
was a means of deriving new meanings and understandings from a collective and 
apparently random synthesis of stored concepts and principles. In turn, the 
retrospection of his sketches is helpful to represent the inner thinking of Le Corbusier 
and reconstitute his design process8. 
 
Due to the importance of the project of the Capitol Complex in India and the habit of 
Le Corbusier to always bring his sketchbook with him, there are many well-
                                                 
8 There are seventy-three sketchbooks covering the period from 1914 to 1964 in the Archives of the Foundation Le 
Corbusier in Paris. These have been published by the Architectural History Foundation, New York, as: 
Le Corbusier Sketchbooks Volume 1, 1914-1948 (1981); 
Le Corbusier Sketchbooks Volume 2, 1950-1954 (1981); 
Le Corbusier Sketchbooks Volume 3, 1954-1957 (1981); 
Le Corbusier Sketchbooks Volume 4, 1957-1964 (1981); 
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documented examples of drawings and application illustrative of the events of the 
design process. There are also detailed evaluations on the environmental performance 
of this project. These materials provide both the qualified and quantified material as 
clue to probe into the discontinuous design process. 
 
Special Source of Case Study II: 
As there is not enough documentation of Hassan Fathy’s working sketches, the main 
source of the case II is his writings and the pictures of the finished project. Hassan 
Fathy has written extensively about the relationship between environmental and 
vernacular architecture. For example in his most famous book on “Architecture for 
the poor”, he recorded the detail construction process of the village of New Gourna 
and proposed for a new form that is “authentic” Egypt style. Later in the book of 
“natural energy and vernacular architecture”, Hassan Fathy labored on the description 
of the characters of vernacular devices and their related environmental and socio-
cultural meanings. He also illustrated some examples of the use of those vernacular 
precedents in modern design.  These texts provide more direct angle to read his ideas 
on sustainability and vernacular. However at the same time, due to the lack of the 
material recorded in the real design process, the inspirations of the design and the 
relationship between precedent and final design product are mainly based on the 
author’s conjecture. Thus compared to the case of Le Corbusier, it is less reliable. 
However as the intention of this dissertation is not to strictly reconstruct the inner 
thinking pattern of the designer, this source is still sufficient to investigate the 
relationship between vernacular precedents and new design. 
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Limitation of Case Study: 
There are limitations in the case study. As the two cases are both in tropical zone and 
eastern countries, the performance in terms of sustainability discussed in this 
dissertation will only focus on the “climate comfort”, “low energy consumption” and 
“socio-cultural continuity” and so on. Actually the features related to the holistic 
sustainability are greatly varied according to different climate and context.  Hence the 
case study is not enough to establish a mature evaluation tool or a complete design 
framework for guidance of all designs in terms of sustainability.  
 
It cannot be denied that there are so many causes of error in design in terms of 
sustainability. Even in these two cases, the impact of politics, technology, economy 
and the penchant of the designer cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, in this dissertation, 
it is assumed that the precedent adaptation process would have more direct and 
dominant impact on the final design product. This reduction allows us to mainly focus 
on the “black box” during design. It is also helpful to view the design problems in 
terms of sustainability from an indifferent viewpoint, despite of the biases of style, 
religion or culture. 
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CHAPTER 4 CASE STUDY ONE: LE CORBUSIER’S DESIGN OF 
ASSEMBLY ON CHANDIGARH 
This chapter basically studies on the first case: Le Corbusier’s design of Assembly in 
Changdigarh. It is expected to use this case to explain the phenomenon of vernacular 
precedent adaptation in terms of sustainability. Thus this chapter is divided into three 
sections. Section 4.1 is to reveal Le Corbusier’s thinking on sustainability and his 
attitude towards the vernacular precedents in terms of sustainability. Section 4.2 is the 
detail description of the project of Assembly including its environmental and socio-
cultural performance on site. The emphasis is to reveal different vernacular precedents 
in the design process and how they were adapted into the new design. Section 4.3 is 
the summary and analysis of the findings of the adaptation of vernacular precedent in 
Le Corbusier’s design in Assembly. This pre-parametric analysis will attempt to 
reveal the errors during his adaptation process from the vernacular precedent to the 
final product in terms of sustainability.  
 
4.1 Le Corbusier and His Thinking on Sustainability  
Le Corbusier, as the herald of the Movement of Modern Architecture, has long been 
criticized to disregard the relationship between man and nature. However if one 
reassess his design with intention, one can not fail to realize that his design ideas have 
their roots in the Utopian thinking of John Ruskin, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Claude-
Henri de Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, Victor Considerant, and Pierre -Joseph 
Proundhon (Walden, 1977). As Vogt (1998) argued that, “LC aimed at nothing less 
than transposing Jean-Jacques Rouseau’s body of thought into the language of 
architecture.”  In that sense, Le Corbusier’s creative search can be seen as the struggle 
to bring a new degree of harmony and humanity into modern architecture. The theme 
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of “sustainability” has never been neglected in his whole career life. Thus it seems 
imperative here to retrospect the development of Le Corbusier’s design career and the 
emphasis is on digging out the “sustainability” thinking embedded in his design. 
 
4.1.1 “Five Points” and Le Corbusier’s sustainability 
Most critics have paid their attentions on the development of his modern language, 
while ignoring an important point behind it: natural perception. Actually his 
perception of the relationship between man and nature has played a vital role in the 
formation of his architectural language, especially in his “five points” of the new 
architecture. Since the beginning of his design career, Le Corbusier has seen the 
restitution (recuperation) of nature as the apostolate  of architects: 
 
“My task, my research, is to try to save these men of today from misfortune, from 
catastrophes, to establish them in conditions of happiness, of everyday happiness, of 
harmony. It concerns especially reestablishing or establishing harmony between men 
and their environment.” 1 (Le Corbusier, 1991) 
 
He noticed that the increasing greediness along with the industrialization made the 
primitive harmony between man and nature demolished. “Everything was 
overwhelmed, with the born of the age of mechanization”; “tradition, the legacy of 
ancestors, local thinking, all is destroyed”2. Instead of the nostalgic idea of simply 
return to a pre-industrial Paradise , Le Corbusier offered a modernism way to regain 
the harmony between man and environment. While modern civilization is the cause of 
                                                 
 
1 Le Corbusier, Precision, preface to the second French edition. 
2 Ibid., in his lecture “To free oneself entirely of academic thinking” in Argentina.   
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man’s downfall, civilization is also the source of his salvation3 (Prakash, 2002) . He 
believed that “techniques are the very basis of poetry” which open a new circle in 
architecture4 (Le Corbusier, 1991). The new material of reinforced concrete made him 
possible to “get rid of walls completely” and raise the ground three meters above the 
ground, thus let air and vegetation go through the house. Such kind of idea of pilotis  
first appeared in his Maison Citrohan in 1922 and contributed to his later “Five points 
of a new architecture” in 1926. For him, the pilotis was not only the extension of his 
Citrohan model, but also the result of economical choice and the method lead to the 
restitution of nature as well. The invention of pilotis marked a departure for a new 
relationship between man and nature: without the blockade of the bearing wall, the 
boundary between man and environment was minimized (See Fig. 4-1).  
 
In his five points, the pilotis was the central element from which the other four 
evolved: roof garden , free plan, free façade and ribbon widows. While the garden 
under the house or the free ground in the forests of pilotis was a “restitution”, the roof 
garden was an additional gain, a “bonus” of the modern times5. With the appearance 
of  roof garden , “the air is clean, noise is smothered, views are distant, the street is far 
away.” (Le Corbusier , 1991) The roof garden provided a “practical intake of fresh air” 
and “sheltered (people) from the vertical sun and from rain” (Le Corbusier, 1991). 
The Pavillion de l’ Esprit Nouveau in 1925 was the experiment of his idea of 
“hanging garden” and also his manifesto for the rehabilitation of the harmony 
between man and nature (See Fig. 4-2). It had a double-height terrace with a tree grew 
                                                 
 
3 Vikramaditya Prakash, Chandigarh’s Le Corbusier: The Struggle for Modernity in Postcolonial India , p.94. 
4 Le Corbusier, Precision, p.35. 
5 This is discussed in Adolf Vogt, Le Corbusier, the Noble Savage (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), pp.8-9. 
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inside even penetrated from a hole in the roof. Thus the boundary between the interior 
and exterior space was blurred. It was designed as a typical cell-unit to be used in a 
block of multiple villa-flats. Every cell had its own garden---an airy lung for the 
modern people to breathe in nature. Such idea was developed and incorporated in his 
later city plans at the Salon d’ Automne, Paris (See Fig. 4-3). The “suspended garden” 
inserted and brought life into every unit, even those above the ground. If the ground 
level liberated by pilotis can be seen as a horizontal level for man to communicate 
with nature, then the hanging garden can be seen as a vertical one, which is to give the 
residents “a piece of nature high above the ground”6 (Vogt, 1998). Here the intention 
is clear that Le Corbusier attempted to use the roof garden to reforge a sky garden of 
Babylon for every ordinary people, regain the intimacy between man and nature, and 
thus recover the ideal status of the pure man. For him, the roof garden has both its 
environmental and physiological role. 
 
The idea of free plan , free façade and ribbon windows also encompassed his natural 
perception. The free plan and free façade made it possible for people to adjust the 
layout according to the different demands of climate, site, even living patterns. They 
also enable d the maximum ventilation and light. The fifth point of ribbon windows 
reinforced the advantage of the maximized optimism of light and view. “Air and 
light” was always in the main concern of Le Corbusier. He stated in Vers une 
Architecture that, “teach your children that a house is only habitable when it is full of 
light and air, and when the floors and walls are clear.” For him, the living machine is 
                                                 
 
6 Ibid., p.19. 
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only finished when “air circulates everywhere”, and “light at every point”. (Le 
Corbusier, 1946)  
 
In short, Le Corbusier’s modern language is based on his belief on the indiscerptible 
relationship between man and nature. As he note d in The Radiant City (Le Corbusier, 
1967), 
 
“Man is a product of nature. He has been created according to the laws of nature. If 
he is sufficiently aware of those laws, if he obeys them and harmonies his life with the 
perpetual flux of nature, then he will obtain a conscious sensation of harmony that 
will be beneficial to him.” 
 
The acknowledgement of such reciprocal relationship between man and nature can 
also be seen as the germination of the current sustainability philosophy.  
 
4.1.2 Vernacular as a spring for the harmony  
1930s can be seen as a watershed of Le Corbusier’s architecture. From then on, his 
ideology changed a lot and vernacular architecture enters into his agenda . There have 
been a lot of explanations for his transition: the failure in the entry of the League of 
Nations, the impact of the Great Crash, the cessation of the magazine L’Esprit 
Nouveau, the difficulties he met in the Soviet Union, the shifts in the international 
configuration of beliefs, all of the above contributed to his loss of confidence in the 
rightfulness of the machine -age civilization (Frampton, 2002). Another possible 
reason for his switch may be owed to his visit during this period to Brazil, North 
Africa, Spain and Greece, where he was struck by the folk forms and the ha rmony 
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between the human geometry and immense natural fantasy. He expressed his 
admiration for the primitive hut as below: 
 
“They make quarters for themselves, a shelter and nothing else, and a simple and 
decent one at that. They realize a pure program, which is precisely unencumbered by 
the pretensions of history, of culture, of the passing trends of fashion: they build a 
shelter, a hut, from one day to the next, with the humblest materials they find in their 
next surroundings. They do this with their hands and without great professional 
expertise…economical even with their smallest efforts, sensitive to the promptings of 
invention, desirous to make the most out of the little they have.”7  (Le Corbusier, 
1928) 
 
From the primitive fishermen hut, Le Corbusier saw a relationship of brotherhood 
between the cosmos and all living things. He was “attracted to a natural order of 
things”8  (Le Corbusier, 1967). He believed that when nature came to join and 
“integrate in architecture, the unity is approached”9 (Le Corbusier, 1991). This unity 
was what he was always trying to look for. Consequently vernacular architectures 
became the spring of his design during that period. He started to “look for primitive 
men, not for their barbarity but for their wisdom” (Le Corbusier , 1967).  
 
The lessons from vernacular for Le Corbusier were numerous. The most important 
one might be the use of the brutal materials. During this period, he turned to use the 
                                                 
 
7 Le Corbusier, Une maison---un palais (Paris, 1928), p.48. 
8 Le Corbusier, The radiant city, p.6.  
9 Le Corbusier, Precision , p.245. 
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simple materials ready to hand or found on site such as rough stone, fair -faced brick, 
raw concrete, unfinished timber, etc. He realized that “the business of Architecture is 
to establish emotional relationships by means of brutal materials” (Jencks, 1973). 
These materials were used not only as the support, but also as a medium that carried 
the symbol of the Genius Loci. The return to the local materials may have to do with 
the downturn of economy after war and the limitation of the local technology, but it 
was also tied with Le Corbusier’s idea of “casting an anchor into the primeval”, which 
was influenced by Ruskin since his early formation. By doing so, he tried to overcome 
the schisms resulting from the division of labor and to reintegrate man and “nature”10 
(Curtis, 1996).  
 
For Le Corbusier, another element made the vernacular a f orm suitable in nature is its 
appropriate scale:  
“These houses, a hundred of even five hundred of them, hidden in the folds of the pine 
groves or grouped in hamlets along the shore, these houses have one standard of 
measurement in common, the scale of the human body. Everything is subjected to this 
scale; one measured by the step, by the shoulders, by the head.”11  (Le Corbusier, 
1928) 
 
During his trip to Rio of Brazil, Le Corbusier was astonished by the gratification of 
the local people with the spaces just they need. Human scale space became dominant 
in his design. His concept of “human scale space” may even work as the antidote to 
the current ecology crisis. Before the mechanization, human and nature were in a 
                                                 
 
10 William J.R. Curtis, Modern Architecture Since 1900 , p.327.  
11 Le Corbusier, Une maison---un palais (Paris, 1928), p.50. 
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primitive sustainable system, which delivered services without exhausting resources. 
It used all resources efficiently both in an environmental and economic sense. With 
the development of technology and the increase of the greediness of human being, the 
balance between the needs and the limits was destroyed. The human scale space, in Le 
Corbusier’s opinion, can not only save money, but also finally recreate the 
harmonious relationship between nature and architecture. This idea dramatically 
resonated to the current principle of sustainable development: “To use the least get the 
best”. 
 
Another important lesson from vernacular for Le Corbusier is the response to climate. 
Climate was always in Le Corbusier’s concern. He believed that the basis of life is:  
Breathing. “Breathing pure air at a constant temperature and a regular degree of 
humidity” (Le Corbusier, 1991).While because different countries have different 
temperature and humid, they build their diverse houses in response to the different 
climate. In that sense, vernacular architecture can provide a lot of lessons in 
responding to the local climate condition. Brise soleil was such an example of his 
invention based on the prototype of vernacular precedent. The brise-soleil was a 
means for preserving the idea of a free façade while letting in light, reducing solar 
heat and cutting down glare. Le Corbusier drew the inspiration from his observation 
of the traditional precedents such as Moroccan claustras and Arab mashrabiya  
screens. However Le Corbusier didn’t simply imitate the local vernacular. And he 
never totally discards his modernism idea. Instead, he attempted to get a balance 
between his modern language and the indigenous language. Thus he changed the 
material of mashrabiya from wood to concrete and even enlarged the size of the slates 
in order to meet his idea of proportion. He believed that the same sculptural and 
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architectural results could be achieved with modern techniques. The advantage and 
disadvantage of this kind of adaptation of vernacular precedent will be discussed in 
detail later. 
 
4.1.3 Le Corbusier’s attitude on sustainability in vernacular 
Retrospect on the design development of Le Corbusier, no matter what kind of 
language he was utilizing, the principle embedded in Le Corbusier’s design has never 
changed: the rehabilitation of the harmony between man and nature. Nature is always 
a prevalent theme in his concern. For Le Corbusier, the “eternal facts of architecture” 
no matter in the Maison or in the Palais was the “the magistral bucolic symphony”. In 
that sense, the hut of the savage, the primitive temple and the house of the peasant, 
were all palaces because they were “created with the authenticity that nature itself 
places in its works---economy, purity, intensity”12 (Le Corbusier, 1991).  
 
Hence he learnt from vernacular not only for its formal language but also for the 
sustainability contained in those precedents.  As he has stated, 
“…I go where order is coming out of the endless dialogue between man and nature, 
out of the struggle for life, out of the enjoyment of leisure under the open sky, in the 
passing of the seasons, the song of the sea. 
I go where tools are being put to use: the primary tools that are required for the 
purpose of making existence possible within the limits of the day, the seasons, the 
years and the generations.”13 (Le Corbusier, 1967)  
 
                                                 
 
12 Le Corbusier, Precision, p.161. 
13 Le Corbusier, The radiant city, p.6. 
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4.2 Description of the Case of Assembly in Chandigarh 
Le Corbusier’s design in Chandigarh can be seen as the most important experiment to 
achieve holistic sustainability through learning from vernacular precedents. In 
November 1950, Le Corbusier was officially charged with the planning of Chandigarh, 
the new capitol of the East Punjab. Prime Minister Nehru viewed this city as 
“symbolic of the freedom of India, unfettered by the traditions of the past…an 
expression of the nation’s faith in the future.”14 Thus the main task of this architect 
was to design a city and the buildings, which can respond to the harsh climate 
condition, express the cultural identity, and yet meet the needs for progression15. As 
Prakash (2002) claimed, it was the project in which Le Corbusier attempted to realize 
his fantasy of the ‘Rousseaueque Garden of Eden’. This dream was realized not only 
through the planning of the city (see Fig. 4-4), but also through the design of the 
capitol complex, which were viewed by many researchers as the peak of Le 
Corbusier’s design in terms of aesthetics and symbolic meanings. 
 
4.2.1 Description of the Assembly (Context, background and design intention, location, 
and architectural features) 
4.2.1.1 Context: background and location of the Assembly 
The Assembly Hall (1951-63) is one of the representative buildings in the Capitol 
Complex of Chandigarh designed by Le Corbusier in the 1950s. There are three main 
buildings that composed of the Capitol Complex: the Assembly, the High Court, and 
the Secretariat. The Capitol Complex is put at the head of the axis running through the 
                                                 
 
14 Quoted by B.P. Bagchi, Chandigarh , (Chandigarh, New Horizons Press,1965), p.1. 
15 For an account of the birth of Chandigarh, see Norma Evenson, Chandigarh (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1966). For an interpretation of the city’s symbolic significance, see Stanislaus von Moos, The politics of the 
open hand: Notes on Le Corbusier and Nehru at Chandigarh, in Russel Walden. (ed.), The open hand: essays on Le 
Corbusier (Cambridge, Mass: the MIT press, 1977), pp. 412-457.  
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city center, which was intended to symbolize the intellectual head of the city. The 
Assembly is facing the High Court across the 400-meter-wide capitol square, with the 
Secretariat looming behind the Assembly (see Fig.4-5). 
 
4.2.1.2 Architectural features 
Among the three buildings, the Assembly is the last project to be designed among the 
Capitol Complex. It represents the highest achievement of Le Corbusier in this 
complex. It is distinguished from the other two buildings with its unique formal 
language: a huge hyperbolic paraboloid tower and a pyramid and a frustum on its roof, 
its “U” shaped parasol and the monumental portico (see Fig. 4-6).  
 
The portico is placed on the entrance facing south-east (see Fig. 4-7). The most 
dominant feature of the portico is the upward swooping curvilinear parasol, which not 
only has the function of umbrella and gutter, but also has the deep meaning to 
represent the form of horn of cattle. Under the parasol is the support structure of eight 
thick blade walls. Those blade walls are made of bare concrete to simulate the sense 
of natural material and pieced by irregular holes in order to facilitate cross -ventilation. 
The cultural meaning of the portico is reinforced by the enameled doorway in the 
middle, which links the outside with the inside columnar lobby. Both sides of the door 
are decorated with a rich range of images such as the movement of the sun, various 
animals gathering around the symbolic Indian tree, man and his relationship to life, 
nature and the cosmos, growth and harmony. Through this metaphorical way, Le 
Corbusier attempted to convey multiple meanings inside Indian culture.  
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The main body of the Assembly is composed of two chambers, the surrounding hall 
and rows of offices at the outer three sides (see Fig.4-8, 4-9). The upper house of the 
Assembly takes the form of a small, four -sided pyramidal prism, which is to help to 
illuminate the council chamber. The lower house is a hyperbolic-paraboloid ‘cooling-
tower’ structure, which is surrounded by a four storey tall hypostyle hall. The basic 
function of the paraboloid is to provide zenithal light for the assembly hall. In 
addition, the form is selected for its acoustic performance and the Venturi effect that 
served to facilitate the natural ventilation of the space. It also functions as an 
observation deck, which is linked by a metal walkway to the concrete elevator tower 
on the roof. Besides the function, what is more important for those sculptural 
elements is the symbolic meaning beneath the form. All of the forms encompass the 
respect to sun and cosmos. Outside the larger chamber is the hypostyle hall which is 
four stories high. On the one hand, this large volume space works as a climate 
modifier. On the other hand, the indirect light shadowing on the mushroom columns 
reminds people the dignity of Mosque. At the outermost layer of the space and along 
the edges of the building, there are scores of supporting offices and committee rooms, 
which are covered by large grilles of brise-soleil. 
 
In short, the design of Assembly is composed of several interesting architectural 
features according to different parts of the building. As the table below shows:  
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 Table 4-1: Features of Assembly building and characters 
 
4.2.2 Vernacular precedents of the Assembly 
Those architecture features are not Le Corbusier’s inventions based on nothing. 
Actually they are closely linked with the traditional language in India. Those ancient 
references provide important clues for the architect to realize his ideas on 
sustainability. Thus it is imperative to retrospect the design process and explore the 
deeper linkage between the precedent and design product. In other words, the 
intention is to find out what were the vernacular precedents in this design and what 
was the relationship between the precedent and new design.  
 
As aforementioned, Le Corbusier’s sketchbooks contain many visual imprints of his 
creative process, thus they provide us a rare clue to probe into the mysterious thinking 
process. During his biannual trips to India, he has left a permanent record of his 
thoughts and observations about India.  Especially the two sketchbooks (Sketchbook 2 
Architecture Features Characters 
Hyperbolic paraboloid structure Cool-tower shape to provide zenithal light 
and cross ventilation; 
Sculpture on roof Astronomical shape sculpture to represent 
the worship to sun and universe.   
Canopy Bull horn shape in relation to the Indian 
culture; To shade the building from sun 
and rain; 
Brise Soleil Concrete slates to protect from glare and 
excessive sun in the summer, shade the 
rain in the monsoon season; 
Hypostyle Hall Four stories high, large volume columnar 
hall, climate modifier and reminiscent of 
Mosque; 
Portico Blade of bared concrete walls with pierced 
holes to facilitate cross ventilation;   
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and 3) in which Le Corbusier recorded his first stay in India, extending from February 
to April 1951, give us the best indication of what he found most compelling and 
timely in the country’s built environment16. These two sketchbooks encompass a wide 
range of images of the Indian environment: the seventeenth century Pinjore garden 
near Chandigarh, Hindu and Jain temples in Ahmedabad, the Mogul-style Viceroy’s 
garden by Lutyens in New Delhi, Bombay’s Gateway of India of 1911, aerial views of 
rajasthani villages near Jaipur, old courtyard in Ahmedabad, a water tower near 
Ambbala, and a factory in Ahmedabad. Le Corbusier sketched those vernacular 
structures not only for their ways of dealing with monsoons and extreme heat, but also 
for those “wisdom” related to the Indian heritage behind those forms. He tried to 
distill the basic lessons from the precedents and combine with his own architectural 
system. The corresponding precedents and their relationship between precedents and 
architectural features are as below: 
Cooling Tower and Hyperbolic-paraboloid structure 
The form of hyperbolic-paraboloid structure on the top of the lower house is the most 
distinct element in the Assembly building. The formation of this shape has experience 
a long evolution process. At the beginning, it was conceived as the shape of chimney 
(See Fig.4-10). In the sketchbook, Le Corbusier stated that “it placed against mid-day 
sun”. “… thinking of a very thin chimney very conductive material the canal is heated 
by the sun thus setting up a draft” (Sketchbooks 2, F23, #642). The aim was to get the 
similar thermal performance as chimney to conduct the heat. Later in June 1953, 
when Le Corbusier was in Ahmedabad, on his way to airport, he saw the hyperbolic 
                                                 
 
16 Please see Appendix-C for reference.  
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paraboloid cooling towers of a thermal power station (See Fig. 4-11).  The appearance 
of this form became the turning point of the design of  the Assembly. This form for 
him was not as an answer to the acoustic problem, as he himself stated, “the circular 
form for the hall which seems contrary to the development of good acoustics.” For 
him the importance of this shape lies in the symbolic meaning of light. He compared 
the ray of light of the cooling tower with the  dome of Hagia Sophia in his sketchbooks  
(See Fig. 4-12). He intended to let the ray of light touch a column that was a symbol 
of the Emperor Ashoka, the first Indian Emperor, on the occasion of the annual 
opening of the Parliament. In addition, Le Corbusier adopted this form also because 
he believed that this from can promote cross ventilation. He presumed that “the cool 
air was introduced from above to below, several meters above the deputies and 
visitors, and will descend by gravity to breathing level while the warm air will rise 
and be exhausted by mechanical apparatus installed in the framework of the hall” (Le 
Corbusier, 1986).   
Jantar Mantar observatory and Astronomy sculpture on the roof 
Later Le Corbusier rejected the idea to make the roof of the paraboloid removable and 
instead decided to use the astronomical shape sculpture on the roof to show his 
acknowledgement to the sun, cosmos and Indian culture. Le Corbusier was fascinated 
with the eighteenth-century astronomical observatories of the Maharajah Sawai Jai 
Singh II (See Fig.4-13, 4-14). He occasionally sketched the Jantar Mantar, the 
astronomical observatory in Delhi built in 1719 and considered the observatory as 
“leading the way: linking mankind with the cosmos… the precise adaptation of forms  
and organisms to the sun, rain, air, etc…” (Sketchbooks Volume 2, p.28, entry no.329, 
330). Hence, he echoed their forms in the sculptural outcrops on the roof of Assembly. 
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However he did not copy the instruments exactly. Instead, he intentionally reduced 
the size of actual observatories and incorporated those “pseudo-astronomical” forms 
on the roof to symbolize the respect to cosmos and nature. For example, he employed 
the forms like the pyramid pointing up to the sky, the diagonally-cut roof in the style  
of the sun-dials (Narivalaya Uttar Gola, Kranti Writta) and the vaulted canopy, the 
side view of which is reminiscent of the quadrants of the Samrat Yantras (Volwahsen, 
2001). (See Fig. 4-15) 
Bull horn, parasol and Canopy  
Bull is also an important theme in the design of Assembly. The form of bull appeared 
in the very first of Le Corbusier’s sketches and repeated throughout his sketchbooks, 
e.g. Sketchbooks Volume 2,380,396, 787-790,799, 804, 811 etc. (See Fig. 4-16). His 
addiction to bull may be explained from two aspects. One is related to the Taureaux 
series in Le Corbusier’s paintings (See Fig. 4-17). The other one is related to Indian 
cosmogony since Nandi the bull was venerated as a vehicle of Shiva. Based on the 
belief that “India has lived under the  sign of the Bull”, Le Corbusier intentionally 
incorporated the horn of bull into the shape of the canopy of Assembly. At the same 
time, he appropriated the traditional parasol concept of Fatehpur Sikri as a prelude in 
the Assembly entrance canopy (Frampton, 1995). The parasol would shelter the 
building from sun and rain while remaining open at the edges to catch the cool breeze 
and allow a variety of views (Curtis, 1986). Hence Le Corbusier did extensive 
comparison between bullhorns and tilted roof structure in his sketchbooks (See Fig. 4-
18). The resulted “U” shape vaulted canopy not only worked as the umbrella and 
gutter, provided shade for the inner columnar space, but also resembled the deeper 
linkage to Indian religion.  
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Mashrabiyas, Claustra and Brise Soleil 
Brise soleil is the most important device invented by Le Corbusier based on the 
precedent of wooden screen mashrabiya  of Arab buildings and brick louvered 
claustra of Morocco (See Fig. 4-19). He was attracted to the effectiveness of those 
vernacula r devices to provide shading, reduce the glare and facilitate natural 
ventilation. Thus he wanted to create a modern device with the equivalent 
performance. Brise soleil was such a product (See Fig. 4-20). The deep reinforced-
concrete embrasures were attached to the outer surfaces so that they can cool the 
interior with shade and draughts. Beyond the environmental function, however, what 
is more important for the usage of brise soleil is the expression of the worship to the 
sun’s primacy, as the lithograph corresponding to “A1” shows, 
“The sun is the master of our life/far off indifferent/ He is the visitor—a lord--/ he 
enters our house” 
“Le solei maitre de nos vies/ indifferent loin/ Il est visiteur—un seigneur--/ il entre 
chez nous”.  Poeme, “A.1”17 (Ivan, 1997) 
Mosque hypostyle hall and the surrounding hall 
The four storied high surrounding hall was composed of concrete mushroom columns 
which were lit by the light from side. The indirect light and the high indoor space 
remind the public the grandeur of the hypostyle hall in traditional Mosque. In addition, 
according to Curtis (1986), the route through the main ceremonial door, then through 
the transition zone of hypostyle hall and then around the base of the Assembly 
                                                 
 
17Quoted from Ivan Zaknic, The final testament of Pere Corbu : a translation and interpretation of Mise au point, 
New Haven : Yale University Press, 1997. 
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Chamber in a clockwise direction recalling ritual circumambulation in ancient Indian 
religious architecture (See Fig. 4-21, 4-22).  
Diwan-I-Khas and Portico 
The monumental portico of Assembly also included its reference to the sixteenth-
century Mogul palatial building in regards to the spatial and formal qualities. This is 
perhaps most noticeable in the building’s affinity for the open-air character of Mughal 
architecture. Especially the ceremonial dignity of the portico with eight supported 
concrete columns strongly resembled the building of Diwan-I –Khas in Delhi built by 
Emperor Shah Jahan (See Fig. 4-23, 4-24). 
To sum up, in the design of Assembly, Le Corbusier adopted many vernacular 
precedents as his prototype. The design product and their related vernacular 
precedents are stated in the table  below:  
Table 4-2: Architecture Features in Assembly and their vernacular precedents: 
 
4.2.3 Description of design performance  
Those precedents above are utilized by the designer to fulfill his aim to design a 
building which is responding to the harsh climate condition and deep rooted culture. 
However, there seems to be some inconsistency between his desired performance and 
the practical performance on site. 
Precedent Design Product 
Cooling Tower Hyperbolic-paraboloid structure 
Jantar Mantar Observatory Astronomical sculpture 
Bull horn 
Parasol 
“U” shape Canopy 
Mashrabi ya &  Clasutras Brise Soleil 
Hypostyle hall in traditional Mosque Surrounding hall 
Diwan -I -Khas Portico 
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4.2.3.1 Description of environmental p erformance  
In terms of environmental performance, Le Corbusier seems to have been particularly 
attentive on this design to reconcile his design with the rigors of the Indian climate. 
He identified the two main elements in Indian climate as “sun” and “air”. Thus the 
main task of his design is to provide effective shading, reduce the glare and facilitate 
natural ventilation. To achieve the good environmental performance, he did a detailed 
environmental investigation, which is called Climatic Grid (See Fig. 4-25). In this 
gird, there were three columns. The first one listed the values of the existing 
environmental factors (temp, humidity, etc.); the second was the values of the same 
factors needed for comfort, and the third included the architectural solution/element, 
which will help provide the comfort condition. Sun path and sun charts were 
thoroughly consulted for each building (Sketchbooks 3, J 39, # 461). The type and 
angle of the interlaced array of sun-breakers are also determined according to the sun-
path diagram and the climate grid. Hence it is clear that Le Corbusier intended to 
design a building that can provide the comfort climatic condition for people’s well 
being. 
 
However the practical climate performance is not as ideal as the designer intended, 
though it has shown overall effectiveness. Basing conclusions on her measurements, 
observations and interviews with occupants, Ali (1987) appraised the overall 
environmental performance of the Assembly as basically successful yet some aspects 
are inadequate. The air temperatures of the Assembly hall and the surrounding hall are 
much steadier and comfortable than the outdoors (See Fig. 4-26). The detail 
environmental performance will be evaluated from three aspects, which are most 
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closely related to thermal comfort in hot-arid climate as in Chandigarh. They are solar 
radiation, natural ventilation and monsoon rain. 
Solar Radiation 
The study by Ali (1987) showed that there have been provided good solar radiation in 
the Assembly. She stated: “Use of the brise soleil cuts direct radiation from coming 
inside the building. Glare protection is also good with adequate natural light in the 
offices. Monsoon and early summer are comfortable in the offices inside the building. 
On very hot humid summer days it is sufficiently comfortable with the help of fans in 
these spaces”. However there are also shortcomings caused by the use of exposed 
concrete in brise soleil. As the Indian architect Charles Correa notes that, “many of Le 
Corbusier’s ideas don’t work. For instance sun-breakers [brise soleil]: they are really 
dust -catching, pigeon infested contrivances. Which gather heat all day and then 
radiate it back into the building at night, causing indescribable anguish to the 
occupants.” 18  This made him doubted that “was Le Corbusier perhaps more 
concerned with the visual expression of climate control than with its actual 
effectiveness?”19   
Natural Ventilation 
Besides the solar radiation, the natural ventilation is also an important element that 
impacts on the thermal comfort and microclimate indoor. In the Assembly building, 
the surrounding hall is observed to have much lower and more comfortable 
                                                 
 
18 Charles Correa, “Chandigarh: the View from Benares,”  Architecture+Design, 3(6) (September-October 
1987):73-75. 
19 Ibid. 
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temperature than the assembly chamber. For the large volume of air inside the 
Assembly building in the spacious circulation hall acts as a climate modifier. The 
natural ventilation inside brings out the hot air and let the cool breeze in, so that the 
indoor temperature is kept cool. By contrast, both the assembly chambers have to be 
air-conditioned since they do not have any means of natural ventilation (Ali, 1987). 
Monsoon 
Monsoon is very special season in Chandigarh, which starts from July to September. 
The climate during this period is quite intense, and is extremely hot and humid. There 
is particular problem in this season to deal with the rain and humidity. Some 
researchers claim that it is difficult for Le Corbusier to adequately secure his Indian 
buildings against driving rain, as he grossly underestimates the intensity of the 
monsoon season. As a result, the upper part of the building was too exposed to permit 
its use during the rainy season. The design of ramp is also too exposed. “For the 
monsoon one does not go up by means of ramps.” (Sketchbooks 3, J39, # 467)  
 
4.2.3.2 Description of socio-cultural sustainability performance 
Socio-cultural sustainability is another important theme in Le Corbusier’s design in 
Assembly. As he has stated in a letter to his colleagues at the start of the project, he 
wished to create “fundamental organic architecture, unquestionable, which is neither 
English, or French, nor American but Indian of the second half of the twentieth 
century.”20 He was greatly influenced by the Gandhi’s philosophy, which was linked 
with village folklore and the apparent harmony of people, animals and nature. He had 
                                                 
 
20 Quote from The tradition of Indian Architecture, p. 131. 
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the ambitious to reveal the deeply rooted cosmic myths of India’s ancient religions: 
the “delight of Hindu philosophy”, the “fraternity between cosmos and living beings” 
through his design.  
 
That is why he employed a lot of elements of the visual languages that were inspired 
by India’s architectural heritage. However, those elements were stayed in the skin-
deep formalistic concern and didn’t constitute reference to Indian traditional 
architecture. For example, his design in Assembly incorporates some powerful, 
sculptural shapes, which are the reflec tions of objects that are known to have caught 
Le Corbusier’s eyes when he visited India: the horns of cattle, astronomical 
instruments etc. Those elements are copied in form and transformed in scale without 
checking the origin and deeper cultural meaning. As Correa (1987) has pointed out, 
“his Chandigarh buildings were never really concerned with the Indian psyche”. His 
European cultural background makes it hard for him to truly understand the Eastern 
life style and the related culture heritage (if he has tried to do so). In turn his 
adaptation of precedent didn’t catch the essence meaning under the form, and cannot 
give the sense of belonging for local Indians.    
 
To conclude, Le Corbusier’s design of Assembly in Chandigarh shows reasonable 
environmental performance in most areas. However, there are also some aspects 
inadequate. For instance, the solar radiation protection is decreased with the use of 
concrete, the natural ventilations in the chambers are not enough and the rain 
protection in monsoon is not satisfactory. As to cultural and social aspects, Le 
Corbusier concentrated on the picturesque juxtaposition and the use of symbolic 
devices in an attempt to create an authentic Indian style. The resulting structures, as 
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was mentioned, are not appropriate  and are incompatible with the Indian’s climate 
and the local culture and lifestyle. 
 
4.3 Analyzing the Findings for Adaptation of Sustainability  
4.3.1 Findings of case study I: 
This chapter traced different vernacular precedents and the associated architecture 
features in the design of Assembly through Le Corbusier’s procedural sketches. The 
resulted performance in terms of environmental and socio-cultural sustainability is 
also evaluated. The findings are as below: 
n Le Corbusier intended to achieve good environmental and  socio-cultural 
performance in his design; 
n He recognized the Indian vernacular architecture as precedent in his design; 
n Through analogy and heuristic reasoning, he intended to transfer the issue of 
sustainability into his new design; 
n His lessons from vernacular architecture stay on the formal language without 
checking the inner logic; 
n He combined the vernacular language with his own modern language (e.g. 
concrete) without testing the impact; 
n The practical performance on site is inconsistent  with the desired performance 
and far from his intention to achieve authentic sustainability.   
 
4.3.2 Analysis on vernacular precedent adaptation in Assembly 
The design of Assembly has experienced a long and complicated process. During 
which, the vernacular precedents provided the architect important inspiration source. 
He tried to distill the basic lessons of these precedents on their ways of dealing with 
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monsoons and extreme heat. More importantly, he was attracted to the symbolic 
meaning of these elements which can represent the Indian identity. At the same time, 
Le Corbusier never rejected his modern language. He blended the precedent with his 
own architectural language, such as concrete and Dom-ino system. 
 
Such adaptation has gained certain level of overall effectiveness and success in the 
performance in terms of environmental and socio-cultural sustainability. Nevertheless 
there are also reported to be certain levels of inadequacy. These deficiencies are 
hypothesized to be related to the adaptation process. For example, there are some 
failures during the adaptation process from the cooling tower to the hyperbolic-
paraboloid structure of the Lower house. Le Corbusier adopted cooling tower as his 
prototype in order to get the similar thermal comfort performance and the zenithal 
light effect. The resulted form gained aesthetic success in a sense. However, from the 
perspective of sustainability, it was far from satisfactory. As the cover of the 
paraboloid structure cannot be opened as the cooling tower , the cross ventilation 
between the inner space of the chamber and the outside air can no longer bring into 
effect. In addition, the circular shape of the chamber leaded to such poor acoustic 
performance that it was seldom used today.  In terms of socio-cultural sustainability, it 
was intended to use as a symbol to represent the modernization and industrialization 
of new India  (Curtis, 1986). Yet it seems not to be the appropriate image of the Indian 
tradition and culture. The device of brise-soleil is another example of improper 
precedent adaptation. As mentioned before, the brise-soleil is Le Corbusier’s 
invention based on the precedent of mashrabiya. Being strongly influenced by his 
Modernist ideology, he attempted to combine the old device with the new language. 
Thus he changed the material of mashrabiya  to concrete and intentionally enlarged 
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the scale of the mashrabiya work to meet his principle of proportion. As Le Corbusier 
was not fully aware of the aerodynamics  rule of the functioning of the mashrabiya  
work, the final product of brise -soleil lost not only its function but also the traditional 
cultural quality.   
 
The above description showed that vernacular precedent could indeed provide certain 
lessons for new design in terms of sustainability. But there are also errors happening 
during the adaptation process. Either the inaccurate extraction of the vernacular 
elements (e.g. from cooling tower to paraboloid structure), or the improper change of 
the vernacular precedent (e.g. from mashrabiya to brise soleil) will result in errors in 
the final design product. The later theoretical interpretation in Chapter 6 will explain 
these phenomena  in detail. 
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Plan of Chandigarh 





















Plan of Chandigarh Capitol, 1952 












Figure 4-6  
General view of Assembly Hall 











Portico of Assembly 
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Section of Assembly 
(Source: Foundation Le Corbusier) 
 




Early edition of Assembly: chimney 
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CHAPTER 5 CASE STUDY TWO: HASSAN FATHY’S DESIGN 
OF MARKET PLACE IN NEW BARIZ  
 
This chapter is focused on the study of another case: Hassan Fathy’s design of Market 
Place in New Bariz. The main intention of this case study is to find out Hassan 
Fathy’s ideas on the issue of sustainability in vernacular architecture and how did he 
translate the vernacular antecedents into his own design language in terms of 
sustainability.  
 
Next, section 5.1 is to identify the main ideas of Hassan Fathy’s design in terms of  
sustainability and his attitude toward the adaptation of vernacular precedents. 
Different characters of vernacular precedents that are adapted by Fathy throughout his 
design career will also be introduced. Section 5.2 will describe the context and 
attributes of the Market Place. The focus is on the performance of environmental and 
social sustainability in this case. Section 5.3 will summarize and analyze the findings 
of the adaptation of vernacular precedent in Hassan Fathy’s design in Market Place. 
This pre-parametric analysis is to link the success in the performance in terms of 
sustainability with his vernacular precedent adaptation process.  
 
5.1 Hassan Fathy and His Thinking on Sustainability 
Hassan Fathy is considered as one of the best architects who had a regionalistic 
approach and sustainability concern. He is different from other modernist from his 
attitude to the history and indigenous architectural language. Most of the modernists 
wanted to discard the history and break with the past while he attempted to 
reconstruct the link between the architecture and local history. His uncompleted 
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village at New Gourna in Upper Egypt in 1948 is regarded as an important departure 
from modern architecture. In this project, he combined the traditional Egyptian mud-
brick village architecture and the age -old Nubian arch-building technique. In this way 
he recreated a new architectural vocabulary that both met the present-day needs but 
also fulfilled the needs for the social continuity.  
 
Although the concept of susta inability has not prevailed at the era of Hassan Fathy, he 
is still believed to possess the idea of sustainability in his design. His book 
Architecture for the Poor, which called for the integration of nature and industry, 
prefigures the current ethos of s ustainability.  
 
5.1.1 Hassan Fathy and environmental sustainability 
Fathy believed that human beings, nature and architecture should coexist in 
harmonious balance. Disruption of the balance may have a decisive effect on man, 
genetically, physiologically, or psychologically (Fathy, Shearea, & Sultan, 1986). 
“It is said that if you put anything into the landscape that doesn’t respect the natural 
environment, you can be punished by nature or by man.”1 (Richards, Fathy, Seragedin, 
& Rastorfer, 1985)  
 
For Fathy, house was not machine to live in, as machine was little affected by climate 
and society. Instead he insisted that buildings were shaped by the way human beings 
respond to the local environment. One of the important elements that shape the form 
of architecture is the climate. 
                                                 
1 Lectures in New Mexico, 1980, quoted from Hassan Fathy, J.M. Richards, Ismail Serageldin and Darl Rastorfer 
edits. 
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5.1.1.1 The response to climate  
Thus the idea of the environmental sustainability of Hassan Fathy mainly lies in the 
response to the climate. Fathy believed that climate was a factor of prime importance 
in the architectural design. The main task of architecture was to provide a comfort 
shelter to protect people from excessive heat, wind and rain, which was especially 
important under the harsh climate condition in the hot-arid district such as Egypt.  
“In architecture, the element of heat would, as a force, create a different form than 
would the element of cold. …When you have a 30 °c difference between day and night, 
you have to live in coolness. So here is the importance in the forms which the different 
people produced reacting with the environment---building for heat, for warming or 
for cooling. And all my work has been in the hot, arid zones in which I have been 
designing for cooling .”--- Forces of Climate 2 
 
However, he denied responding to the climate through mechanical ways as he 
believed that “the mechanical takes away from human harmony with nature, materials 
and tradition”3. Instead he was inclined to use indigenous vernacular devices, as he 
believed that they were “subordinated to the natural principles of harmony and 
reaction to forces, as well as to the human principles of tradition, human scale, and 
spirituality.” In addition, they were fundamentally based on scientifically valid 
concepts and developed in response to the environmental needs through long years of 
experience. 
“The successful solutions to the problems of climate did not result from deliberate 
scientific reasoning. They grew out of countless experiments and accidents and the 
                                                 
2 From remarks recorded by The Aga Khan Award for Architecture at Aiglemont, April 1978, quote from  Hassan 
Fathy, J.M. Richards, Ismail Serageldin and Darl Rastorfer edited. (1985) 
3 Ibid. 
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experience of generations of builders who continued to use what worked and rejected 
what did not. They were passed on in the form of traditional values.”4  
 
5.1.1.2 The use of local material  
The concern of environmental sustainability of Fathy also exists in his use of local 
material. He widely used mud-brick in his design and later changed to sandstone in 
the New Bariz project. Those local materials were chosen not for the nostalgic 
romance, but rather a scientific and realistic solution to the special design problems in 
that area. First of all, these materials were commonly available and were suitable for 
the poor economy condition. Secondly, they were scientifically reasonable as they had 
very low thermal conductivity, which made them the sound material in the hot area 
(See Fig. 5-1). In addition, they were suitable for the construction of the structure 
such as arches and domes. The technology of Nubian vernacular made the maximum 
use of the compressive strength of mud brick, while avoided tensile or bending 
stresses, which it cannot resist. Through combination of the durability and availability 
of mud-brick and the construction skill of Nubian vernacular, Fathy attempted to 
create a new indigenous Egyptian architecture. Furthermore, Fathy believed that the 
architecture built of local material will not disturb the immediate surroundings. 
Instead of trying to conquer nature, they were adapted to the vagaries of climate and 
the challenge of topography.  
 
5.1.2 Hassan Fathy and socio-cultural sustainability 
Besides the environmental concerns, the most valuable contribution of Hassan Fathy 
is his idea on sustaining of social and cultural identity in the architecture. He 
                                                 
4Quote from  National Energy and Vernacular Architecture, Hassan Fathy, Chicago, (1986), p.7 
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articulated socio -cultural authenticity as the main theme in his design. He believed 
that traditional architectural forms were the products that have developed through 
thousands of years of evolution to meet the social needs and represent special cultural 
identity. The task of an architect was to revive people’s faith in their own culture 
through the respect to the traditional architectural form. 
 
5.1.2.1 The response to traditions and social needs 
Tradition is such an important element for Hassan Fathy that he defined it as “the 
social analogy of personal habit”. That means, tradition “represents the accumulated 
result of an ongoing evolution, and is loosely tied to the complicated cycles within 
each individual culture” (Steele, 1997). Different group of people has their unique 
lifestyle and culture identity, which will reflect in their distinct architectural forms. 
Hence every change in traditional architectural forms should be conscious otherwise 
the cultural identities embodied in those forms will be diluted. At the same time, he 
recognized tradition as in a self-evolving process. In that sense, architects should 
neither totally rejected tradition just as old-fashioned nor fully accept the tradition 
without consideration for the changing need of people.  
 
5.1.2.2 The use of traditional crafts and self-help system of construction  
Traditional crafts for Hassan Fathy is also an embodiment of culture identity. The way 
people manipulate materials is greatly influenced by the local environmental and their 
cultural background. Hence the revival of the local crafts is closely connected to the 
rehabilitation of the local culture. More important reason of his use of local craft lies 
in its harmonious relationship between the architect, the client and the craftsman. This 
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interrelationship can enhance the feeling of belonging in the community and may be a 
possible answer to today’s problem of Genius Loci losing. 
 
5.1.3 Hassan Fathy and vernacular precedents 
Based on his ideas on sustainability, Hassan Fathy found the truest expression in 
vernacular architecture. He was fascinated with the indigenous architecture in Egypt 
as he believed that they ha d stood for the hundred years’ test and was fundamentally  
suitable for the climate and local economy and soc ial conditions. The vernacular was 
important for him not only as the formal inspiration, but also as a carrier of the socio-
cultural meaning that can promote the feeling of national identity. A lthough Fathy 
used traditional elements in his work, he did not intent to just make copy of the work 
of the past. His new forms were the adaptations of the prototypes. For him, the 
vernacular was an adaptable style appropriate for the climate and a source of 
inspiration for the modern style. Throughout his career life, a lot of elements from 
vernacular were adapted by him and transformed into new use. He didn’t restrict his 
inspiration source from single period or special district. Most of those precedents 
varied in the geographic location (e.g. from Upper Egypt to Nubia) and chronology 
(e.g. from Fatmid, Mamluk and Ottoman periods to even Pharaonic period). 
 
Structure Device: 
1. Arches and Vaults & Domes: Arches and vaults have a long history of about five 
thousand years in the Ancient Egypt. They were widespread in the tombs of the later 
dynasties of the Old Kingdom. And they were used for roofing in the necropolis of 
Bagawat at the Kharga Oasis in the 400-600 A.D. Hassan Fathy first visited this 
structure during his visit to Aswan in 1941, where he envisaged the Fatmid 
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Necropolis and the Monastery of Saint Simeon (See Fig. 5-2, 5-3). He was attracted to 
the highly sculptural building profile of this structure. More importantly, this ancient 
technical skill can provide a cheap solution of roofing with the low -cost material at 
people’s hand: mud. The vaults and domes are also suitable for the hot-arid climate. 
First they increase the interior space, which provides more space over the heads of the 
inhabitants and allows hot air to rise up and transmit through the roof. It also increases 
the total exterior surface area, which deflects the intensity of the solar radiation and 
decrease the amount of heat transmission to the interior. Furthermore, domed roof 
have shady areas most of the day, except at noontime. The shady parts absorb the heat 
from the sunlit part and transmit it to the cooler outside air. In addition, the curved 
shape of the roof “increases the speed of air flowing over it, which reduces the 
temperature of the roof”. 5 (Hassan Fathy, 1986) 
 
Courtyard 
2. Sahn (formal central courtyard): Courtyard is another main architectural element, 
which can be found in most of Fathy’s designs. For Fathy, courtyard is not only an 
element that can temper the microclimate of the indoor space, but also a carrier of the 
social meaning of Islam society. On the one hand, the courtyard provides better 
ventilation and lighting for the surrounded living room. The houses are closed to 
outside and opened inwardly, which makes air temperature drops of 10-20oC. In that 
sense, the courtyard can serve as a reservoir of coolness 6 that keeps the interior 
temperature relatively low (Dunham, 1960). On the other hand, the courtyard provides 
the semi-private space for the inhabitants. This kind of sitting area not only gives 
                                                 
5 Hassan Fathy, Natural energy and vernacula r architecture,  (1986), p.50 
6 Daniel Dunham, The Courtyard House as a Temperature Regulator, New Scientist (8 Septermber 1960): pp.659-
666.  
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them the sense of privacy and security but also provide the fresh air and sunlight for 
them. This sense of privacy and hierarchy is an important part of Islam culture.   
 
3. Qa’a (covered courtyard): It is a changed style of courtyard in Mumluk and 
Ottoman times, which is an internalized covered courtyard. It is designed as the main 
hall of a house, usually the reception area for receiving male guests. It is consisted of 
the central portion called dur-qa’a and two iwans on the north and south sides. The 
Qa’a is usually used together with malqaf7 and salsabiler8 to assure good ventilation. 
On the top of the dur-qa’a, there is usually a lantern with windows, which facilitate 
the upper hot air to escape 9 . The whole ventilation system is based on the 
aerodynamics theory, which will be discussed in detail later.  
 
4. Takhtabush: It is a covered outdoor sitting area at ground level located between the 
main “hard” courtyard (usually paved) and another “soft” courtyard, possibly the back 
garden (See Fig. 5-4, 5-5). As the “hard” courtyard heats up towards mid-day, the heat 
rises, causing an upward convective current that draws the cool air trapped in the 
landscaped through the open takhtabush and into the paved court beyond. Fathy 
extended this aerodynamics system further in the community scale. For example, in 
the design of New Bariz, there were vaults between the inner courtyard and the 
narrow shaded pedestrian streets. It was intended to accelerate the air movement 
between the outside space and indoor space. 
 
                                                 
7 Malqaf: wind-catcher 
8 Salsabiler: a type of fountain, consisting of a decorated sloping marble slab over which water flow. 
9 The detail usage of qa’a is also available in Fathy, H. (1972). The Qa'a of the Cairene Arab house: Its 
development and some new usages for its design concepts.  Paper presented at the Colloque International sur L' 
Historie du Caire, Cairo. 
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Window: 
5. Mashrabiya: It means the wooden lattice screens, which can be placed in the 
windows (See Fig. 5-6). However it is not from Egyptian vernacular device but Arab 
vernacular language. The mashrabiya concept has been universally used in hot arid 
areas, particularly throughout the Middle East and North Africa, even in India. 
 
Hassan Fathy (1986) adapted the mashrabiya  work based on its five functions: (1) 
controlling the passage of light; (2) controlling the air flow; (3) reducing the 
temperature of the air current; (4) increasing the humidity of the air current, (5) 
ensuring privacy. He also discovered that different sizes of the interstices (spaces 
between adjacent balusters) and the diameter of the balusters would result in different 
functions. For example, mashrabiya  with small interstices is suitable for interception 
the direct light and reduction of glare; while mashrabiya  with large interstices will let 
in indirect light. In addition, the size of the mashrabiya is also connected with its 
social function: the feeling of privacy. Mashrabiya  with small interstices will provide 
the privacy from outside for the habitant, at the same time without block the view 
from inside. The material of mashrabiya is also important as it is closely connected to 
the cooling and humidifying functions. As Fathy has stated that all organic fibers, 
such as the wood, absorb, retain and release considerate quantities of water. When 
wind passes through the interstices of the wooden mashrabiya, the water in the wood 
will be heated and released, so that the air is cooled and humidified.  In that sense, 
every minor change in the size and material should be conscious otherwise the related 
performance will be impacted.  
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6. Claustrum : Similar to mushrabiya, this device is used for air passage, block of direct 
solar rays, privacy, security and decoration. The difference is that they are moldings 
or tracery generally made in carved plaster plates or brick (See Fig. 5-11). The use of 
claustrum should also base on the careful study on the material and size of this device. 
Because the inappropriate sizes of the solid and void lattice components will result in 
the dazzling contrasts of light and shade. 
 
Wind catch 
7. Malqaf:  When it is difficult to get an optimal orientation of the building in regard to 
the sun and the wind, a special device called malqaf is utilized. The device is a shaft 
rising high above the building with an opening facing the prevailing wind. It traps the 
wind from high above the building where it is cooler and stronger, and channels it 
sown into the interior of the building. In addition to facilitate cross ventilation, the 
malqaf is also useful in reducing the sand and dust so prevalent in the winds of hot 
arid regions (See Fig. 5-13). 
 
Fathy drew the inspiration of Malqaf both from the antecedent of Othman Katkhuda 
in Cairo dated from the fourteenth century A.D. and the nineteenth century Turkish-
style houses. He acknowledged the device as a component of air circulation system 
which is based on scientific aerodynamics theory.  As aforementioned, the malqaf is 
usually used together with qa’a and salsabiler to form a complete air circulation (See 
Fig.5-15). The malqaf is constructed on the north iwan and oriented to the prevailing 
wind. The malqaf traps the wind and channels it down to the interior of the dur-qa’a. 
In a position opposite the malqaf, there is usually the salsabiler set at an angle against 
the wall inside a niche in the iwan . It is a marble slab with water flow on it and links 
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to the fountain in the middle of dur-qa’a. When air enters from the malqaf, it passes 
over the water on the surface of salsabiler and through the fountain, which ma kes the 
air temperature cool down. The cool air flows through the iwans and rises into the 
upper part of the dur-qa’a  and escape s from the lantern windows on the top of dur-
qa’a . Hence the complete air circulation system formed. The difference of air pressure 
and the convection theory makes the whole system a continuous air movement 
process. In winter, the openings at the top of the tower are closed, turning it into a 
solar chimney that would heat the interior space on the greenhouse principle 10. 
 
5.1.4 Fathy’s attitude on sustainability in vernacular architecture  
Those vernacular devices above are all important inspiration resources for Hassan 
Fathy’s work. However, what Fathy was interested in was not certain static formal 
language, but the scientific rules under those forms. In other words, he was attracted 
to the vernacular architecture for their climatic appropriateness and social continuity, 
which were the main ideas of his sustainability philosophy.  
 
These traditional elements were not copied exactly from earlier prototypes, but were 
modified and rearranged to fit the new requirements of contemporary Egyptian 
society. Fathy admitted that “change is inevitable” and “traditional architecture is 
always evolving and will continue to absorb new materials and design concepts.” 
However he emphasized that every change should be conscious and based on the 
scientific research and test before adoption.  
“In any approach prescribed by tradition, it is essential that every injunction of the 
tradition be strictly observed. Thus, if one element were changed in a traditional 
                                                 
10Toulan, Nohad, Climatic consideration in the design of urban housing in Egypt,  Housing in Arid Lands, 
Architectural Press, London, (1980), p.81.   
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building method, that change, though small, could destroy the entire validity of the 
building as a satisfactory solution to the local climate problems.”11 (Fathy et al., 1986)  
 
Fathy believed that “all traditional solutions should be evaluated scientifically before 
they were discarded or substitutes proposed” (Fathy et al., 1986). He criticized that 
modern architecture did not emphasize the value of investigating and applying 
concepts of vernacular scientifically. The result was to loss the very essence of 
vernacular architecture that made them appropriate for the local environment. He used 
the example of brise-soleil to explain such failure.  
“Careful investigation revea ls that it is not as efficient as the humble mat screen. 
When the sun -breaking or brise-soleil elements of the claustra -work are not shaded, 
they heat up and then transmit this heat to the air-flowing into the building through 
the claustra -work, as well as reflecting warming solar radiation into the interior.”12 
(Fathy et al., 1986).  
 
In conclusion, Hassan Fathy’s primary concern was the creation of an architecture, 
which employed authentic indigenous architectonic devices to create a climatically 
and culturally appropriate architecture that could be accessible to and suitable for the 
needs of the local residents. His enthusiasm for vernacular was not a “nostalgic 
chauvinism” as he never limited his horizon to certain area and certain period of 
Egypt. Instead, the vernacular precedent for his work was from diverse sources and 
used by different cultures throughout Egyptian history and kept on involving. His 
opponent to Internationalism was not a nationalist concern as well. For him, the 
International Style has neglected the difference resulted from the different 
                                                 
11 Quoted from Natural Energy and Vernacular Architecture, Hassan Fathy, (1986), P.7 
12 Ibid., P.8 
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environment and culture of certain region. This neglect makes the architecture 
inhuman in compare to vernacular architecture. Although Fathy favors the vernacular 
architecture, he never simply makes replicas of them. Instead, he insisted on studying 
vernacular architecture carefully in order to understand its functionality so that the 
forms can correctly fit the contemporary Egyptian lifestyle. 
 
5.2 Description of the Case of Market Place in New Bariz 
The design of the village of New Bariz in 1967 is an important example, which can 
reflect his ideas on the issue of sustainability in vernacular architecture. It is the 
second major project of Hassan Fathy after his first and most famous project in New 
Gourna. It is viewed as his further exploration of his ideas about authentic Egyptian 
architecture in his mature period.  
 
The New Bariz is designed for the Egyptian Administration of Desert Development to 
inhabit a population of 250 families. The site of the new village is in the Kharga Oasis, 
six kilometers north of old Bariz. The site has a very harsh climate situation, where 
summer temperature can exceed 50 degree centigrade. The high temperature can 
cause serious physiological complications such as heat-stroke, dehydration and kidney 
failure 13. Thus the main task of this project for Fathy is to achieve an architecture that 
provided the protection from the harsh climate and demonstrated the essence of the 
local culture. As he described it:  
“Bariz was an interesting problem in which I was to create all the parts of a 
community, to bring together on the best manner possible people whom I did not 
know. All that I had at my proposal were demographics, geographic and climatic 
                                                 
13 Hassan Fathy, L, Architecture d’ Aujourd’hui, (February 1978), p.58. 
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surveys. I had to provide the aesthetics, the sense of man in a space constructed by 
man.”14 (Jame Steele, 1988) 
 
Thus he intentionally studied the traditional towns in the old Bariz, especially 
recording how the vernacular responded to the climate of the area. His investigation 
included both the fourth century A.D. mud-brick ruins of the necropolis of Bagawat 
nearby and also the existing village of Kharga.   
 
5.2.1 Description of the Market Place (Context and architectural features) 
Context: background and intention 
The Suq (Market Place) is an important project among the design of the New Bariz 
Village (See Fig. 5-7). It is regarded as “the ultimate test of Fathy’s attempt to 
ameliorate the extremely harsh conditions without mechanical means” (Steele, 1997). 
Fathy himself considered the market place as his highest achievement. The form of 
this architecture is the product of the interrelation of environmental engineering, 
which is aesthetically pleasing and functionally reasonable as well.  
 
The Suq, or market place, was the active heart of a community. It was designed as a 
place for shopping and the cold storage of the fruits and vegetables grown by the 
community prior to shipping. As there was no possibility to provide air conditioning, 
Hassan fathy turned to the physical solutions provided by the mass of materials used 
and the manipulation of natural air movement as the only possible answers.  
 
                                                 
14 Quoted from James Steele, Hassan Fathy, London; New York, Academy Editions, St. Martins Press, (1988), 
p.92 
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In the project, Fathy applied the local material such as sand brick and limestone in 
construction. The choice was based on his scientific study on the heat conductivity 
and also the consideration of availability. Besides the use of local tactic of thermal 
mass, he focused on the revision of the traditional natural ventilation system. He 
oriented the building towards the prevailing wind, thus the interior could get the 
optimal ventilation with the help of malqaf (See Fig. 5-8). The traditional courtyard 
was incorporated into the layout of the project. The shops were placed around the 
courtyard and the storage place was put below grade so that to get better shade and 
cross ventilation (See Fig. 5-9). The most prominent language of this building was the 
multiple malqaf (wind catcher). This malqaf was different from the traditional ones as 
they were arranged as groups to provide better ventilation.  The forms were also 
Fathy’s original invention based on his understanding of the vernacular architecture. 
Been influenced by the fourth-century domed buildings in the Bagawat (from the 
province of the Kharga Oasis), Fathy also combined the vaults and arches with the 
claustras. Such combination not only resulted in a striking form, but also met the need 
of cross ventilation and block of solar radiation.  
 
5.2.2 Vernacular precedents of the Market Place 
As has been described above, in the design of Market Place, Hassan Fathy utilized 
many vernacular languages which he has kept on explor ing throughout his design 
career, such as arch & vaults, courtyard, clasutra , malqaf, etc. Instead of being treated 
as static symbolic language, those vernacular devices were creatively adapted and 
combined together to form a convenient ventilation system.   
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In the front part of the market place, there were multiple levels of vaults with spans 
covered by the claustra work in order to assure good ventilation, which was different 
from the simple usage of the vaults in the vernacular precedents (See Fig. 5-10, 5-11, 
5-12).  
 
The usage of Qa’a  and malqaf were also different from the historic examples. Fathy 
drew the typical principles of the qa’a and malqaf from the Mamluk house and 
creatively ada pted them to serve his purpose. In the back of the market place Fathy 
designed multiple malqafs, which were intended to get better ventilation than single 
malqaf in the history (See Fig. 5-13, 5-14). The shaft of the malqaf extended 
underground in order to reach a cooler area. Then another shaft was built a few meters 
behind the first one with a tower over which there were inclined metal louvers. The 
second tower was designed to act as the lantern of the  traditional qa’a . The whole 
structure thus formed an appropriate air circulation system even better than the 
Mamluk house (See Fig. 5-15). The cool breeze was caught by the malqaf of the first 
shaft and traveled down the malqaf and through the cold storage area underground. 
Then the air was heated and raised up and finally escaped from the openings of the 
metal louvers of the second shaft. In addition the mental louvers on the top of the 
second tower were exposed to the heat. It increased the difference of the upper and 
lower side of the qa’a , thus accelerated the whole air movement (See Fig. 5-16, 5-17). 
This flexibility in application of the vernacular system reflects that the true modernity 
and sustainability may lies in the scientific modification of vernacular prototypes.  
 
It is clear that there is close link between the architectural features and the historical 
precedents in Egypt (See Table 5-1 below). Those precedents were not simply copied 
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but were creatively combined and carefully revised. The scientifically re-use and 
adaptation has led to the satisfactory environmental and socio-cultural performance in 
terms of sustainability. 
 
Table 5-1: Architecture Features in Market Place and their vernacular precedents 
 
5.2.3 Description of design performance in terms of sustainability 
5.2.3.1 Description of performance of environmental sustainability 
As the intention of this project is to provide cold storage place for perishable goods 
without mechanical control, the main problem for Hassan Fathy is to obtain the 
climatic comfort with the least natural energy and available material.  
 
The environmental performance on site is proved to be quite satisfactory. By putting 
the storage areas below grade and refining the malqaf designs he had used previously 
by adding baffles, incrementally reduced airshafts and secondary towers to accelerate 
circulation, Fathy was able to achieve temperature reductions by as much as 15 
degrees centigrade (Steele, 1997). His success in generating new method based on the 
previous vernacular precedents as the answer to the harsh climate is acknowledged by 
the Aga Khan Award for Architecture as a tectonic lesson for all architects today.  
 
Precedent Design product 
Claustra 
Arches and Vaults 
Multi-level arches and vaults covered with 
claustra work 
Malqaf Multiple malqafs extended to underground  
Lantern window on top of dur qa’a Mental louvers at the second level air shaft 
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5.2.3.2 Description of performance of socio -cultural sustainability  
Socio-cultural sustainability is always the main theme of Hassan fathy’s design. The 
concept of pr imacy and hierarchy of Islam architecture was respected and carefully 
adapted in this project. In addition, the direct involvement of the local users in the 
construction increased the feeling of belonging and satisfying. Thus many scholars 
regarded the design of suq  as the best example for solving physiological and 
psychological needs well with the combination of modern and vernacular language. 
 
5.3 Analyzing the Findings for Adaptation of Sustainability 
5.3.1 Findings of case study II: 
n    Hassan Fathy intended to achieve good environmental and  socio-cultural 
performance in his design; 
n    He recognized the Egypt vernacular architecture as precedent in his design; 
n    Through analogy and heuristic reasoning, he intended to transfer the issue of 
sustainability into his new design; 
n    His lessons from vernacular architecture lie in the operation rule and  the 
inner logic; 
n    He combined the vernacular language with his own language based on the 
careful study on the impact; 
n    The practical performance on site is basically consistent with the desired 
performance in terms of sustainability.   
 
5.3.2 Analysis on vern acular precedents adaptation in Market Place  
Based on the above description, the design of Market Place has gained satisfactory 
performance in terms of environmental and socio-cultural sustainability. Such success 
Vernacular Precedent Adaptation in Design in Terms of Sustainability 
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in performance is hypothesized to owe to the appropriate adaptation of vernacular 
precedents.  
 
During the design process, the vernacular precedents provided the architect great 
inspiration.  Hassan Fathy believed that the authentic Egyptian style lied in the respect 
of the local climate and culture. He attempted to revive the Egypt tradition through 
the restoration of the local traditional crafts. However these traditional elements were 
not copie d exactly from earlier prototypes, but were modified and rearranged to fit the 
new requirements of contemporary Egyptian society. Hassan Fathy insisted that the 
re-use on the vernacular precedent should be based on the deep understanding of the 
scientific rule. Every minor change should be tested in case the character in related to 
the climatic appropriateness and social continuity loses. 
 
Such adaptation has gained overall effectiveness and success in the performance in 
terms of environmental and socio-cultural sustainability. For example, Hassan Fathy 
creatively combined the vaults and claustra together. His invention was based on the 
scientific understanding of both traditional devices. The new structure preserved both 
the character of vaults in terms of thermal comfort and the character of claustra in 
terms of air passage.  
 
The above description showed that vernacular precedent can indeed provide certain 
lessons for new design in terms of sustainability. But the adaptation should based on 
both the accurate extraction of the vernacular elements (e.g. from claustra and vaults  
to vaults covered with claustra ), and the proper change of the vernacular precedent 
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(e.g. from claustra and vaults to multi-levered vaults). The later theoretical 
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAPTER 5 
 
Figure 5-1 
Comparison of indoor and outdoor air-temperature fluctuations within a 24-hour period 
for the mud-brick vault-and-dome and prefabricated concrete test model 








Fatmid Tombs from the Late 10th 
Century, South of Aswan 
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Figure 5-3 
The Monastery of St. Simeon, or Deir 
al Samaan 













Plan of the Qa’a of Muhib Ad-Din 
Ash-Shaf I Al-Muwaqqi at Drab 
Al-Usta, Cairo, showing two 
courtyards with a Takhtabush 











Section of the Qa’a of Muhib Ad-Din 
Ash-Shaf I Al-Muwaqqi at Drab 
Al-Usta, Cairo, showing two 
courtyards with a Takhtabush 
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Figure 5-6 
Mashrabiya with different size of 
interstices  
























General View of the Market Place 
(Souce: Richards, Fathy, Seragedin, 
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Figure 5-8 
Plan of the Market Place 














Courtyard of the Market Place 














The Christian Cemetery at Bagawat 
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Figure 5-11  
The Claustra 






















The Multi-level vaults covered with 
claustra 
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Figure 5-13 
The Traditional Malqaf  


























The Multiple Malqaf 
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Figure 5-15 
The Air movement in Traditional Malqaf in Qa’a of Muhib Ad-Din Ash-Shaf I Al-Muwaqqi 




The facade of Market Place 










The Air movement in Multiple Malqaf in Market Place 
(Source: Steele, 1997) 
 




CHAPTER 6: THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION ON 
COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY 
The last two chapters have respectively presented two specific projects of two famous 
designers. Both the two cases shared the similar environmental conditions and socio-
cultural background. Both Le Corbusier and Hassan Fathy tried to develop authentic  
styles of the local country and embodied their sustainability philosophies in their 
designs. However the  resulted performances on site were quite different. The case of 
Hassan Fathy’s design of Market Place in Egypt had won satisfactory environmental 
performance and was regarded as the embodiment of rich cultural identity; while the 
case of Le Corbusier’s design of Assembly in Chandigarh was insufficient in both the 
environmental and socio-cultural performance in terms of sustainability. 
 
This chapter will attempt to explain the differences in these two cases with the 
theoretical framework developed in Chapter 3. With the aid of the revised P.O.M. 
framework, this analysis will try to find out the relationship between the vernacular 
precedent and the final product in terms of sustainability. The intention is to reveal 
what kind of process is possibly leading to the errors/success in design in terms of 
sustainability.  
 
Next, Section 6.1 is the broad view of the comparative study on the two cases. The 
different cultural backgrounds and the different ideologies of the two designers are  
provided as the explanation for their different approaches in vernacular precedent 
adaptation. Section 6.2 is the theoretical interpretation of the cases of Le Corbusier’s 
design of Assembly and Hassan Fathy’s design of Market Place. Each of them will 
use the developed P.O.M. framework to analyze two examples which have been 




preliminarily studied before. The detailed theoretical interpretation will not only 
describe what elements inside vernacular architecture were transferred into new 
design, but also propose the possible explanations for the failures/successes in 
precedent adaptation in design in terms of sustainability. Section 6.3 will provide the 
chapter conclusions. 
 
6.1 Broad view of comparative study on two cases 
6.1.1 East-west opposition of two architects 
Both of the two architects’ works reflect a complex duality of eastern and western 
influences. But different from Le Corbusier is that Hassan Fathy was inevitably 
affected by the mythology of orientalism. He viewed the oriental culture from his own 
easterner’s eyes. While Le Corbusier viewed the oriental cultural and traditional 
architecture from an outside westerne r’s eye. The difference of their culture 
background has reflected in their design philosophy and their ways of dealing with the 
indigenous architecture. 





As the native of the eastern society, Hassan Fathy has the deeper understanding of the 











which made him open for the new technology. He rooted his design in the eastern 
indigenous ideology and absorbed some of the ideas in western modern architecture. 
He tried to ameliorate the indigenous architecture through the combination with the 
advanced western ideas, as he believed that tradition is always evolving. However he  
denied to totally substituting the indigenous architecture with the western modern 
language, for he believed that the western architecture could not truly represent the 
local culture and identity of eastern countries (Please see Fig. 6-1 for illustration).  






By contrast, Le Corbusier set out from his standpoint as the prophet of western 
modern ideology. A lthough he also recognized the important role of eastern 
indigenous architecture, he just took it as the supplement of his modern language. He 
attempted to abstract some of the elements from eastern indigenous architecture and 
combine with his own modern architecture system. The refined new modern 
architecture language was imposed back onto the eastern indigenous environment  
(Please see Fig. 6-2 for illustration). The superiority of his European cultural 












and their related culture background. The special background as a foreigner made him 
vulnerable to the misunderstanding of the knowledge of sustainability in vernacular 
precedent. In turn it possibly leads to his failures in design in terms of sustainability. 
 
6.1.2 Different sustainability principles of two architects 
According to the issue of sustainability, the two architects also had much dissimilarity. 
Although both of them shared the sublime wish to rehabilitate the harmony between 
man and nature, they utilized different approaches to achieve this ultimate aim. It is 
obviously manifested in their different attitude to technology.  For Le Corbusier, the 
harmony could be created by using the modern technologic advances which at the 
same time had socially corrective potential. He believed that the honesty of 
expression in the use of this technology was deemed to be an essential prerequisite to 
a brighter future. Thus he was apt to realize the harmony through the combination of 
indigenous architecture and the modern technology. Other than Le Corbusier, Hassan 
Fathy felt that technology should be subservient to social values, and appropriate to 
popular needs. He found the truest expression of technology in vernacular architecture , 
as he believed that it had solved the function problems with the available material and 
least energy consumption. The vernacular technology stood for the hundred years’ test 
and was fundamentally suitable for the climate and local economy and social 
conditions. Although Fathy used traditional elements in his work, he did not intent to 
just make copy of the work of the past. His new forms were the adaptations of the 
prototypes. At the same time, he insisted that the change should always obey the 
working rule of the original device. The sustainability can only consist in the 
utilization of appropriate technology.  




6.2 Theoretical Interpretation on Two Cases 
The above analysis provides the broad view of explanation of Le Corbusier and 
Hassan Fathy’s different approaches in vernacular precedent adaptation. This section 
will theoretically interpret their different approaches and resulted architectural 
performance with the P.O.M framework developed in Chapter 3. As has been 
discussed in Chapter 3, the designer’s philosophy of sustainability and the external 
constraints of the special design problems in terms of sustainability have great impact 
on the “selectively re-use and change of vernacular precedents”, and as a result on the 
final design product (See Fig. 6-3). 















 To help understanding, the transformation from mashrabiya to brise-soleil is used an 
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achieve envir onmental sustainability, it is imperative to get the performance (Pd) of 
‘Thermal comfort and reduction of glare’ through the Operation (Od) of ‘shade solar 
radiation and block direct sun light’. So the designer starts to retrieve his long-term 
memory to search for  the vernacular device that can result in such performance (Pp). 
Through the Mp-Op-Pp belief system, the mashrabiya is matched as the proper 
precedent that can provide the similar performance as desired. Thus the morphology 
of mashrabiya (Mp) is selected as the prototype as the final design. However, the 
architect’s design philosophy on sustainability should never be neglected in the 
formation of the final design. As the architect believes in the ‘sustainability can be 
regained through the new technology’ (design philosophy on sustainability), he insists 
on ‘using new material such as concrete’ (guiding principle). In turn, the morphology 
of the design product changes from ‘wooden lattice screen’ into ‘enlarged concrete 
slates’.  
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man and nature.’  
 




However, with this change, the original sustainability inside the mashrabiya is lost 
and cannot be carried forward to the design product of brise-soleil. Hence the errors 
in design in terms of sustainability are highly possible to happen during the stage of 
“selectively re-use and change” of vernacular precedent. The next sub-sections  will 
use the framework developed in Chapter 3 to interpret the cases of Le Corbusier’s 
Assembly and Hassan Fathy’s Market Place in detail. The focus is to reveal the 
deeper reasons under the phenomena of success/ errors in design in terms of 
sustainability.   
  
6.2.1 Theoretical interpretation on Le Corbusier’s Assembly 
As has been discussed in Chapter 5, Le Corbusier’s adaptation of vernacular 
precedent in design of Assembly has gained certain success. Yet there were some 
failures in this design in terms of sustainability. The first example to be interpreted 
here is the transformation from the cooling tower to his hyperbolic paraboloid 
structure of the chamber. There are both the errors of inaccurate  selection and 
improper change of elements in this example. For instance, the morphology of the 
cooling tower represents the image of industrial country and is far from the Indian 
tradition and cultural background. The adoption of this form will lead to the socio-
cultural uncontinuity and has nothing to do with the sustainability.  In terms of 
environmental sustainability, there are also some errors in pr ecedent adaptation. 
Although Le Corbusier has recognized the thermal effect of chimney and its potential 
to provide the cross ventilation, it seems that he was not cautious enough about the 
operation rule and M-O-P linkage of the precedent. Actually the performance of 
‘climatic comfort’ of the cooling tower owes to the operation of ‘cross ventilation 
which is caused by the difference of air pressure’; while this operation can only be 




realized with the morphology of ‘high chimney without cover’ (See Table. 6-1). In the 
open air system, the cool air falls down to the ground while the indoor hot air rises to 
the top of the tower and escape from the aperture. The difference of pressure between 
the outdoor air outside the top of the chimney and the indoor air made the whole 
structure a nature ventilation system. However in the Assembly, the roof of the 
paraboloid structure is covered with a non-removable roof.  No matter what the 
intention is to cover the roof, the natural ventilation system in the original precedent is 
destroyed. And the performance of ‘provide climatic comfort with least energy’ 
cannot be realized. It then leads to the non-sustainability in the final design product of 
hyperbolic-paraboloid structure (See Table. 6-2).   
Example 1--- From cooling tower to hyperbolic-paraboloid structure  
Table 6-1: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability in cooling tower 
Precedent 1: cooling tower 
Sustainability Performance Operation Morphology 
1. Conduct heat 1. Thermal conductive 
material  
Environmental Climatic comfort 2. Difference of  air 
pressure facilitates 
the  cross ventilation 
2. High chimney 
without cover 





Represent the image 
of industrial country 
and far from the 
Indian tradition and 
cultural background 
Form of industrial 
structure 
 
Table 6-2: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability in hyperbolic-paraboloid structure 
Design product: Hyperbolic-paraboloid structure  
Non-sustainability  Performance Operation Morphology 
Environmental Climatic discomfort No difference of air 
pressure and no 
convection, hence no 
cross ventilation 





Represent the image 
of industrial country 
and far from the Indian 
tradition and cultural 
background 
Form of industrial 
structure 











Morphology related to 
non-sustainability (Mp’):




Operation related to non-
sustainability (Od’): 
1. No cross 
ventilation 










Morphology related to 
non-sustainability (Mp’): 
Form of industrial 
structure 
Operation related to non-
sustainability (Op’): 








Morphology related to 
sustainability (Mp): 
1. Thermal conductive material; 
2. High chimney without cover 
Operation in terms of sustainability 
(Op): 
1. Conduct heat 
2. Difference of air pressure 
facilitates the cross ventilation 
























































The figure above (Fig. 6-5) shows that the selection of the elements that related to 
sustainability is the first important stage in the adaptation of vernacular precedent. 
The choice of the Mp’-Op’-Pp’ that related to non-sustainability will lead to the errors 
in design product. Because according to the belief system, IF Md’ is similar to Mp’, 
THEN Od’ is similar to Op, and THEN Pd’ is similar to Pp’. Hence the performance 
of the design product (Pd’) then is also related to non-sustainability. In addition, the 
change of the form of the precedent will also result in the loss of sustainability in 
design product. The transformation from mashrabiya to brise-soleil is a better 
example to illustrate the errors caused by improper modification of precedent in 
design in terms of sustainability.  
 
As has been mentioned in Chapter 4, Le Corbusier was attracted to the performance 
of the mashrabiya that can provide the climatic comfort and the privacy and security 
feelings. Those performances are closely related to the holistic sustainability as 
discussed in this dissertation.  Le Corbusier is successful in the first stage as he has 
chosen the valid elements related to sustainability in mashrabiya. However in the 
second stage, errors occur during his improper yet maybe intentional change of the 
precedent.  In the original precedent, the wood material absorbs and retains 
considerate quantities of water. When hot air passes through the mashrabiya, the 
water in the wood will be heated and released, so that the warm air is cooled down 
and humidified. The corresponding M-O-P relationship can be stated as below: in the 
case of the mashrabiya, the morphology of ‘organic fibers such as wood’ brings the 
operation that can ‘reduce the air temperature and increase the air humidity’; and this 
operation in turn can produce the performance of ‘climatic comfort’(See Table. 6-3). 
However in the design product, Le Corbusier intentionally (hypothetically) changed 




the material from wood to concrete. No matter whether he was aware the aftereffect 
of such change, the original operation of the precedent was affected. The morphology 
of ‘concrete material’ will bring the operation that ‘heated and radiated back into the 
indoor space’. This operation will result in the performance of ‘climatic discomfort’ 
(See Table.  6-4).  In terms of socio-cultural sustainability, there is also a failure in the 
adaptation of precedent. The former morphology of ‘small size interstices’ can 
provide the operation to ‘block the view from outside without affecting the view from 
inside’, and then provide the performance of ‘privacy and security’ which is important 
for the Indians according to their religion and cultural needs (See Table. 6-3). In the  
design product as brise-soleil, the sense of privacy and security is more or less 
preserved.  However the morphology of ‘large slates’ results in the operation of 
‘dazzling of glare and block the view from inside’ (See Table. 6-4). Furthermore, the 
traditional decorations and patterns on the mashrabiya are totally removed in the 
design product of brise-soleil. All of the changes of form have induced the change of  
operation and the related performance. The former M-O-P link in terms of 
sustainability of the precedent is broken.   And the issue of sustainability in the 
precedent is in a sense weakened in the new design.  
 
Figure 6-5 below interprets the transference of sustainability from mashrabiya to 
brise-soleil with the framework developed in Chapter 3. The illustration demonstrates 
that even minor change of the morphology of vernacular precedent should be cautious. 
The issue of sustainability inside the vernacular precedent is grounded on the close 
relationship of Mp-Op-Pp. Once the change is added to the Mp, the operation related 
to the new design product is also changed. If the operation of design product (Odn) is 
similar to Op, the Mp-Op-Pp linkage is sustained in the new design as Md-Od-Pd. 




And the sustainability “gene” inside the vernacular precedent is successfully 
transferred to the new design. Otherwise, if the change of the morphology of design 
product invalidates its operation in terms of sustainability, the adaptation of 
vernacular precedent is unsuccessful. As the Od’ is not consistent with the Op, the 
resulted Pd’ will not accord to the previous Pp. The resulted design product will lose 
the property of sustainability.  
Example 2: From Mashrabiya to Brise- soleil 
Table 6-3: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability in Mashrabiya: 
Precedent 1: Mashrabiya  
Sustainability  Performance Operation Morphology 
1. Control passage of light 
2. Control air flow 
Appropriate sizes of the 
interstices and the diameter 
of the balusters 






4. Increase the air 
humidity (Water Vapor) 




Privacy and security Block the view from 
outside without 
blocking the view from 
inside 
Small size interstices 
 
Table 6-4: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability in Brise-soleil: 
Desired Artifact: Brise-soleil 
Sustainability Performance Operation Morphology 
1. Protect Solar Radiation Environmental Climatic comfort 
2. Control air flow 
Slates attached to the 
façade of building with 
certain angles and distance 
Non-
sustainability 
Performance Operation Morphology 
1.  Heated and radiated 
into indoor space 
Concrete material Environmental Climatic 
discomfort 
2. Dazzling glare The large size and 
angle of the slates 
Socio-cultural View 
interruption 
Block the view from 
inside 
The large size and 
angle of the slates 
 























































1. Change from 
wood to concrete; 
2. Change to large 
scale slates; 
3. Remove of all the 
decorations 
Morphology related to 
sustainability (Mp): 
1. Appropriate sizes of 
the interstices and the 
diameter of the balusters
2. Organic fibers 
such as wood 
3. Small size 
interstices  
Performance related to 
sustainability (Pp): 
1. Climate comfortable; 
2. Privacy and security 
Operation related to 
sustainability (Op): 
1. Control passage of 
light 
2. Control air flow 
3. Reduce the air 
temperature  
4. Increase the air 
humidity  
5. Block the view from 
outside without block the 
view from inside 
Performance (Pd) in terms of sustainability (Pd’): 
1. Climate uncomfortable 
2. View interruption 
Operation related to non- sustainability (Od’): 
1. Heated and radiated into indoor space 
2. Dazzling glare 
3. Block the view from inside 
Morphology related to non-sustainability (Md’): 
1. Concrete material 
2. The large size and angle of the slates 
 




6.2.2 Theoretical interpretation on Hassan Fathy’s Market Place 
In the case of Hassan Fathy’s design of Market Place, he widely accepted vernacular 
architecture as precedent in his design. He recognized the indigenous architecture as 
the rich embodiment of environmental and socio-cultural sustainability. However he 
didn’t just copy the form of vernacular precedents. Instead he attempted to re-
combine and modify the precedents based on the unders tanding of their operation rule. 
 
The evolution form vaults and claustra  to multi-level vaults covered with claustras is 
a typical example of the successful adaptation of vernacular precedent in design in 
terms of sustainability. Hassan Fathy combined the valid elements related to 
sustainability in these two precedents together. His revision of the precedent is also 
consistent with its original operation rule. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the shape of the 
vaults and domes can increase the interior space, which allows the hot air to rise up 
and accelerates the natural ventilation. The speed of the wind flows over the roof is 
also increased because of the curved shape. The increase of the exterior surface area 
can deflects the intensity of the solar radiation, thus decrease the heat transmitted to 
indoor space. In addition, most area of the domed roof is shaded, which can help to 
transmit the heat in the sun-lit part. The corresponding Mp-Op-Pp link can be stated 
as the table below (See Table. 6-5). The morphology of ‘domed roof and curved 
shape’ can bring the operation of ‘shade most area of roof; increase wind speed; 
increase the interior height and promote cross ventilation’, and then produce the 
performance of ‘climatic comfort’. At the same time, the form of ‘vaults and arches’ 
can ‘recall the memory of tradition’, and then lead to the performance of ‘cultural 
continuity’. The second precedent for his design product is the indigenous device of 
claustra. According to the Mp2-Op2-Pp2 link, the performance of the ‘climatic 




comfort’ can only be fulfilled with the operation ‘to provide air passage and protect 
solar radiation’; while this operation can only be realized through the morphology of 
‘appropriate sizes of the solid and void lattice together with the low thermal 
conductive material’ (See Table. 6-6). Both the  morphology and the related M-O-P 
relationship in terms of sustainability in these two precedents were carefully 
transferred into his new design. In addition, he creatively changed the single vault to 
the multi-level vaults and covered them with the claustras. The difference of the air 
pressure between the vaults of different height can accelerate the cross ventilation 
between the outside and indoor air. The final design product not only inherited both 
the sustainability in the two vernacular precedents of vaults and claustra, but also 
formed a fresh form language and related logic (Mc-Oc-Pc) that can also achieve the 
sustainability (See Table . 6-7).  
 
As indicated in Figure. 6-7, the successful adaptation of vernacular precedent in this 
case is firstly based on the correct selection of the elements in terms of sustainability 
in the precedent of vaults and claustra. The modification of the form of precedent is 
equally important. Only the selection of the valid elements in terms of sustainability 
and the change on the basis of understanding of scientific rule of ‘why these elements 











Example 3: From vaults and claustra to multi-level vaults covered with claustras  
Table 6-5: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability of arches and vaults: 
Precedent 1: Arches and Vaults 
Sustainability  Performance Operation Morphology 
1. Most area of roof is  
shaded  




3. Increase the interior 
height and promote cross 
ventilation 




Cultural Continuity Recall the memory of 
tradition 
Arches and Vaults 
 
Table 6-6: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability of claustra: 
Precedent 2: claustra 
Sustainability  Performance Operation Morphology 
1. Provide Air Passage Environmental 
Sustainability 
Climatic comfort 
2. Protect Solar Radiation 
1.Appropriate sizes of 
the solid and void 
lattice; 
2. Low thermal 
conductive material 
(such as brick) 
Privacy and security Block the view from 
outside 
Appropriate sizes of the 
solid and void lattice 
Socio-cultural 
Sustainability 




Table 6-7: M-O-P link in terms of sustainability of multi-level vaults covered with 
claustras 
Desired Artifact: Multi-level Vaults covered with claustras 
Sustainability Performance Operation Morphology 
1. Most area of roof is  
shaded  
2. Increase natural ventilation
Curved shapes and 
domed roof 
1. Provide Air Passage 
2. Protect Solar Radiation 
1.Appropriate sizes 
and the solid and void 
lattice; 
2. Low thermal 
conductive Material 
(such as brick) 







Block the view from outside Appropriate sizes of 





Recall the memory of tradition Arches and Vaults; 
Decorations 









Morphology related to 
sustainability (Mp1): 
Morphology (Mp1) in 
terms of sustainability: 
Domed roof and Curve 
shape 
Arches and Vaults 
Performance related to 
sustainability (Pp1): 
1. Climatic comfort; 
2. Culture Continuity 
Operation related to 
sustainability (Op1): 
1. Most area of roof is  
shaded  
2. Increase wind speed 
3. Increase the interior 
height and promote cross 
ventilation 
Morphology related to 
sustainability (Mp2): 
1.Appropriate sizes and 
the solid and void lattice;
2. Low thermal 
conductive Material  
Decoration 
Operation (Op2) in terms 
of sustainability: 
1. Provide Air Passage 
2. Protect Solar Radiation
Block the view from 
outside 
Decoration bring certain 
meaning 
Performance (Pp2) in 










Change to the multi-level 
vaults (Mc)---promote 
cross ventilation (Oc)—
climatic comfort (Pc) 
 
 


























































The above theoretical analysis is not to judge whether Le Corbsuier’s Assembly or 
Hassan Fathy’s Market Place is better. This discussion is not to deny the contribution 
of Le Corbusier’s Assembly in aspects of tectonic language and symbolic meaning. 
All the analysis is focused on the process of the adaptation of precedent in terms of 
sustainability. The aim is to propose a framework that can explain the errors/success 
in vernacular precedent adaptation in design in terms of sustainability. It is also 
expected to provide lessons for the future design of sustainability. 
 
Based on the results of the theoretical interpretation and comparative study of these 












Performance related to sustainability (Pd): 
Climate comfortable 
Security and Privacy  
Cultural continuity 
 
Operation related to sustainability (Od): 
1. Most area of roof is shaded  
2. Increase natural ventilation 
1. Provide Air Passage 
2. Protect Solar Radiation 
Promote cross ventilation 
Block the view from outside 
Recall the memory of tradition 
Morphology related to sustainability (Md): 
1. Appropriate sizes and the solid and void lattice; 
2. Low thermal conductive Material (such as brick) 












Conclusion 1: In the vernacular precedents adaptation process, only part of the 
Morphology is related to the performance of sustainability. Neglect of the 
transfer of valid morphology elements and the related logic will lead to errors in 
design (See Fig. 6-8). 











Conclusion 2: In the vernacular precedents adaptation process, change of the 
morphology should not disrupt the logic link in terms of sustainability of 
precedent. Otherwise there will be inconsistency between the desired 
performance and practical performance (See Fig. 6-9). 
It means that, in the adaptation of vernacular precedent in design in terms of 
sustainability, every minor change of the Mp should be conscious. It should not be 
taken for granted, that ‘IF the Md looks similar to Mp, THEN the Od will be similar 
to Op, THEN the Pd will have the same property as Pp.’ The change of the 
morphology may lead to the change of operation in terms of sustainability. Hence in 








































a back-test of the relationship between the Md-Od, and a test of whether the Od is still 
consistent to the previous Op in precedent. 
















Conclusion 3: During design process in terms of sustainability, the vernacular 
precedents, design problems in terms of sustainability and the final design 
product should be interrelated (See Fig. 6-10). 
In means that in order to achieve the authentic sustainability in design, the old 
disjunct relationship between vernacular precedents, design problems in terms of 
sustainability and the final design product should be reorganized. The vernacular 
precedent should be put into the special problem in terms of sustainability before been 


















































the precedent is still valid in the special context at hand. The design product that 
derived from the vernacular precedent should also be put back into the design 
problem. This back-track can help the designers to consider whether the original Mp-
Op-Pp link has been successfully transferred to the design product and whether the 
new Md-Od-Pd link in terms of sustainability is valid in the new context. Such 
triangle interrelationship between the three factors can help to reduce the possible 
biases and errors during the design process, thus lead to the authentic sustainability in 
design.    
Figure 6-10: Triangle interrelationship between vernacular precedents, design problem 
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CHAPTER 7 EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
The last five chapters have presented the major parts of the dissertation, i.e. theoretical 
research, comparative study and theoretical interpretation on cases. In this chapter, the 
main ideas are summarized, the contribution and limitation of this dissertation is 
evaluated, and the potential development and application of this study is discussed.   
 
7.1 Summary of Major Ideas in This Study 
As specified in the introduction, this study aims to investigate: 
1. Why designers use vernacular architecture as precedents in design in terms of 
sustainability?  
2. How does the issue of sustainability in vernacular architecture transfer into new 
design? 
3. What kind of adaptation process will lead to the success/ failure in design in terms of 
sustainability?  
The study attempts to give out answers for the three questions through both theoretical 
approach and comparative study.  
 
7.1.1 Theoretical research 
The theoretical research is based on the multi-disciplinary theory collaboration. It 
elaborates on two issues. One is to provide the theoretical background for the 
adaptation of vernacular precedents in design in terms of sustainability. The other is to 
propose a theoretical framework to depict the process of vernacular precedent 
adaptation in design in terms of sustainability. Firstly a theoretical background of 
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cognitive science is provided to explain why the precedent and the heuristic reasoning 
are widely used in general design. Then the particular nature of the problem of 
sustainability is identified on the basis of both the theory of the cognitive science and 
built environment. It is proven that to counter such a wicked problem as design of 
sustainability, designers have to rely on their heuristic reasoning and the previous 
experience. Consequently vernacular architecture, as the concrete examples which 
embodied the rich information on both environmental sustainability and socio-cultural 
sustainability, are inevitably adopted as the precedent knowledge to guide the future 
design (Cha pter 2).  
 
The next chapter is to develop a theoretical framework to explore how the precedent 
knowledge of sustainability inside the vernacular architecture is abstracted and 
transferred into the new designs (Chapter 3). The Performance, Operation, Morphology 
and Context (P-O-M-Context.) knowledge representation framework by Tzonis is 
developed as a tool to illustrate how the elements of sustainability, especially those 
drawn from precedents of vernacular, are adapted and creatively re-used in the design 
practice. It is also expected to use this tool to find out what kind of adaptation process 
may lead to the success/failures in design in terms of sustainability. 
 
7.1.2 Comparative case study 
The last three chapters have proposed a theory background of the precedents in design 
thinking and introduced the Performance-Operation-Morphology framework as the 
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tool to analyze the knowledge representation and adaptation of sustainability in 
vernacular architecture. The following part is the comparative study of two cases on 
sustainability of two famous designers: Le Corbusier’s design in Assembly in 
Chandigarh of India (Chapter 4) and Hassan Fathy’s design in the Market Place in New 
Bariz of Egypt (Chapter 5). These two cases are selected for their similarity in the 
external constraints, the same intention to achieve the sustainability in design, and the 
similar inspiration source from vernacular, while the definitely different design method 
and design performance on site in terms of sustainability. Each of the case study firstly 
revealed the designer’s thinking on sustainability and their attitude towards the 
vernacular precedent in terms of sustainability. It then traced different vernacular 
precedents and the associated architecture features in the cases. The resulted 
performances in terms of environmental and socio-cultural sustainability were also 
evaluated. The preliminary comparative study of the two cases revealed that both Le 
Corbusier and Hassan Fathy intended to achieve good environmental and socio-cultural 
performance in design. Both of them recognized vernacular architecture as precedent of 
design. They tried to transfer the issue of sus tainability from vernacular architecture  
into their new design through analogy and heuristic reasoning. However, influenced by 
their different cultural background and different ideology, they adopt different 
mechanism and distinct approach of precedent adaptation. Le Corbusier’s lessons from 
vernacular architecture stayed on the formal language without checking the inner logic. 
He also combined the vernacular language with his own modern language (e.g. 
concrete) without test ing the impact. Whereas Hassan Fathy tried to draw lessons from 
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vernacular architecture from its operation rule and the inner logic. He combined the 
vernacular language with his own language based on the careful study on the impact. 
Their different mechanism also resulted in the different practical performance of 
architecture on site . 
 
Chapter 6 uses the theoretical framework developed in Chapter 3 to interpret two 
examples from the two cases in detail. Through the theoretical comparative study of the 
two cases, it is intended to find out what kind of precedent knowledge in vernacular 
architecture are adapted into these two cases and how are the different adaptation 
process reflected in their final design performance. This theoretical analysis links the 
inefficiency in design performance with the designer’s cognition. It fetche s up the gap 
between the knowledge base of vernacular architecture and the final product of design 
in terms of sustainability. The following are the main findings: 
 
1. During the design process, the vernacular precedents provide the architect great 
inspiration. When designers face the problem in terms of sustainability, they try to 
retrieve their memory and use the analogy reasoning to look for the related vernacular 
precedents, which have recorded in their memories according to the similarity in the 
performance.     
2. These traditional elements are seldom copied exactly from earlier prototypes, but are  
modified and rearranged to fit the new requirements of problem at hand or revised 
according to the designer’s guiding principle.  
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3. The re-use or change of the vernacular precedent should be based on the deep 
understanding of the scientific  rule. As some of the morphology elements are related to 
the performance of sustainability, neglect of the transfer of valid morphology elements 
and the related logic will lead to errors in design. Change of the morphology of 
vernacular precedent should also be conscious. Every minor change should be tested in 
case the logic link in terms of sustainability is disrupted. Otherwise there will be 
inconsistency between the desired performance and practical performance. 
4. During design process in terms of sustainability, the vernacular precedent, design 
problems in terms of sustainability and the final design product should be interrelated.  
This interrelationship is helpful to prevent, diagnose and therapy of the errors in 
vernacular precedent adaptation in design in terms of sustainability. 
 
To sum up, this dissertation sets out from observing the phenomenon of “symbolic 
sustainability” in design practice. It attempts to give out the answers to the problem of 
the inconsistency between the desired performance and the practical performance on 
site in design in terms of sustainability, especially those drew inspirations from 
vernacular architecture. Theoretical reasoning and comparative case study approach are 
combined together to achieve this aim. Theoretical reasoning part reveals that making 
use of the knowledge in vernacular precedent can facilitate the design in terms of 
sustainability. Comparative study part illustrates the process of vernacular precedent  
adaptation in two specific cases of two famous designers. The theoretical 
interpretations of the two cases demonstrate that the errors in design in terms pf 
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sustainability are related to the improper re-use or adaptation of the vernacular 
precedents. 
 
7.2 Evaluation the Findings of Study 
7.2.1 Contributions 
Hence this study provides a new angle to understand the problems related to the 
adaptation process in de sign in terms of sustainability. It extends  the analysis of Le 
Corbusier and Hassan Fathy’s designs from simple discussion on certain styles and 
forms to their different cognition process. Most of the previous studies mainly studied 
the history or design theory of these two architects; while this dissertation shifts the 
focus of the study to their design process. It joints the gap between the knowledge base 
of the vernacular architecture and the final product of the design practice in terms of 
sustainability. Through the study on the “black box” of the design, it reveals what kind 
of design process is possibly leading to the errors in design in terms of sustainability. 
The recognition of the flaws in the design process is helpful to prevent the errors in the 
vernacular precedents adaptation in design practice. 
 
7.2.2 Limitations 
This study also has certain limitations, which is open to discussion and further 
development. The scope of this study is limited to the designs in terms of sustainability 
which drew inspiration from vernacular architecture. The generalization of the findings 
of this dissertation to all the designs in terms of sustainability is up to more 
comprehensive research. 
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In addition, there are many causes of errors in design in terms of sustainability. For 
example, as has been mentioned by Bay (2001), there is a possibility where ideology 
motivation results in self-deception (e.g. Herbert Fingarate, 1969; Jean-Pierre Dupuy, 
1998). This dissertation also mentioned that designer’s guiding principle would impact 
on the design process. However this is not regarded as the focus of this study and was 
not given too much attention to. The focus of this thesis is the errors happened during 
the transference of the issue of sustainability. 
 
Third, this framework in this dissertation is focused on the representational and 
analytical perspective. It is not am evaluation tool to put into real practice yet. The 
mechanism of generating appropriate evaluative criteria still needs to be fully 
investigated. Thus this study cannot give out the direct answer for what is authentic 
sustainability and what design method can engender good design in terms of 
sustainability.  
 
In all, this study is an attempt to provide a new angle to view the problem of 
inconsistency of the desired performance and practical performance in design in terms 
of sustainability. The most important contribution of the study lies in that it reveals the 
inner logic from the vernacular precedent to the design product in terms of 
sustainability. The analysis of the interrelationship between performance, operation 
and morphology can help to understand the transference of the “gene” of sustainability.  
How ever, the more practical evaluation tool or the complete guidance framework for 
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sound design in terms of sustainability is out of the scope of this dissertation and needs 
to be further investigated.  
 
7.3 Extensions and Future Development Potential 
The collaboration of cognitive theory, environmental science and architectural theory 
in this dissertation opens new possibilities in not only design practice, architectural 
research and pedagogy. This study can also extend to other studies such as automation 
based design.  
 
7.3.1 Application in design practice  
Today the globalization brings a changing age to the whole world. The increasingly 
losing meaning of place and the energy crisis aroused the wide interest in the design 
practice in environmental and socio-cultural sensitive designs. In viewing many 
problematic designs in such area, this study can help to provide an explanation for the 
inefficiency in design. The recognition of the inner logic of the 
performance-operation-morphology relationship between the precedent and final 
design is helpful to prevent the errors in design practice in terms of sustainability. It 
reminds the designers to be alert during the adaptation process. It keeps them rethink 
what elements in vernacular precedents should be transferred and what kind of change 
is reasonable in design in terms of sustainability. Through this way, the designers can 
manage to avoid the “symbolic sustainability” in design practice.    
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7.3.2 Application in vernacular architecture research  
This research also ca lls for the new dimension in vernacular architectural research. 
Most of the previous researches in vernacular architecture focused on the collection of 
the material of the formal language of different regions and the related cultural and 
social background of indigenous architecture. But the relationship of the form and the 
sustainability character of these indigenous traditional architectures have seldom been 
studied. This study opens a new vision for the researchers. The research of the 
vernacular architecture should transcend the simple documentation to the deeper 
comprehension of the scientific logic of these formal languages.   
 
7.3.3 Application in pedagogy 
The shift of attention from the design product and knowledge base to the intermediate 
stage of de sign process also provides new possibilities in architectural pedagogy. 
Traditional architectural education focused on the inculcation of certain forms, styles 
and skills. The introduction of masters also stays on their design practice and related 
architectural theory. This dissertation bridges the gap between the knowledge base 
and design product in special problems in terms of sustainability. This new vision 
makes it possible for students to think deeply about the design practice and 
knowledge in vernacular architecture. They are also able to reconsider the masters and 
their master pieces from a more impartial and broadsided view. Seeing the possible 
errors in design process, they will be alert to the re-use and adaptation of vernacular 
precedents. The precedent knowledge will not be remembered as separate elements 
but as the interrelated integration with scientific inner logic.   
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7.3.4 Application in automation based design  
This study can also extend to the domain of automated based design. As Dean Hawks 
(1996) has stated out, the collection of precedent cases can use to guide future designs. 
It means that the proper collection and expression of the raw material of vernacular 
architecture can help to construct the database for the design in terms of sustainability 
and in turn aid such kind of design. As Tzonis (1994) has mentioned in “Automation 
based creative design: research and perspectives”, the knowledge representation is 
one of the most important part of the automation based design. This study could 
enhance the built up of the knowledge base as it revealed that the database should 
include not only the formal parameters but also the full P-O-M logic reasoning of 
these parameters.    
 
7.4 Summary 
To recapitulate, this dissertation is motivated by the idea to try to explain the 
“symbolic sustainability” in design. This dissertation utilizes both the theoretical 
research and comparative case study approach. It explains why the vernacular 
architecture is used as precedent knowledge in design in terms of sustainability 
through the collaboration of cognitive science and environmental science. The cases 
of Le Corbusier’s Assembly in India and Hassan Fathy’s Market Place in Egypt are 
comparatively studied. The P-O-M and Context framework is developed as a tool to 
interpret the two cases. The result is that the errors in design in terms of sustainability 
are related to the flaws in the vernacular precedent adaptation process. The 
recognition of the inner logic of the adaptation process can help to avoid the errors in 
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design practice in terms of sustainability and have many applications. It can be 
applied in design practice, education and research in vernacular architecture. In 
addition, it can be extended to the related areas such as automation based design. Its 
potential is demonstrated and possible further development is expected. This research 
is expected to help both designers and researchers to enhance their awareness of the 
specific issue of sustainability, and improve their capability in dealing with the 
vernacular precedent in a more objective and effective way.   
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APPENDIX-A: DESIGN THINKING BACKGROUND AND 
HEURISTIC REASONING  
Design Thinking Theory Background 
Design thinking is a relatively new field of study. Its central concern is with how 
designing is and might be conducted. Therefore the research on design thinking 
includes the study of how designers work and think; the establishment of appropriate 
structure for the design process; the development and application of new design 
methods, techniques, and procedures; and reflection on the nature and extent of design 
knowledge and its application to design problems (Cross, 1984). Design thinking has 
its importance in other related areas of research such as Artificial Intelligence 
(Latombe, 1978) , Automation Based Creative Design (Tzonis & White, 1994)  and 
architectural pedagogies (Akin, 2002). 
 
l Systematic Design Method 
Because of the long- term interests in the design product while the neglect on the 
design process, the study on design thinking is not originated until the appearance of 
“Design Methods Movement” in the early 1960s. It can be seen as the start point of 
the study on design thinking. The researches during this period focus on setting up a 
logical and systematic method of design, which attempts to “reconstruct the design 
process on the basis of the new methods and techniques of problem solving, 
management, and operational research which had been developed in World War II and 
in the 1950s.” (Cross, 1984) 
A considerable number of maps of the design process have been developed in 
different fields of design during this period. Most of these maps tend to be both 
theoretical and prescriptive. The researchers of that time believe that there is one 
important thing common in those maps no matter in the architecture design process 




(Luckman, 1967), the engineering design process (Asimow, 1962; Jones, 1963) , the 
industrial design process (Archer, 1969) or even, town planning(Alexander, 1964; 
Levin, 1966). The common idea behind all these maps of the design process is that it 
consists of a sequence of distinct and identifiable logical order. The idea of systematic 
logic design process has an extraordinarily lasting effect on thinking about design 
method. Although unfortunately it soon proved to be false and inconsistent with the 
observation of the design practice, it does provide a hint to probe into the nature of 
design process. The information processing theory is introduced to explain the design 
problem solving process and the importance of designer’s previous experience and 
knowledge of case history is recognized. They found that the sensible decision of 
designer is based on the collection, organization and analysis of information, 
requirements and constraints (Luckman, 1967). Moreover the prior experiences of 
designer are found to help the formulation of a reasonable course of action on 
incomplete evidence, and in fact, “making a first approximation on the basis of prior 
experience enormously reduce the scale of the problem solving effort.” (Archer, 1969)  
A distinction began to make between overt behavior and the cognitive realm--- a 
departure from the behaviorist position.  
 
l Heuristic Reasoning and Cognitive Thinking 
Later the interdisciplinary study of design thinking revealed a new horizon of the 
nature of design problems and designer’s cognition in solving such problems. A brief 
sample of these studies include information processing (Akin, 1986) , case-based 
reasoning (Maher & Zhang, 1991; Roseman, Gero, & Oxman, 1992) , and visual 
reasoning (R. Oxman, 2002) . The results of these studies demonstrated that designer 
seldom starts the new design from scratch or through exhaustive logical analyzing of 
every aspect of the problem at hand. Instead, he always employs various heuristic 
means such as analogy reasoning to generate the new solutions. Lawson (Lawson, 
1980) observes that most designers adopt strategies, which are heuristics in nature. 





(Akin, 1978) (p.81). Similarly Rowe suggests that heuristic reasoning is part and 
parcel of most solution generation strategies (Rowe, 1987). The heuristic strategies 
have proven to be effective in selecting the most promising alternative when there are 
a number of alternatives available. The attention is focused to a limited selection of 
constraints, which set some certain direction for the final solution and make the 
problem solving process more efficient.  
Here, ‘heuristics’ refers to the principle, procedure, or other device that contribute to 
reduction in the research for satisfactory solution thinking (Newell, Shaw, & Simon, 
1957; Simon, 1969). It relies on the use of intuition, human feel, experience, rule -of 
-thumb, examples by analogy for judgment and decision making in real life conditions 
(Schon, 1983; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). And these heuristics employed by 
designers may be quite subjective, having evolved from prior personal experience. 
According to Rowe (1987) , there are five classes of heuristics in the cognitive 
reasoning in design thinking: Anthropometric Analogies, Literal Analogies, 
Environmental Relations , Typologies and Formal Languages.  
 
Anthropometric Analogies is based on the human body scale and experience. It is 
often used in human body centered design. This strategy is often adopted by 
non-experience designers.  
 
Literal Analogies refers to “borrowing known or found form-giving constructs as a 
point of departure for structuring a design problem”. (Rowe, 1987, p.80) Among 
literal analogies, there is a useful distinction made from iconic analogies and canonic 
analogies. (Geoffrey H. Broadbent, 1973) (Ch.2)  
Iconic analogies result from the designer using analogies wit h other fields or contexts 
to create the new solution. The sources of iconic analogies may vary from the natural 
world to imagery from some scene, painterly conception, or narrative account of real 
or imagined circumstances and artifacts and elements from much further away from 
the realm of architectural experience. 
Canonic analogies are usually manifested as somewhat abstract geometrical patterns 




or shapes. They rely on the use of rules such as planning grids, proportioning systems 
and the like. One good example of canonic analogy is Le Corbusier’s “Modulor”.  
 
Environmental Relations:  They are principles that represent appropriate relation 
between man and his host environment and among components of the building fabric 
itself. It reflected the influence of “human behavior”, “environmental factors such as 
climate, physiography, and resource availability” and technique factors such as 
“structural and material pe rformance” on the building form (Rowe, 1987, p. 85). 
 
Typologies: This heuristics allow us to apply knowledge about past solutions to 
related architectural problems. The difference between typologies and literal analogies 
is that, the typologies are analogies to the existing architectural expressions (Rowe, 
1987). Its definition is similar to Broadbent’s Iconic design, which means to begin 
with existing solutions and modify them to meet the new conditions. Vernacular 
designs are among the sources to copy and learn from. (Geoffrey H. Broadbent, 1973)  
 
Formal Languages: They are languages inasmuch as they possess guiding structures 
or rules that explicitly direct decisions about the “correct” functioning and 
“meaningful” ordering of formal design elements. (Alexander’s “pattern language”) 
Among them, literal analogies, environmental relations and typologies are the 
heuristics most relevant to the design in terms of sustainability. Usually in the 







APPENDIX-B: CLIMATE AND CULTURE BACKGROUND OF 
INDIA AND EGYPT 
India 
1. Climatei 
The Himalayas isolate South Asia from the rest of Asia. South of these mountains, the 
climate, like the terrain, is highly diverse, but some geographers give it an overall, 
one-word characterization--violent. What geographers have in mind is the abruptness 
of change and the intensity of effect when change occurs--the onset of the monsoon 
rains, sudden flooding, rapid erosion, extremes of temperature, tropical storms, and 
unpredictable fluctuations in rainfall. Broadly speaking, agriculture in India is 
constantly challenged by weather uncertainty. 
 
It is possible to identify seasons, although these do not occur uniformly throughout 
South Asia. The Indian Meteorological Service div ides the year into four seasons: the 
relatively dry, cool winter from December through February; the dry, hot summer 
from March through May; the southwest monsoon from June through September 
when the predominating southwest maritime winds bring rains to most of the country; 
and the northeast, or retreating, monsoon of October and November. 
 
                                                 
 
i This introduction of climate condition of India is based on the electronic source, http://countrystudies.us/india/, 
This website contains the on-line versions of books previously published in hard copy by the Federal Research 
Division of the Library of Congress as part of the Country Studies/Area Handbook Series sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of the Army between 1986 and 1998. Each study offers a comprehensive description and analysis of 
the country or region's historical setting, geography, society, economy, political system, and foreign policy. 
  




The southwest monsoon blows in from sea to land. The southwest monsoon usually 
breaks on the west coast early in June and reaches most of South Asia by the first 
week in July. The southwest monsoon occurs in two branches. After breaking on the 
southern part of the Peninsula in early June, the branch known as the Arabian Sea 
monsoon reaches Bombay around June 10, and it has settled over most of South Asia 
by late June, bringing cooler but more humid weather. The other branch, known as the 
Bay of Bengal monsoon, moves northward in the Bay of Bengal and spreads over 
most of Assam by the first week of June. On encountering the barrier of the Great 
Himalayan Range, it is deflected westward along the Indo-Gangetic Plain toward New 
Delhi. Thereafter the two branches merge as a single current bringing rains to the 
remaining parts of North India in July.  
 
The withdrawal of the monsoon is a far more gradual process than its onset. It  usually 
withdraws from northwest India by the beginning of October and from the remaining 
parts of the country by the end of November. During this period, the northeast winds 
contribute to the formation of the northeast monsoon over the southern half of the 
Peninsula in October. It is also known as the retreating monsoon because it follows in 
the wake of the southwest monsoon. The states of Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Kerala 
receive most of their rainfall from the northeast monsoon during November and 
December. However, 80 percent of the country receives most of its rainfall from the 
southwest monsoon from June to September.  The special monsoon has great impact 
on the weather of India.  
 
India is subject to a wide range of climates--from the subfreezing Himalayan winters 
to the tropical climate of the Coromandel Coast and from the damp, rainy climate in 
the states of Assam and West Bengal to the arid Great Indian Desert. Based on 
precipitation and temperature, experts define seven climatic regions: the Himalayas, 
Assam and West Bengal, the Indo-Gangetic Plain, the Western Ghats and coast, the 





Ghats and coast. (Source: U.S. Library of Congress) 
 
The special climate information of  Chandigarh is stated in detail as below: 
Chandigarh ii: 
Area: 114 Sq. Km 
Population: 8.76 Lakh 
Climate:  
Winter: Min 6oc- Max 25oc;  
Summer: Min 31oc- Max-41oc 
Chandigarh weather is a hot and dry tropical one. Summer is very hot and dry with 
maximum of 41°c and minimum of 31°c. Winter time meteorological data shows a 
minimum of 6°c. Monsoon, from July to September, is quite intense, and is hot and 
humid with temperatures in the upper thirties and relative humidity averaging around 
80%. 
 
2. Colonial Historyiii: 
India had a long history of colonial which lasted about two hundred years until its 
independence on August 1947. The European countries started to invade the economy 
of India since the East Inides, English company formed in 1600. Starting as a 
monopolistic trading body, the company became involved in politics and acted as an 
agent of British imperialism in India from the early 18th century to the mid-19th 
century. The British presence in India began in Elizabeth's times with a few trading 
centers at Madras , Bombay, and Calcutta. In the eighteenth century, the French 
decided to challenge the pre-eminence of the British East India Company, and incited 
                                                 
 
ii The information of Chandigarh’s climate is mainly referred to the electronic source: 
http://www.webindia123.com/city/chandigarh/intro.htm.   
iii The introduction of the colonial history and culture background of India is based on the electronic source: 
http://www.lukemastin.com/history/colonial_india.html, http://www.kuttyjapan.com/india/india-colonial.asp . 




some of the states of the Mogul Empire to attack the British. Thereafter the company 
gradually lost both commercial and political control. The India Act (1858), which 
abolished the East India Company and transferred its powers to the Crown, 
represented by the Viceroy. Since 1853, India had been run by the Indian Civil 
Service, and the British only gradually allowed Indians to participate in the structure 
of government. In 1947, after a prolonged campaign of civil disobedience led by 
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (the Mahatma, or great soul), England gave 
independence to the colony, which was divided into India, an of ficially secular state 
with a largely Hindu population, and Pakistan, an officially Muslim state. The 

























Table A-1: Timeline of British India  
1600 The East India Company (EIC) is formed, 1600. 
1615 The company acquires it's first territory in 
Bombay.  
1748 Anglo-French War In India.  
1757 War of Plassey.  
1792 The EIC defeats the Marathas and Tippu Sultan 
of Mysore.  
1857 Mutiny of the Indian Army at Barrackpore.   
The Rebellion becomes a War of Independence  
First Indian War of Independence.  
1858 Bahadur Shah Zafar, The Last Mogul, is 
proclaimed as Emperor.   
The Mutiny is Crushed and the Last Mogul 
Emperor, is disposed.   
The Revolt is crushed ruthlessly.   
End of the EIC's rule in India.   
End of Mogul rule in India.   
British Crown takes over India, beginning of the 
Raj.  
1869 Mahatma Gandhi born in Porbandar, Gujarat 
(Oct 2)  
1877 Queen Victoria becomes the Empress of India. 
1885 Indian National Congress is formed.  
1897 Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. 
1914 The Great War breaks out in Europe.  
1919 Jalianwala Bagh Massacre.   
Parliament passes the Rowlatt Acts.  
1939 World War II breaks out with Germany's invasion 
of Poland.  
1947 India and Pakistan become self-governing.  






Throughout Egypt, days are commonly warm or hot, and nights are cool. Egypt has 
only two seasons: a mild winter from November to April and a hot summer from May 
to October. The only differences between the seasons are variations in daytime 
temperatures and changes in prevailing winds. In the coastal regions, temperatures 
range between an average minimum of 14° C in winter and an average maximum of 
30° C in summer.  
 
Temperatures vary widely in the inland desert areas, especially in summer, when they 
may range from 7° C at night to 43° C during the day. During winter, temperatures in 
the desert fluctuate less dramatically, but they can be as low as 0° C at night and as 
high as 18° C during the day.  
 
The average annual temperature increases moving southward from the Delta to the 
Sudanese border, where temperatures are similar to those of the open deserts to the  
east and west. In the north, the cooler temperatures of Alexandria during the summer 
have made the city a popular resort. Throughout the Delta and the northern Nile 
Valley, there are occasional winter cold spells accompanied by light frost and even 
snow.  
 
Egypt receives fewer than eighty millimeters of precipitation annually in most areas. 
Most rain falls along the coast, but even the wettest area, around Alexandria, receives 
                                                 
 
iv This introduction of climate condition of Egypt is based on the electronic source, http://countrystudies.us/egypt/, 
This website contains the on-line versions of books previously published in hard copy by the Federal Research 
Division of the Library of Congress as part of the Country Studies/Area Handbook Series sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of the Army between 1986 and 1998. Each study offers a comprehensive description and analysis of 






only about 200 millimeters of precipitation per year. Alexandria has relatively high 
humidity, but sea breezes help keep the moisture down to a comfortable level. Moving 
southward, the amount of precipitation decreases suddenly. Cairo receives a little 
more than one centimeter of precipitation each year. The city, however, reports 
humidity as high as 77 percent during the summer. But during the rest of the year, 
humidity is low. The areas south of Cairo receive only traces of rainfall. Some areas 
will go years without rain and then experience sudden downpours that result in flash 
floods. Sinai receives somewhat more rainfall (about twelve centimeters annually in 
the north) than the other desert areas, and the region is dotted by numerous wells and 
oases, which support small population centers that formerly were focal points on trade 
routes. Water drainage toward the Mediterranean Sea from the main plateau supplies 
sufficient moisture to permit some agriculture in the coastal area, particularly near Al 
Arish.  
 
A phenomenon of Egypt's climate is the hot spring wind that blows across the country. 
The winds, known to Europeans as the sirocco and to Egyptians as the khamsin, 
usually arrive in April but occasionally occur in March and May. The winds form in 
small but vigorous low-pressure areas in the Isthmus of Suez and sweep across the 
northern coast of Africa. Unobstructed by geographical features, the winds reach high 
velocities and carry great quantities of sand and dust from the deserts. These 
sandstorms, often accompanied by winds of up to 140 kilometers per hour, can cause 
temperatures to rise as much as 20° C in two hours. The winds blow intermittently 
and may continue for days, cause illness in people and animals, harm crops, and 
occasionally damage houses and infrastructure. (Source: U.S. Library of Congress) 
 
The special climate information of New Bariz is stated in detail as below: 
New Bariz:  
Location: Kharga Oasis 
Population: 250 families 





Winter: Min 0oc- Max 18oc;  
Summer: Min 7oc- Max 50oc 
New Bariz is located in the Kharga Oasis, six kilometers north of old Bariz. The site 
has a very harsh climate situation. The  weather is a hot and dry tropical one. Summer 
is very hot and dry with maximum that can exceed 50 degree centigrade. The 
difference of daytime temperature and nighttime temperature is very large. For 
example, June temperatures can be as low as 10° C at night and as high as 41° C 
during the day when the sky is clear. Winter time is much mild. 
 
2. Colonial Historyv 
Egypt has had a particularly history of foreign occupation and colonial exploitation, 
and is a model of the negative effects of prolonged cultural confusion among its 
neighbors. After the declaration of the bankruptcy in 1876, the economy of Egypt was 
controlled by France and England. On September 1882, Egypt was occupied by 
British military. The British were to remain in Egypt for the next 70 years, through 
two world wars and nationalistic uprisings within the country.  
 
During the colonial period, a systematic and far-reaching attempt was made to 
discredit and retard the legitimate architectural development of those countries that 
underwent the colonial experience. The countries were in a sense denied access to 
their own architectural innovation as a direct result of the enunciated policy of 
destroying the means by which an authentic and climatically appropriate architecture 
could develop. By the 1870’s the impact of the European lifestyle reached a high 
                                                 
 
v This introduction of colonial history of Egypt is mainly referred to Steele, J. ed., 1997, An architecture for 
people: The complete works of Hassan Fathy, London: Thames and Hudson; Mito, Abdel-Mohsen Saleh, 1990, 
Hassan Fathy and Balkrishna Doshi: Two regional architects in the context of modern architecture, PhD thesis of 





point. Domination of the Beaux Arts, Art Nouveaux, Italian, and Australian classical 
styles, become obvious at the major Egyptian cities such as Cairo and Alexandria by 
the turn of the century. By the end of the World War II the Italian style was 
predominant, and it became difficult to distinguish many of the apartment buildings 
from the apartment buildings of northern Italy. The inner open courtyard disappe ared 
in traditional houses. The small windows common in old houses were replaced by 
large openings which increased the intensity of light and ultraviolet radiation in many 
parts of the house. The designs of the houses were suitable for the cold winters and 
mild summers of Western Europe, rather than the long hot summers of Cairo. vi Such 
confusion is ending only with the takeover of the Government by the Free Officers on 
22 July 1952, led by Gamal Abd al-Nasser. 
                                                 
 
vi N. Toulan, Climatic consideration in the design of urban housing in Egypt, in G. Giden ed., Housing in Arid 
Lands, New York, 1980, p. 83. 
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APPENDIX-C: RELATED PICTURES IN LE CORBUSIER’S 
SKETCHBOOKS 
  Chronology of Le Corbusier's Trip  for Design of Chandigarh Complex 
  Type Time Content 
Volume 
1 1stTrip March, 1951 E18 
2 2nd Trip October 27-November 28, 1951 E23 
3 3rd Trip March 23—April 19,1952 F24, F25 
4 4th Trip November 11-December 18, 1952 F24, F27 
5 5th Trip December, 1952 F26 
6 6th Trip January 17-February 21 H31 
7 7th Trip  November 9-December 11 H31, H34 
8 8th Trip March 17-27, 1955 J36 
9 9th Trip November 15 and December 15, 1955 J38, J39 
10 10th Trip March 29-April 30, 1956 K40, K42 
11 11th Trip December, 1956 K44,K45 
12 12th Trip Not recorded in the published skechbooks    
13 13th Trip December 2, 1957-January 3, 1958 M51 
14 14th Trip March 7-April 7, 1958 M51 
15 15th Trip September,1958 M54, M55 
16 16th Trip March 20 - April 25, 1959 N56 
    March 20-April 25, 1959 N57 
17 17th Trip November 30, 1959-January 4, 1960 N56 
    December 1959, January 5, 1960 P59 
18 18th Trip April 15-May 15, 1960 P60 
19 19th Trip October 25-November 25, 1960 P60, R62 
20 20th Trip March 3-April 6, 1961 R63 
21 21th Trip November 11-December 13, 1961 R63, R65 







“New Delhi // for us, remember UN resolution N° 1 [of] 1948 
the astronomical instruments of Delhi This definitely beats out the best qualities of the 





“the precise adaptation of forms and organisms to the sun, rain, air, etc. —  which puts 
Vignola out of the pic ture— the cylinder at the summit = 140-142 
It's the way of all times: the Egyptian, the Persian, the Greek, the Jewish 
the eternal animals: the cow, the somber gray buf falo, the (little) ass, the sheep, the 
goat, the hog.carting, carrying on the head: dignity, time, waiting 
Before the big money!” 






“March 26, 1951 // for my hydraulic roof system for the Capitol / speak about it with 







“place against mid-day sun 
Spoke with Bhabha [Tata] he is thinking of a very thin chimney very conductive 
material the canal is heated by the sun thus setting up a draft” 
 


















“For Assembly try to achieve the reality of 4 or 5 arches or connoids or domes etc? 
(in contrast with the high court)”. 
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H34 
It contains numbered construction orders, each one accompanied by the name of the 
individual charged with its execution, and general thoughts about India, the country’s 
living conditions, and its made of government. 
 
J 36 
He justified the use of unfinished concrete, which "expresses the clarity of spirit, the 
wisdom, the soundness of the conception, the courage, even the temerity: unfinished 
concrete is beautiful as ... a warrior, a soldier or an athlete. He has no need to grin like 
an actor, and be made up with marble" (277, 275). 
295 
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418: 

























“Assembly// molding rabbet rain wind; raise the two elements to avoid absorption by 
perspective from A toward B…”. 
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